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The W. H. Murray Literary Prize.
As a tribute to the late Bill Murray, whose mountain and environment
writings have been an inspiration to many a budding mountaineer, the
SMC have started a modest writing prize, to be run through the pages of
the Journal. The basic rules are set out below, and will be re-printed each
year. The first year open to contributions will be 1998, with a deadline, as
is normal, of the end of January that same year. So assuming you are
reading this in early July, you have, for the first year of the competition,
six months in which to set the pencil, pen or word processor on fire.

The Rules:
1. There shall be a competition for the best entry on Scottish Mountaineering published in the Scottish Mountaineering Club Journal. The competition shall be called the 'WoH. Murray Literary Prize', hereafter called the
'Prize.'
2. The judging panel shall consist of, in the first instance, the following :
The current Editor of the SMC Journal; The current President of the SMC;
and two or three lay members, who will be drawn from the membership
of the SMC. The lay members of the panel will sit for three years after
which they will be replaced.
3. If, in the view of the panel, there is in any year no entries suitable for the
Prize, then there shall be no award that year.
4. Entries shall be writing on the general theme of ' Scottish Mountaineering', and may be prose articles of up to approximately 5000 words in
length, or shorter verse. Entries may be fictional.
5. Panel members may not enter for the competition during the period of
their membership.
6. Entries must be of original, previously unpublished material. Entries
should be submitted to the Editor of the SMC Journal before the end of
January for consideration that year. Lengthy contributions are preferably
word-processed and submitted either on 3.5" PC disk or sent via e-mail.
(See Office Bearers page at end of this Journal for address etc.) Any
contributor to the SMC Journal is entitled to exclude their material from
consideration of the Prize and should so notify the Editor of this wish in
advance.
7. The prize will be a cheque for the amount £250.
8. Contributors may make different submissions in different years.
9. The decision of the panel is final.
10. Any winning entry will be announced in the SMC Journal and will be
published in the SMC Journal and on the SMC Web site. Thereafter,
authors retain copyright.
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First recorded Scottish Avalanche?
BOB AITKEN reports: The following item appears in a new book by John KeIT, who
writes a lot of slightly eccentric history about Atholl, called The Living Wilderness:
Atholl Deer Forests (Perth: Jamieson & Munro, 1996). It's a terrible curate's egg
of a book, full of fascinating detail about the historical minutiae of deer forest life
and management (much of it out of Atholl estate papers previously almost
untouched by researchers), but entirely devoid of any wider political or critical
context. However the point of interest is Chapter 8, Tilt and Beinn a' Ghlo Forest,
pp 79-80:
'Commonplace events in the glen are well covered in reports submitted by the
factor and keepers, providing an insight into life there nearly two hundred years
ago:
March 10, 1799. Thomas Palliser, factor.
There is no scarcity of either harts or hinds in the forest. John Crerar has been here
since Wednesday. I went up to Forest Lodge with him, after which we looked into
Glen Criny and Glen Mark, where we saw a great number of deer. The snow in
many places there will not be off in the course of next summer, some of the wreaths
are as high as this house.'
One of Robertson's sons in Dalnagelsich (925 734) had a very narrow escape
when out looking after the sheep near to the side of the Tilt: 'He heard a great noise;
on looking up he saw a considerable quantity of snow comeing [sic} from the top
of the hill, he got in below a rock and called his dog to come to him, but it refused,
and was carried away by the snow into the river, and was lost. The snow rushed
down with such violence into the river that it threw out to the opposite side several
birch trees, a great deal of ice, and some trout, about fifty yards into the field behind
the stables.'
The source is given as the Blair Castle Charter Room. The bit about the flying
fish has a slight whiff of the shaggy dog about it (if that's not over-mixing the
metaphor), but perhaps it's the kind of unlikely detail that confums the truth of the
tale . ..
Apart from its intrinsic interest this may be the first written record of an
avalanche in the Highlands, since it predates by one year the Loss of Gaick. Perhaps
they had a run of good winters at the turn of the century.
!AN THoMsoN writes:- Jean' s Hut, for many years a haven from wind, rain and snow
in Coire Cas on the northern side of Cairn Gorm, and, from 1965, in Coire an
Lochain, was demolished in 1986 owing largely to the depredations of weather and
vandalism. The origins, construction and subsequent history of the Hut provide an
interesting story, worth recounting.
At Easter 1948, the Scottish Section of the Central Council of Physical Recreation (CCPR) organised two one-week mountaincraft courses in the Northern
Cairngorms, based at the Aviemore Hotel. They were well-attended, but marred by
the fatal accident which led to the building of Jean's Hut. A 21-year-old physiotherapist, Jean McIntyre Smith, the daughter of a Scottish doctor, was full of
enthusiasm for the outdoors. The war was over, and the nation making a return to
a peace-time economy. The 40 students were transported from the hotel to
Glenmore Lodge where the forestry track terminated, and those who were skiing
had to walk with their heavy hickory ex-army skis the five uphill kilometres to
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Coire Cas. On March 17, Jean's party was descending the Fiacaill ridge of Cairn
Gorm after a langlauf excursion on the plateau on the final day of the fust course
when Jean lost her balance, accelerated into the corrie and had the misfortune to
strike a rock with her head, and was killed . She loved the hills, and a year after the
accident, her ashes were scattered beside Clach Bharraig, the prominent erratic on
the western flank of An t-Aonach overlooking Loch Morlich and Glen More.
By the beginning of 1950, Glenmore Lodge, which had opened as the Scottish
Centre of Outdoor Training four months after the accident, was offering courses
almostthroughout the year. These were courses for the public at the popular holiday
times, for final-year students in colleges of physical education, for military
personnel and for schoolchildren. Dr. Smith wanted to erect a memorial appropriate to his daughter, and in 1949 he suggested that a hut should be built in Coire Cas,
with custody given to Glenmore Lodge. The idea was warmly welcomed by the
CCPR and the Lodge staff: most of the skiing was in the corrie which was also
frequently visited by hillwalking parties from the Lodge, and boulders were the
only protection against the elements there. Permission was sought and received
from Inverness County Council and the Forestry Commissioners.
Cowieson of Glasgow were approached to provide plans for a prefabricated hut
designed for the hostile area in which it would stand, and, when these were
approved, they manufactured the sections. It was to have wooden walls and a
corrugated aluminium roof, with benches fixed to the walls, and a cupboard. The
firm specialised in making bodies for railway wagons, so the walls were stoutly
made. They were to have concrete foundations, and a concrete block, set into the
earthen floor, was to be provided for cooking stoves. To protect the door from the
elements, particularly wind and snow, there was a porch along that side also with
a door, and a wooden bench along its inside wall.
From early 1950, a great deal of work was done by the Glenmore staff and
students, especially the schoolchildren, carrying the materials to the site. Of those
required, only two lay within reasonable distance: boulders, which were rolled
down the hillside to form the foundations, and gravel, which was gathered from
near the Clach Bharraig Bothy, a kilometre away. Over many months, every party
heading for the Cairngorm plateau went by way of the Bothy, filled a little bag with
gravel and took it to the site. The rest of the material had to be carried from the
Lodge. Fortunately, they had the assistance of a garron for carrying the cement and
Loch Morlich sand. Many a journey she made up the path alongside the AUt Mor,
with her human companions chasing behind. All the prefabricated sections and
other timber work, together with the roof sections, had to be manhandled all the way
from the Lodge, although, when conditions allowed, the Lodge's old Nansen
sledge was pressed into service. It took 18 months to assemble all the materials on
site. In an article about the Hut entitled, A Cairngorm Shelter, published, a week
after its erection, in The Glasgow Herald of September 13, 1951 , Alastair
Hetherington said: 'Most of the hauling was not done by adults but by schoolchildren from Glasgow and Lanarkshire attending special courses at Glenmore Lodge.
It was part of their training in outdoor life and in meeting the challenge of the hills.
And a fierce challenge it must have been in the early spring. Parties of boys and girls
aged 15 and 16 camped out for a week at a time to help in moving the sections. With
snow and wind it was hard camping, so hard that one night the tents were blown
down by a gale. But they seem to have enjoyed it - certainly it was a change from
city schools.'
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However, the Hut was quicldy erected. Once the concrete base was laid, the walls
and roof were bolted into place in one day. Initially, the interior remained bare, but
over the summer of 1952, Andy McGinn, a teacher of technical education and a
voluntary instructor at the Lodge, completed the Hut by fixing the benches to the
walls, and providing it with the cupboard. In October 1952, an inscribed plaque was
set in place. It read: 'In memory ofJean McIntyre Smith, who trod this way joyfully.
Cha till i tuilidh. [She will not return.]'
The porch was always left unlocked so that anyone could use it, and it contained
a Duff stretcher, while some additional First-Aid equipment was kept in the main
part. In this way the Hut became the outpost of mountain rescue in the area. The
inner door was initially kept locked to prevent misuse and vandalism, but the key
was placed in a glass-fronted box for emergency use, and one was kept at the Lodge.
Parties were allowed to use the Hut with consent from the Lodge, but too often the
key was taken from its box in non-emergency situations, and it was eventually
hidden on a hook behind the downpipe. Unfortunately, this led to the Hut being
forcibly entered on occasions, and from time to time it was decided to leave it open.
Jean's Hut offered a marvellous sanctuary in Coire Cas, particularly when the
wind blew and the rain fell. It had a stove on which water could be boiled for tea
or cocoa - endless amounts of which were consumed over the years. Metal mugs,
some with strips of sticking plaster along the rim to protect lips from hot metal, were
kept there. They were seldom washed, and the plasters became dirty, but what did
that matter when they revitalised the cold and weary. In 1955, Karl Fuchs opened
his ski school at Carrbridge, and taught his students in Coire Cas where they, too,
availed themselves of the Hut. When the weather was particularly foul, it could be
filled to overflowing, 50 or so, the entire skiing population in the corrie in the days
before the opening of the new ski road in 1960-crammed inside. Dougie Stewart,
a member of the Glenmore permanent staff from 1958 to 1960, remembers one such
day:
'One bleak winter's day, with a wet sleet blizzard developing, I baled out with
my climbers from Coire an t-Sneachda, and headed for the hut. It was already
jammed full of wet, miserable skiers and climbers, and the only heating was the gas
cooker. The place was thick with steaming bodies, and Jack Thomson (a member
of the Glenmore staff for 30 years until his retirement in 1982) said: "We'll need
to try something to get these folk warmed up." So the Jean's Hut Olympics were
inaugurated. In the rafters there were dozens of garden canes, used for slalom
practice. Jack got everyone organised with a cane each, and divided the occupants
into the west team and the east team. He screwed up a newspaper into a ball and
threw it up in the middle-for the most compressed game of hockey in history as
everyone flailed about, trying to force the "ball" to the other end of the hut. After
some time of this mayhem, with everyone now in a frisky mood, Jack announced
the next event - the relay race. The door was opened and one runner from each team
tore round the hut, slithering and falling over snow and rock foundations, came
back in, shouted "East" or "West", and the next runner shot off. Non-running team
members had to jump up and down in the hut, cheering on their team. In no time
everyone was sweating and cheery. One guy said tome itwas the best day he'd ever
had in Coire Cas!'
Jean's Hut was used as a base for three-day expeditions undertaken by the
schoolchildren. As it was not too distant from the Lodge, it was suitable for some
of the less fit, and from it day-long tramps could be made. It was also used as
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overnight accommodation for those who were continuing to the Shelter Stone or
the Etchachan Hut. Using benches and floor, it could take up to 18, although the
normal complement was 10 children and one instructor. A good thick layer of
heather on the floor helped make sleeping easier, but many still found themselves
stiff in the morning. The benches may have been warmer, but their ribbing was
uncomfortable. On fine nights in summer, there was always the option of sleeping
alfresco on a bed of heather.
The advent of the road to Coire Cas in 1960 and the development of skiing
brought to an end the golden days of Jean's Hut. There was a continuous increase
in human activity in the area-skiing, walking, climbing - and the Hut suffered from
the start. In the absence of any accommodation for skiers - the ShieIing was not
opened until 1963 - the Hut was broken into on a number of occasions and in the
end it was decided to leave it unlocked. In the absence of adequate toilet and litterdisposal facilities, it was used as a lavatory and a litter bin. In truth, it was now in
quite the wrong place. In this country, a mountain hut should not be sited where
large numbers of people congregate, especially if it is unwardened and alternative
facilities are available. Moreover, it no longer had the same value as overnight
accommodation for Lodge expeditions. The road made it too accessible, and the
area was too busy. It was clear that, if it remained in Coire Cas, it would soon
degenerate to the point where it would have to be demolished.
After discussion, in the summer of 1962 it was decided to move the Hut three
kilometres to the south-west into Coire an Lochain where it would serve as a useful
base for climbers in one of the most popular winter-climbing corries, and allow the
Cairngorm Mountain Rescue Team, who kept a stretcher in a box there, to store
more equipment. A good start was made by a party of soldiers camping in the area.
They dismantled the Hut and transported all the smaller parts to the corrie, leaving
the rest stacked on the original site. Moving the main sections proved a much harder
task. Four Glenmore Lodge staff or six Glasgow schoolboys, accompanied by a
relief team, were required for each section, and in practice it was not possible to
move more than one section a day to the new site. Bill Blackwood, who operated
a ski-tow in the area, offered the hire of himself and his caterpillar tractor to assist
in the task but, despite the efforts of tractor, schoolboy and staff, over a three-week
period only two-thirds of the sections were moved. Finally, when the tractor
suffered its third major breakdown, this method of transportation had to be
abandoned. The sections in Coire an Lochain were tied down and heavily cairned
for the winter, while those remaining in Coire Cas were taken down to the Lodge
and stored in a garage.
The Army was approached for assistance under its Military Aid to the Civil
Community (OPMACC) scheme. The response was positive, and it was hoped that
the remainder of the Hut would be taken into Coire an Lochain by a military vehicle
the following June and re-erected. However, when the time came the vehicle was
not available, and it was not until 1964 that the job was done. In early November
of that year, men from 300 Para Squadron (TA), under the command of Capt.
Stanley Peake, arrived with Capt. Graham Owens, the mastermind of the project.
At their disposal was an RNAS Lossiemouth helicopter which flew the remaining
sections and all required materials in an underslung net to the new site. The
opportunity was taken to replace the bench on one wall with upper and lower bunks,
and the completed structure, which was given a concrete floor, was strengthened
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with steel roof-stay cables anchored to the ground. The whole operation took about
a fortnight.
Jean's Hut survived there for 22 years. However, although the Scottish Sports
Council (SSC), through the Lodge, maintained its special responsibility for the Hut,
the Hut lost its old connection with the Lodge. At different times - with the support
and encouragement of the Mountain Bothies Association and Glenmore Lodge the Strathspey Mountain Club, the Cairngorm Ranger Service, the Jacobites
Mountaineering Club and the Ellon Hillwalking Club looked after the Hut. But it
was a constant battle. As the years passed, it suffered the ravages of weather and
vandalism, and again litter became a problem. From time to time, it was mended
and cleaned up, but soon reverted to its former condition - and the structure
deteriorated progressively. Its proximity to the top of the ski-road and the Shieling
continued to make its existence questionable, and increasing numbers walked into
Coire an Lochain. Moreover, in the 1970s, prompted by the tragic loss of five
Edinburgh schoolchildren and an instructor on the Cairn Gorm-Ben Macdui
plateau in November 1971, an influential body of opinion emerged, opposing all
bothies and mountain huts on the grounds that they could be difficult or impossible
to find in darkness and poor visibility, and in winter they might be covered by snow
or so frozen that they could not be opened. In this way the inexperienced might be
lured into danger. (In January 1984, three men in a party of four died when they
became lost in a blizzard as they made their way from the Coire Cas car park to the
Hut.) Others argued that huts were out of character with wilderness areas and
aesthetically displeasing, although Jean' s Hut, being wooden, was not as inappropriate to its surroundings as some.
By early 1979, the SSC was anxious to have the Hut demolished, and secured the
consent of Jean Smith's family, but it lingered on. By 1986, it was in very poor
condition and the majority opinion was that it should go. The Cairngorm Mountain
Rescue Team accepted this, but argued that it should be replaced to continue to
provide a store for equipment, a forward base for rescue operations, and a shelter
for rescuers and rescued in bad weather. They approached the Army for assistance,
but the weight of opinion was against them, and in the end they had to concede
defeat. The Hut was demolished in June 1986.
Today, all that remains of Jean's Hut are its original 1952 plaque and another
commemorating its removal to Coire an Lochain - both now attached to a memorial
pillar to Ben Beattie in the grounds of Glenmore Lodge - and two stout nestingboxes, still in use and both called, 'Jean's Hut' , made from timber rescued at the
time of its demolition.

SMC Above
The following aerial view of Scotland is sent in by lain Smart with apologies
for getting a bit above himself.
There are many kinds of artificial aids for arriving over the top of a mountain.
One no more disreputable than any other is by light aircraft. True, unless things go
badly wrong your feet do not actually touch the summit but then what is the
difference between a few hundred feet of air and the high-tech boot-sole of the
conventional climber? This analogy is not entirely convincing and so the following
accounts of airborne Munro-bagging are given with a feeling of guilt. Ringing the
quiet hills with so many decibels wrung out of the blue belfry of a peaceful sky is,
I suppose, the auditory equivalent of orange peel.
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The flights described here were made in a Cessna 152 out of Riverside Airfield,
Dundee. This aircraft is a high wing monoplane with two seats and a cruising speed
of about 90 knots. Real airmen consider it a very boring aircraft and refer to it as
a 'spam can' but to an inexperienced pilot like myself it feels like being at the
controls of a Sopwith Camel heading into peril. This feeling, however, sharpens up
the senses; the familiar hills beneath gain a new magic as the vertical dimension is
suddenly enlarged, made mobile and put under your own personal control. The
accounts below are not given in the spirit of Biggles, nor with the gravid
introspection of St. Exupery; they are responses to the high aesthetics of soaring
above the fair land of Scotland in its different moods, to the privilege of travel in
four dimensions with all senses heavily engaged in responding to the total
ambience, yet with the practical need to keep one's hands on the control systems
connecting the appreciative brain with the uncompromising reality of aerodynamics.
Spring Song: This flight was made on a fine day in May. I flew north over fertile
Strathmore, parquet-floored with fields of winter brown and the fresh green of
brairding crops. Then up to 8000ft above the scattering of fair-weather cumulus
clouds of the type that angels recline upon with their harps. You occasionally see
them in the distance; many are clearly recognisable as former members of the Club.
Far below were the sun-dappled moorlands of Strathardle and bonnie Glenshee and
there by the silver river was my house. Over the Ben Iutharns the clouds ended and
the captured Feshie could be seen right-angling into the Spey instead of the Dee.
Above the Garbh Coire Mor I throttled back, put down half-flap and commenced
a lazy, circling descent in a clockwise direction over the snow-wreathed hills.
The old familiar landmarks appeared on the horizon one after the other: the
Monadhliath, the great forests of Rothiemurchus and Nethy, Ben Avon and
Bennachie and the plains of Aberdeenshire beyond, then Lochnagar, Glen Clunie
with its rolling green slopes, Beinn a' Ghlo and the Drumochter hills and back to
the Monadhliath. The Lairig Ghru meanwhile spiralled up from below growing in
texture and detail with each circle. At five grand I levelled out and madea turn round
Braeriach, wing tip pointed at the cairn and eyes checking the dials for sHp, bank,
height and speed - you can't be too careful. Nevertheless, there was enough
cerebral capacity left over to appreciate the total situation. You could see into sunlit
Coire Bhrochain where we had camped in deep snow on Hogmanay 1948 when the
hills were empty. There was the !jttle lochan below Cairn Toul and now the textured
floor of the Garbh Coire Mor itself sparking the memory of that winter day when
the great quilt of cloud cascaded off the edge of the plateau into the gloom of the
coire, then the Wells ofDee of the memorable June bivouac in perfect weather and
now Rothiemurchus once wild and lonely with only a rutted track to Glenmore
Lodge which lay on the edge of the then known world.
I am telling you all this to illustrate how much parallel processing the creativelystressed brain can accomplish as it wheels about in time and space above a
landscape heavily associated with the brain's own formative experiences. Then on
over the trackless Macdhui plateau, now well and truly tracked, a look into Loch
Avon where Broon kept a lonely Hogmanay long ago when there actually were
deep mid-winters, over barnacled Ben Mheadhoin where I once drowsed fawnlike
one youthful summer apres midi, past Beinn a' Bhuird of the frost-bitten toe and
the Mitre Ridge of high ecstasy, then back south by dark Lochnagar and manybranched Glen Clova, an eastward curve over the Howe of the Mearns to the silvery
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Tay and a near-perfect landing at Dundee. I walked away from the plane six inches
above the ground having lived a full three weeks in an hour-and-a-quarter of
elapsed real time.
High Summer: This was a windless day, slightly overcast with a thin layer of high
cloud and enough sunshine to give a hint of shadow. Below the cloud the air was
clear to the sharp horizon as it often is after rain. The first leg to Inverness lay over
the detailed landscape of the rolling eastern Grampians. Loch Builg, Tomintoul,
Loch Garten, the Spey and the Findhorn all appeared below uncannily in the order
predicted by the map. After a coffee in the International Lounge and an altercation
with the security guards who wanted to see documents we didn't have, we were
escorted back to the plane by an embarrassed local who apologised for the extraterrestrials who seemed to be running the place. Then the flight to the rough bounds
of Wester Ross and Sutherland. First direct to Loch Maree at four grand. Between
us and the far horizon lay the fabled lands of the West from the Skerries to the
Lewes.
To the left the textured lands of Torridon and to our right the wilderness of
Sutherland whither we were bound. It is good to be lucky but magnitudes better to
actually know you are lucky; this privilege was being bestowed on a receptive
mind. I thought I would mention this because the few readers who actually reach
this remote corner of the Journal will be people of discrimination and may think I
was beingjust thoughtlessly exuberant, behaving like a sort of airborne trendy. The
whole brain was, in fact, dedicated to appreciating the total situation - no mean task.
We made a descending circle over the shaggy islands of the reflecting loch with
Slioch as a backdrop, then over by Airidh Charr to the Fionn Loch with herons
circling the only wooded island. Over Strath na Seallag you could make out
Sheneval and Larachantivore before passing by mighty An Teallach and crossing
the Loch Brooms to Coigach.
From this vantage you could see that the North West was the ragged fringe of
Scotland, the edge of Europe, the end of the road for folk migrations from the
Eurasian hinterland. Below us the present-day Gaels were being displaced in their
turn by poor souls driven out of their homes in the south by the collapse of their own
community. This time the sack of the homeland was being carried out by the most
recent wave of barbarians, wielding the naked sword of market forces untrammelled by educational, cultural or moral constraints. At the end of the Achiltibuie
road I could see the croft of Cui na Creag where in the late Forties I had stayed in
a Gaelic-speaking household, still rich in song and story; probably they speak some
form of broad Yorkshire there now. In another 200 years maybe the GaeloYorkshire tongue will be replaced by Urdu and Wee Shias may reign with all the
tolerance of the Wee Frees. From up here you gain a certain perspective on these
transient human population movements. Nevertheless, the loss of a creative culture
and its songs should be taken at least as seriously as the loss of some squawking
bird.
The flight continued with a low circle round Stac Pollaidh then round mighty,
gloomy Suilven with its head moodily in a cloud.
Back in Inverness, we refuelled, flew down the Great Glen, turned left up Glen
Coe flying below the summits - that was exciting - then we hung a louis over
Kingshouse to take us along Loch Laidon where the super camping island is, then
by Rannoch and Tummel to Pitlochry, grabbed a roger here and so back to Dundee.
The four hours in the air now required months to unravel. The soul, as is well
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known, travels at walking pace, requires frequent rests and is left far behind as the
present relentlessly pursues the future.
Autumn over Schiehallion: This was as fine an autumn day as you could wish for.
There was a bit of a temperature inversion. A big glacier of cloud filled the upper
Tay from Pitlochry to fair Strathmore. Elsewhere the glens were clear, the sun was
brightly shining and the Highland summits stretched away to the horizon dusted
with early snow. The autumn colours were aglow - russet bracken, yellow-gold
birch and yellow-ochre larch. The great Schiehallion from which Fujiyama was
copied lay ahead and to its left the long view over Loch Tummel and Loch Rannoch
to Lochaber and the cliches of the Isles. A wide, climbing turn over the sacred
mountain took us to ten grand, the ceiling of the aircraft. Scotland lay below from
the SgurrofEigg to the Bass Rock looking like a brighter version of a Bartholomew' s
map.
There are times when it might be possible to exclaim: 'Oh, joy, oh, rapture!' and
get away with it. I wish I had had the nerve to try on this occasion; it would be nice
to be a tearaway and let yourself go, just once in your life. Alas, I flew stolidly
homeward, frightened of committing a solecism. An hour later I was sitting at my
desk wondering if it had all happened.
Above the Clouds: This flight to the west was made part of the way above the
clouds. This is perfectly legal provided you remain within sight of the ground and
a certain distance from the cloud. Within these constraints you can explore the great
hills and glens of the upper air, the great one-off landscapes that will never be
repeated, the transient country of beauty and mystery you traverse on the way to a
conventional destination. I have never seen anyone else up there on these rolling
snowfields, although doubtless there are marauding military jets, setting an
objective danger like avalanches or collapsing seracs. This high territory is one of
the last great wilderness areas. It's like the mountains below used to be before the
industrial age, before our bizarre activity became just another sector of the market
economy. It's like sailing still is once you get to the western coasts of the outer isles
and keep away from the St. Kilda run.
We were on our way to Mull. There were glimpses of Ben Lui and Ben Cruachan
at the bottom of crevasses in the high snows below. At Taynuilt the cloud ended and
in calm, sunny weather we landed at Glenforsa on the meadow that serves as the
airport. The skylarks were singing; lunch was out of doors. An hour later we flew
over Ardnarnurchan, the beaches at Arisaig and Morar (but at a discreet height and
distance) halfway up Loch Morar a turn south over the rough bounds of Moidart
to the Ben, a circle here for admiration and homage, then back over Luibelt, Loch
Ossian and Loch Ericht before leaving the rugged terrain and entering the
contrasting lands of far eastern Scotland.
Envoi: This flight will never take place. Nevertheless, I am going to tell you about
it. It would be made on a clear, windless winter night with a full moon. The lochs
will be frozen and there will have been a heavy snowfall. I have made a training
flight under these conditions and it was indeed an exhilarating experience with
Strathmore and its surrounding mountains all a-glimmer below and town, village
and even individual farmhouse lights twinkling and identifiable. Circling the
aircraft in level flight from pole star back to pole star while the well-known
constellations pass in procession before the windscreen is an exacting test,
particularly when you are asked to continue for a second round to make sure the first
time wasn't a fluke.
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On this final flight I'll fly north over Braemar, then low between Cairngorm of
Derry and Ben Macdhui. By Carn Etchachan I'll put down full-flap and descend
into the head of Loch Avon with a glance from the corner of the eye at the Shelter
Stone and its crag, then flyover the twinkling snow on the loch and through the
bealach to the Nethy, then climb high over Strath Spey and continue north again.
Maybe keep on going over the Monadhliath and the Great Glen to Stac Pollaidh and
Suilven, ghostly in the moonlight. Maybe even keep on going over the sea until
summer.
But to do something irresponsible like that would provoke an air-sea rescue,
generate disagreeable headlines and would almost certainly invalidate your insurance, and if they never found you it would be legally inconvenient for your heirs.
It would also mean the destruction of a perfectly good aeroplane. To be a serious
romantic you have to be ruthless and to be both ruthless and romantic you have to
lack insight and if you lack insight you can't really be fully aware of what you are
doing and if you do have insight enterprises of great pith and moment like this
become sicklied over with the pale cast of thought and lose the name of action; thus
conscience doth make Hamlets of us all. And Hamlet was a wally. I think maybe
I'd keep pointing towards the pole star and just keep on going after all and increase
the entropy of the universe with a modest bang rather than a whimper.

The Scottish Mountaineering Trust - 1996/97
DURING the year the Trust has continued successfully with its publication programme and managed to provide some financial assistance to all of the applications
which have come before it and which Trustees have adjudged to be within their
remit.
As the publications operation has developed, it has become clear that meetings
of Trustees, which take place normally two or three times annually, are insufficient
to manage what is now, in effect, a small company. Many decisions involving the
day-to-day management are commercial by nature requiring perhaps particular
skills or a more immediate response. The role of the Publications Company has
therefore been enhanced and management of the publications operation is now
wholly the Company's responsibility leaving the Trustees free to respond to the
successes or failures of the directors and to handle the distribution of grants. All
editorial responsibility including selection of titles, authors and design and specification will, of course, remain with the Publications Sub-Committee of the Club.
The new arrangement gives every indication of working well.
The 1996 publication programme saw the production of the climbing guides
Selected Scottish Winter Climbs and Skye and The Hebrides together with reprints
of Glen Coe Rock & Ice Climbs and The Corbetts. This year includes climbing
guides to A rran andArrochar, Highland Outcrops and The Munroists Companion.
Members might be surprised to know that the number of titles covered by the Trust
is now more than 30.
Over the last 10 years, during which mountaineering books generally have begun
to produce profits, the Trust has had no doubt over its obligation to return this
income to the mountaineering community through the distribution of grants and
details of these are listed below. The Club is, of course, a major recipient of Trust
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assistance and in the past year this has supported Journal costs, royalty payments,
Lagangarbh and the Club library. Individuals also receive honoraria and authorship
royalties.
The work carried out by the Trust grows annually and this falls on the backs of
both Trustees and officials who give voluntarily of their time and to whom we
should all record our thanks. The present Trustees are R. N. Campbell (chair), D.
C. Anderson, C. D. Grant, A. Kassyk, W. A. McNicol, S. Murdoch, D. C. Page, R.
T. Richardson, D. Sommerville and N. M. Suess.
J. R. R. Fowler.

General Grant Fund
Grants paid

Dundee Mountain Film Festival
Grampian MC - Inbhirfhaolain
Gupta Peak Expedition
Jonathan Colville Trust
LSCC - Milehouse renovation
MC of S - Conference booklet
MC of S - core funding
MC of S - conference expenses
NTS - bridge over Allt Gniornhaidh
NTS - Tarmachan appeal
NTS - Ben Lawers
Ochils MC - hut renovation
Scottish Film Archive
SMC Greenland Expedition 1996
SMC - Lagangarbh roof repair
SMC - Lagangarbh tree planting
SMC - Library
Stirling University photographic exhibition

£400
£2015
£500
£665
£5000
£1300
£11,215
£100
£750
£1000
£800
£1500
£1740
£800
£2870
£918
£840
£100
£32,513
£25,043

Balmoral Estates - Lochnagar
NTS - Torridon and Glen Coe
Ross and Cromarty Footpath Trust
Annat and Carnmor
Annat and Carnmor

£3868
£13,000

Total
Grants committed

Footpath Fund
Grants paid

Total
Grants committed

SEVERAL

£8519
£3819
£29,206
£24,900

Journal Bequest
years ago, the SMC Journal received a cheque for £500, no strings

attached, from the Walton family. The father, Robert, had been a member of the
Club, and had, apparently, a soft spot for the Journal. His son, Ian, as will be seen
elsewhere in this issue, remains active outdoors. This generous gift was put to good
use recently, and has enabled the New Climbs Editor both to modernise his
computer and be connected to the Internet, enabling switched on young climbers
to communicate with him more rapidly.
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Of Beer and Boats.
Some more notes on Harold Raebum, from researches by K. V. Crocket and J. R. R.
Fowler.
K. V. Crocket begins: Lacking the time and skills of a full-time researcher into such
matters, it can be quite a lengthy process to unearth even basic facts on a person 's life.
Unknown to both of us, each of us had, in our small ways, been slowly gnawing away
at Raeburn' s details. Our inestimable Secretary for example, had been tramping round
the burial grounds of Edinburgh, in search of the Raeburn headstone. In this he was
ultimately successful, as he details below. As for my own researches, they led to me
being photographed in an Edinburgh street, sitting on someone's shoulders with me
dressed as a modern rock climber and my living step-ladder dressed in tweeds and false
handle-bar moustache. It also led to Harold Raeburn's photograph being used for a
brewer's promotional poster. And I have the T-shirt to prove it. If this intrigues you read
on.
Our personal interest in Raeburn, as with many climbers, stems from a knowledge of
many of his ascents in Scotland, as well as his own writings. Little need to expand on
these here. I even wrote a short story purporting to be an account of the schoolboy
Raeburn 's first steps on rock. It may well have been fictional, but the footnotes included
genuine details of his Birth and Death Certificates. To repeat the first of these: Entry No.
729 for the District of Newington, in the City of Edinburgh records the birth of Harold
Andrew Raeburn on July 21, 1865 at 12 Grange Loan, Edinburgh. His father was
William Raeburn, Brewer, hi s mother, Jessie Raeburn, maiden name Rarnsay. The
Certificate also records that WilJiam and Jessie married on October 5, 1849. As my short
story accurately describes, Harold had two sisters, Ruth and Ethel, with Ruth quite often
mentioned in later years as a climbing and walking activist.
This basic data, along with Raebum' s Death Certificate, sufficed for some time, until
I received a communication from a large, International advertising company. They
were, it seemed, involved with the launch of a new beer, and were toying with the name
Raeburn. Could I help? As few climbers could spurn the scentofa free pint! was easily
intrigued. It seemed that the company's researchers had thrown up three Raeburns.
There was Raeburn the brewer, Raeburn the artist, and a Raeburn who apparently lived
as a hermit in Ayrshire. Obviously, the latter did not much appeal as a name on which
to launch a new ale!
Some of my other findings of more than a decade ago helped confirm that not only
was Raeburn the brewer a relati ve ofHarold, but that Harold himself worked as a brewer.
Referring to the Edinburgh Post Office Directory Log for 1893- 1894, for example, there
was a listing for 'W. & J. Raebum, brewers, 12 Merchant St. ' Another entry was from
1905-1906, 'Wo &J., brewers & maltsters, Craigmillar', and finally 'Raebum, John (W.
& J. R.), 49 Manor Place'. All of these addresses were in Edinburgh, though intriguingly, I found that Raebum had actually lived for a short spell in Partick, Glasgow, while
involved in the war effort. I have so far been unable to discover the street physically
however, and it very likely has been pulled down and rebuilt, in good old Glasgow
manner.
In 1905, a Julian Baker wrote:
'A brewer has to be a man of many parts. A knowledge of engineering, chemistry and
biology is essential to one who takes an intelligent interest in his work and who wishes
to be well provided for in the keen competitive style of the present times . . . and most
important of all, he must be ajudge and manager of men, for untold damage may be done
by discontented and malicious workmen.'
A brewer also had to expect a rapid staff turnover. The annual fatality rate in the
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Raeburn brewery, for example, was more than 8%, a grim reminder of past working
conditions in an admittedly dangerous business, given the presence of so much CO2,
William Raeburn was, of course, the father of the climber, with John his uncle. In 1861
the two brothers acquired the former Usher' s Brewery, Merchant Street. This brewery
probably dated back to the earl y 18th century. Under the Raeburns, it became known as
the Merchant Street Brewery, becoming extensively reconstructed in 1876. By the
1890s problems were being experienced with the water supply, and in 1897 the property
was offered to the governors of Heriot-Watt College. William Raeburn had been
connected with the College since 1872; as a director, treasurer and Life Member of the
College Committee. This, no doubt, eased the sale of the property going ahead in 1898,
for £ 14,500. William died that same year. By then Harold Raeburn would have been 33,
and we must suppose that he would have been working in the brewery for some time with
his father and uncle.
The sale of the property, however, allowed John Raeburn to build a new brewery at
the then-developing brewery community of Craigmillar, just east of Edinburgh, where
there were good water supplies and rail connections. Five other breweries were already
in existence, including a Drybrough's. In 1913, the nearly-new brewery was sold to
Robert Younger Ltd., of the St. Ann's Brewery, Edinburgh. The 1914-18 War stopped
brewing at Craigmillar, which recommenced in 1919, with all output heading south by
rail to the North-east of England. Brewing ceased in 1931 due to falling demand.
The trademarkofW. &J. Raebum Ltd. was aLion Rampant, similar to a Scottish flag.
This is a brief summary of the brewing side of the Raeburn family, but what of the
sailing part? I was led into this line of research by a few enigmatic lines inSMC Journal
articles, both by Raeburn himself, and by William lnglis Clark, another well-known
Edinburgh climber. The articles are in the 1903 issue of the Journal, and follow one
another. In Raeburn ' s article, From Sea 10 Summil,'SMCJ 7, pp.l94-198, 1903,
Raeburn describes a date to meet up with the Clarks on Ben Nevis. The route they were
in hot pursuit of was Observatory Buttress, but Raebum was also in pursuit of other
yachts, for he was racing in the Firth of Forth that weekend. Lack of wind meant a day's
delay before he could catch the train to Fort William, the Clarks in the interim continuing
their explorations of the Ben. (See the Introduction to the sailing articles, this issue.)
Raeburn had, in fact, become becalmed in the Firth, only picking up the buoy at lam.
After an hour' s sleep he caught the 4am train to Fort William. The long, idle hours that
day may well have led Raebum to a philosophic frame of mind. His article begins by
attempting to define mountaineering, then moves on to compare it with other sports. On
the way to describing yachting in a favourable light, he roundly condemns golf, 'that
insidious epidemic'. My first moves in looking into Raeburn's yachting exploits were
to find the most suitable local yachting club. A suggestion to try the Royal Forth
Yachting Club met with immediate success. In October 1995 the Archivist of the Club
confirmed that Harold and John Raeburn were admitted as members of the club in 1900,
and both ceased to be members in 1911 . At first the archivist could find no more, but in
November I received more details that the Archivist had succeeded in finding.
The Club House belonging to the RFYC that the Raeburns would have used was
Eildon Lodge, at I Boswell Road (1881-1983). This was a fine building above the
present harbour at Granton, but a bit back from the water. The present club house, at
Middle Pier, Granton, was built new. The RFYC has a similar membership size to the
SMC, at around 400.
Harold and John, already members of the RFYC for three years, bought the nine-ton
cutter Teal in 1903. The Commodore of the club then was Sir Donald Curry, the multimillionaire of the Curry Line. His boat was a bit bigger, at 999 tons, being the luxury
steam yacht Iolaire. When I say luxury, we are talking of gold banisters. The wine cellar
probably took the boat over the WOO-ton mark.
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In 1904, the Raeburns won the RFYC Corinthian Match Challenge Cup, racing in the
Teal. From 1905 to 1907 John Raeburn presented a prize for a series of three annual
race3. IIe wa3 U mcmbcr oftho Sailing Committee ofth~ club from 1905 to 1908. This
committee organised all club sailing and racing.
In 1906, John bought the 30-linear rater Armyne, owning it until 1908. Sailing in the
Armyne, John and Harold again won the Corinthian Cup, in 1906 and again in 1907. As
they had now won it three times, they were presented with the cup (a practice which has
since ceased). They in turn presented the cup back to the RFYC who re-named it the
Raeburn Trophy. This is the name under which it is still raced for.
Round about 1988, at an SMC Committee Meeting, I suggested that the new Club Hut
between Dalwhinnie and Newtonmore be named the Raeburn Hut. The earliest record
of climbing exploration at nearby Creag Dubh was by Harold Raeburn, while the SMC
already had Ling and CIC (Charles Inglis Clark) Huts, both named after prominent club
members of the past. The Committee happily endorsed the suggestion.
As for the beer, I am happy to confirm that the new ales, developed by Scottish
Brewers, and named after Raeburn, were up to standard. Through the company, I
arranged for free beer at a Club dinner in Fort William. Unfortunately, and to the deep
embarrassment of the brewery, a hitch in their internal communications meant that the
Rnebum ale ne\'er reached the diGcerning palatoGof club ml!mbers _. the hotel provided
free beer with what they had instead. On the same afternoon, the Hon. Editor and Hon.
President were photographed quaffing beer at the foot of the Ben, to the considerable
bewilderment of a descending walker (who ended up with a serendipitous pint of beer).
Raeburn himself appears on the print of the as embled meet on the steam yacht Erne.
He's the laid-back one on the left, holding onto a stay.
John Fowler continues: Raeburn had been noted as a man of outstanding vigour and
energy which no doubt waG why ho waGchoGen to go to Everest with Howard-Btlry in
1921 . His health however, already chronically weakened by overwork during the Great
War, failed during the expedition, and Raeburn was to spend the last years of his life in
Craig House in Morningside - a anatorium for the mentally ill (recently restored for
similar purposes as part ofNapier University). His last years must have been miserable

The Raeburn Trophy.
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ones as institutional care had progressed only a little since Victorian times. The
death certificate detailed below mentions melancholia.
So where does the man lie? Many of Edinburgh's graveyards are in an appalling
condition - a perfect example of the wrong sort of property being in private hands.
Ever since the closure of the city's main public graveyard (Greyfriars) in 1863 by
the Medical Officer, Henry Duncan Littlejohn (the father of the forensic scientist
who helped investigate the Arran murder), Edinburgh left interment to private
companies. As graveyards became full and the popUlarity of cremation increased,
profits dwindled and graveyards were abandoned to their fate . Inevitably, vandalism has since become rife. However, a few inquiries and an expedition with a
machete revealed that Raebum lies in Warriston Cemetery in a hellishly-desecrated
corner. Fortunately, his monument is a mural one and this is well preserved. The
inscriptions read:
1894
In memory of
JOHN RAEBURN
of the firm of W & J Raebum
Second son of William Raebum
who died 27th January 1923
Aged 67 years.
NORMAN SCOTT
Youngest son of William Raebum
who died at Mazatian, Mexico
2nd January 1926.
HAROLD RAEBURN
Fourth son of William Raebum
who died 21 st December 1926.
EDITH CON STANCE
Fourth daughter of William Raebum
who died 3rd February 1934
JOHN RAEBURN
Brother of William Raebum
Died 31st October 1890
Aged 60 years
Erected by
William Raebum, Brewer, Edinburgh.

And here the story closes but for one thing. The descendants of Raebum and
Munro may have forgotten the mountaineering heritage created by their ancestors
and allowed the grave sites to become visual wrecks. Perhaps some person or Club
should not.
Footnotes: We are grateful to the following sources for information on the Raebum family,
both as brewers and sailors! Gerald Glancy, Archivist, Royal Forth Yachting Club. Charles
McMaster, Scottish Brewing Archive. lan Hamilton, McCann-Erickson Advertising.
Raebum's Death Certificate. Entry No. 683 in the register of Deaths for the District of
Momingside, Edinburgh, records the death of Harold Andrew Raebum, Brewer (retired), at
6 am on the morning of December 21, 1926, at Craig House, Edinburgh. The usual place of
residence was given as 14 Abercromby Place, where he lived with his sister, Ethel. The reason
for death was given as 'Exhaustion from Melancholia 4 yrs 10 months 13 days. Endocrine
Insufficiency 4 yrs. 10 mos . 13 days'.
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MUNRO MATTERS
By C. M. Huntley (Clerk of the List)
This year the Clerk of the List has been kept busy with a record number of new
Munroists to be added to the List. The 170 new names are listed below with the
Munroist number and year of compleation of the Munros, Tops and Furths. Of the
additions 10 have included the Tops and seven the Furths. * SMC member.
1536
1537
1538
1539
1540
1541
1542
1543
1544
1545
1546
1547
1548
1549
1550
1551
1552
1553
1554
1555
1556
1557
1558
1559
1560
1561
1562
1563
1564
1565
1566
1567
1568
1569
1570
1571
1572
1573
1574
1575
1576
1577
1578
1579
1580
1581
1582
1583
1584

Craig Allardice
Danny Rafferty
D. Hillman
Andrew M. James·
Willie Black
Mary Macrae
AJex Macrae
W. Angus Wall ace
Pat Mclntosh
Ca1um McIntosh
Too Bainbridge
John McPartlin
Elizabeth B Smith
E1eanor Symon
Scot Symon
Danny Barr
Colin Firth
Bill Buriton
Adrian Belton
John Clark
lan Dickson
Andrew Moignard
Andy Heald
Graham G. Hemsley
Kenneth J. Campbell
Robin L. Ca1der
Jock Mackinnon
Murray Reid
David Spencer
Ruaridh Pringle
David Appleyard
Peter J. Mansell
Richard Bryan
Janice Butcher
David Butcher
RobertD. Veitch
David Eccles
James Garvie
John Samuel
Thomas Mason
Ken Ross
Alan Gibson
Harry Morton
Richard Wheeler
Ron W. Elder
David Broadmeadow
William Lawrence
Fred C. Alexander
Edward H. Noble

1996
1995
1996
1996
1996
1995
1995 1995
1996
1995
1995
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1994
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996

1585
1586
1587
1588
1589
1590
1591
1592
1593
1594
1595
1596
1597
1598
1599
1600
1601
1602
1603
1604
1605
1606
1607
1608
1609
1610
1611
1612
1613
1614
1615
1616
1617
1618
1619
1620
1621
1622
1623
1624
1625
1626
1627
1628
1629
1630
1631
1632
1633

Hamish Stewart
lain F. D. Gi1mour
John M. Moore
lain S. Dickinson
Ethe1 S. Thomson
David L. MacGregor
Michael B. Howard
David Graham
Bill Grierson
Jim Duon
Lynda Woods
Jonatban Woods
Sue Jardine
Allan Bantick
Del Evans
Muriel Parry
Doris Matheson
Alex Matheson
Kevin A. Tait
Susan M. White
Barry J. HOOgson
A. Neil K. Brown
David Harvey
Eric Simpson
Robert 1. Ferguson
Elizabeth Harwood
Alex Smith
Steve Mann
Gillian Nisbet
Susan J. Park
Andy Ritchie
John Calder
Ron Neville
Molly E. Grant
Andrew J. H. Grant
Euan Pyper
Mhairi Ross
Jim Ross
Mike Dales
Chris Bull
Thomas Paton
Cameron J. Johnston
Alastair Bruce
Roy Bell
Steve Frearson
J. M. Thomson
Robert J. Barton
Andrew R. Dickson
Shona Malco1m

1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1995
1995
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996 1996
1996
19961996
1996
1996
1996
1996
19961996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
19961996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
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1634
1635
1636
1637
1638
1639
1640
1641
1642
1643
1644
1645
1646
1647
1648
1649
1650
1651
1652
1653
1654
1655
1656
1657
1658
1659
1660
1661
1662
1663
1664
1665
1666
1667
1668
1669

Bruce Malco1m
Eric Young
James A. Bennett
Nancy McCombie
John Stevenson
Graham Sage
Geoff Scott
W. Michael Gollan
Matthew Runciman
lan MacPherson
Gerald McPartlin
David Gemmell
Anne Stokes
Euan Nicol
Andrew Wright
Gordon Mac1achlan
John J. Fleming
Ron Lyall
Barry K. Smith
Peter Standing
Ken Coote
Roger Cumming
lan Rowe
Des Slavin
John M. Dougherty
David Ritchie
John Kirkham
Mary Duncan
Jeanette Fenner
W. Weiglhofer
lan H. Hill
Kenneth Robertson
David Ollerton
Andrew Ollerton
Leslie Barrie
Jim Lawson

1996
1996
1996
1996
1995
1996
1994
1994
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1995
19961996
1995
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996

1670
1671
1672
1673
1674
1675
1676
1677
1678
1679
1680
1681
1682
1683
1684
1685
1686
1687
1688
1689
1690
1691
1692
1693
1694
1695
1696
1697
1698
1699
1700
1701
1702
1703
1704
1705

Richard D. Humble
Graham Danie1s
Flora Hunt
Tim Hall
Sam Johnston
Paul Caban
Edward J. Haggarty
John PaUerson
Tom Gailey
Elliot S. Sloan
Elizabeth Camduff
Peter Hastie
David F. Beaumont
John G. Robin
Jonathan Bellarby
James Bellarby
Graham Clark
Rob Black
Jennifer M. Thomson
Keith Taylor
Gordon A. Winton
George W. Graham
Stuart H. Clarke
Graeme Findlay
Graeme Reid
G. W. Roy Goodwin
Brenda Lawson
S. L. Grice
Alison CurIe
Keith R. Stratton
Nick 1. Wild
Simon C. Jefferies
John Ferguson
Gill Lyons
Brian Tomlinson
Dave Delaet
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1996
1992 1992
1996
1996
1996
1996
19961996
1996
199619961996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1996
1997
1996
1995
1996
1996
1996
1996
199619961996
1996
1996
1997
1996
1996
1997
1996
1995
1995
1996
1997

AMENDMENTS
Only number of rounds and the year of the latest round are given. The columns given are
Munros, Tops and Furths.
781 Nonna Sutherland
1996
1993
107 Andy Nisbet*
x2
x3
1996
1977
153 A. N. Darbyshire
1990 876 Eisa Yates
x2
248 Lindsay Wyllie
1996
1996
877 R. Yates
x2
x2
1996 1996
251 Chris Townsend
1991 19921993
910 Eric Drew
x2
xl
1992 1996
1066 John Peel
1996 1994
254 Jim Renny
1992
1996
1087 Tim Pickles
x2
xl
1113 Kenneth Oliver
19961991
1981 1988 1997
256 Hugh F. Barron
x2
327 Stewart Logan
1996 1996
1996
1119 Rona1d H. MacGregor 1992
x8
x8
1992
1996
1135 James Ashby
336 Stephen T. Ramsden 1996
1989 1192 David Unsworth
199619951994
x3
x2
486 Peter Bellarby
1987 1987 1987 1284 John D. Taylor
199419941996
636 John Alien
1988 1996
1994
1996
1336 David Smith
1422 Stephen A. G1asper
199519951995
707 Robert F. Gibson
1989 1996
199519951996
1432 Karl Nelson
780 Eddie Sutherland
1996 1996
1441 Jim Bryce
19951995
x2
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When I started issuing the Munroist Certificate in August 1996, I wondered if this
was likely to increase the number of claimants to a position on the List, and I suspect
it may have encouraged a few to put pen to paper. However, I am sure that the
chance of a certificate is the last thing on a potential Munroist' s mind as he or she
tries to decide whether to leave the security of the car, tent or bothy in a downpour,
and it is probably not going to be the spur to keep you going on an exposed
windswept ridge during a white-out.
Is this a new record? continues to be a common question in my correspondence.
Gerald McPartlin (1644) was hoping that his party of five Munroists would set a
record for Munrosis multi when he, David Gemmell (1645), Anne Stokes (1646),
Euan Nicol (1647), and Andrew Wright (1648) compleated on Sgurr Mor (Loch
Quoich) supported by 28 friends and a dog (176 Munros). Gerald had written prior
to the event to inquire about the record and all I can say is 'probably'.
I have often said that on each Saturday in June, July and August there is a high
chance of a walker finding a Last Munro party taking place on the top of Beinn na
Lap, but I have not heard of many party clashes. Equally, Kevin Tait (1603) and
Steve Mann (1612) were surprised to find themselves sharing parties, each group
having ascended from different directions and met at the summit. Of course, many
couples and friends share compleations and this year these have included Susan
White (1604) and Barry Hodgson (1605), Elizabeth Carnduff (1680) and Peter
Hastie (1681) , Matthew Runciman (1642) and lan MacPherson (1643), and finally
Doris and Alex Matheson (1601, 1602).
Family connections seemed to abound this year. Susan Park(1614) joins her
father G. Martin (304), brother Andrew (249) and husband David (1041) on the
List. Similarly, Mary Duncan (1661) was preceded by her father G. Binnie (974),
her husband Stuart(1383) and a brother-in-law Leonard Thomson (747). There are
three more father-and-son teams. David Ollerton (1666) and son David (1667)
compleating together; Euan Pyper (1620) son of lan (1087), and Jonathan and
James Bellarby (1684,1685) sons of Peter (484).
When Willie Black (1540) signed up for a course in Skye he only had the 11
Munros left to compleat and all in Skye. However, he had not planned that with a
bit of manoeuvring he would actually be able to do the full traverse, with bivi's as
necessary, on the course. Hence quite unplanned he found himself with Andy
Nisbet (106), as instructor, on Sgurr nan Eag having traversed the whole ridge but
with no alcohol to celebrate his compleation. Slightly later in the year, I expect
Andy ensured the right supplies were on hand to celebrate his wife Gillian' (1613)
compleation.
Not surprisingly, many Munroists comment on their use of the bothies maintained by the MBA, and how grateful they are to the MBA for their existence. This
year there are more leading members of the association now joining the List of
Munroists, showing that Maintenance Organisers must allow some time off during
bothy work parties. Mhairi and Jim Ross (1621,1622) and Linda and Jonathan
Woods (1595, 1596) all compleated this year, while still managing to hold down
positions of responsibility in the MBA. In Mhairi's letter she describes two nonMBA 'highlights'; one missing the true top of Stuic a' Chroin and not realising their
mistake until they had descended and the second getting caught by a lightning storm
in Glen Affric. Bothy stories were left to the comment 'but that's another story'.
0
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John Dougherty's (1658) disappointment at not reaching the top of Sgurr nan
Gillean was similar, although he knew he was only 20 yards away, it was just that
he didn't have the confidence to continue. This, however, encouraged him into
guided help and a short while later he had ticked all the harder Skye hills.
Adventures on Loch Mullardoch continue to be reported. Eleanor and Scot
Syman (1549, 50) regretted the time they took advantage of a boat to the head of
the loch, planning to walk back over the hills. Unfortunately, the plans did not take
into account the severe change in weather, and by the time it hit, they were on the
ridge and the boat had departed, leaving them committed to the walk back.
Other experiences included Nick Wilds's (1701) companion being lifted by the
wind and accelerated past him on Beinn Narnain, and Cameron Johnston (1626)
being sucked into a peat pool up to his waist. Escaping from the peat is probably
a skill Tom Gailey (1678) was not taught on his Glenmore Lodge Course. Early in
his hill walking days, he realised while descending Bidean nan Bian that he was
severely lacking in snow and ice expertise and after surviving the experience, with
only a few cuts and bruises signed up for a Lodge course. On a better note Keith
Taylor (1689) recounted his day on the hills above CulraBothy when his group set
off in strong winds and low cloud to find themselves appearing almost instantly out
of the mist into bright sunshine, as they walked between the second and third
summit of the day.
Munro longus belongs to Flora Hunt (1672) and Kenneth Robertson (1665) with
rounds of 50 and 62 years respectively. Molly and Andrew Grant (1618, 1619)
might have reported a fairly lengthy round but decided that on reaching the age of
50 they would wipe the slate clean, start all over again and do the Munros together.
In years to come Edward Haggarty's (1676) sons may feel aggrieved that they had
been within 100 yards of the top of Ben Nevis, when their father decided to stop,
have lunch at that spot and then descend. This was in order that their first Munro
was saved to be his last one. Adrian Belton (1554) had a very variable pace as he
ticked off the hills. From start to compleation has taken 21 years but on one occasion
he traversed 28 Lochaber hills in 24 hours.
If I often comment on the sedentary pace of some Munro rounds, I have to
mention BrendaLawson (1696) who accelerated herround when she found she was
expecting a baby and had 33 summits to go. By the time she wrote to me the Munros
and the birth had been accomplished and her baby had been up his first hill.
Striking up a conversation with a stranger while on the hill can be one of the
pleasures of a day out. Elliot Sloan (1679) spoke to one such person on Conival and
asked: 'Where are you going?' His reply came from Hugh Symonds (777) and was:
'Actually, I'm attempting all the Munros non-stop without transport.' It transpired
this was Hugh's third day out and he indeed did go on to compleat in 67 days. I
wonder what a stranger would have made of sharing Peter Standing's (1653) last
Munro. He corn pleated on his own in Strathfarrar and to celebrate he found himself
uttering a 'primal scream' more commonly heard in remote American canyons!
While Hugh Symonds compleated without the use of a car, Sam Johnston (1674)
and Leslie Barrie (1668) have both prided themselves on compleating without
actually owning a car. However, they must have had a number of sympathetic
friends .
The amendments almost deserve a section of their own but I limit my comments
to Chris Townsend's (251) self-propelled traverse of all the Munros and Tops,
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covering 1700 miles and 575,OOOft. to do so. A bike was used on some long road
sections and used to return from Skye via the bridge. Perhaps we should be
expecting a book?
Methods of publicising the opportunity to record your compleation have been
widened this year to include the Internet. The Scottish Mountaineering Club now
has a WEB site, which Rob Black (1687) came across, and which prompted him
to write in (http://www.smc.org.uk/smc/). Other sources continue to be the magazines such as High, Climber, Great Outdoors, Trail and, of course, the SMC

Journal.
Finally, I received an inquiry concerning a copy of Munro 's Tables bought in a
second-hand bookshop. Derek Bradley was intrigued to find that all the Munros
and Tops had been ticked and would be happy to return the copy to the original
owner. There is no name of owner, but he or she seems to have compleated on
August 31, 1971 on An Riabhachan or An Socach and a frequent companion was
D. L. Browning. Any ideas should be sent to me and I will pass them on.
For those who wish to be registered on the ListofCompleatMunroistthey should
write to the Clerk at the address below. I am always pleased to hear of your
experiences, time take on the round, age, etc. and I always prefer to hear direct from
the Munroist.
If an A4 stamped-addressed envelope is enclosed I will return a colour A4
certificate to mark their Compleation. Also, if those already on the List would like
a certificate they should write to me with a reference to their Munroist number (and
enclose suitable SAE please). All Notification should be sent to Dr. C. M. Huntley,
Old Medwyn, Spittal, Camwath, Lanarkshire. ML11 8LY. Once registered,
Munroists can rightfully purchase a tie and/or Brooch.
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MOUNTAIN RESCUE COMMITTEE OF SCOTLAND
Accident Reports 1996
Compiled by John Hinde
N .B. Due to an error, 1995 narratives for Central Highlands were not included last
year, although this error did not affect the statistics. Both 1995 and 1996 narratives
for Central Highlands are published this year. Police have not been mentioned in
each incident as they are involved in all.

NORTHERN lllGHLANDS
JANUARY 6 - Two missing girls found by Coastguard ground teams near Durness.
HMCG helicopter.
FEBRUARY 24-25 - Compound incident. Cramponing unroped up a gully on W Face
IOm below the summit of Beinn Eighe (Ruadh-stac Mor IOIOm) a women (26)
slipped on hard neve. Sliding, she knocked off one of her six companions,
another woman (27). Both fell 50m and both had clavicle fractures, one with
pelvic injuries and the other with minor head injuries. Difficult night stretcher
carry by Kinloss and Torridon MRTs. HMCG and RAF helicopters had to
withdraw. Later Dundonnell helped carry to HMCG airlift at head of Coire Dubh
Mor. 485.
MARCH 9 - Male caver suffered severe arm injury and significant blood loss caused
by rockfall in Claonaite Cave, Allt nan Uarnh, lnchnadarnh. Casualty walked to
ambulance. Rescue from site would have been difficult. Assynt Team helped
Scottish Cave Rescue Org. 6.
MARCH 16 - Walker (23) slipped on ice on track 1km NW of Choiremor Bothy,
Strath Mulzie, breaking her ankle. Rescued by Assynt MRT using ambulance.
33
APRIL 6 - Leader (36) on a new ice route in No. 2 Gully, Sail Mhor, Beinn Eighe,
dislodged a rock when on 4th pitch lOOm from top. The rock caused more to fall ,
one of which knocked him off. His top runner failed so he fell 25 m with chest and
arm injuries. He was held below his second's belay, who got him off the crag in
a series of lowers. Torridon MRT, HMCG helicopter. 52.
APRIL 11 - Scrambling down one of the pinnacles of Am Fasarinen, Liathach, a
student (20) wrenched his arm, dislocating the shoulder. Torridon MRT, RAF
Sea King. 28.
MAY 5 - Descending Horns of Alligin path a walker (50) tripped, injuring her ankle
by a fall into a burn. Torridon MRT, RN Sea King. 55.
MAy 16 - Lost in mist on top of Sgurr Fiona, An Teallach, an experienced walker
(52) was overdue but he got down to Ardessie unaided. Dundonnell MRT. 22.
MA Y26 - A member of Assynt MRT was not far away when a woman (31) slipped
descending wet rock, sustaining serious multiple injuries. She fell 10m from a
scrambly bit of the otherwise easy path south from Sail Gorm, Quinag. Winched
by RAF Sea King. 10.
JUNE 11-12 - Fishing a complicated system of hill lochs south of A894 between
Scourie and Laxford Bridge an angler (56) was lost overnight. He walked out to
Geisgeil next day. Searches by Assynt and Kinloss MRTs, SARDA, RAF and
HMCG helicopters. 269.
JUNE 15 - Walker (64) broke her ankle on Handa Island. HMCG helicopter.
JULY 9 - A retired man (60) was overdue from the Fisherfield Forest Munros, but
walked out unaided. Search of bothies and track by Dundonnell MRT. 9.
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JULY 1 I. HMCG helicopter helped police in search for man (75) missing near
Golspie.
JULY 14 - Rescuer on exercise (24), leading or soloing fell off Jetty Buttress,
Gruinard Bay. Be fe1l6m injuring head, back and legs. Evacuation by BMCG
helicopter. 13.
JULY 20-21- Two people walked 18krn from Shenaval to Letterewe believing there
was a ferry across Loch Maree. Attempting a further 14krn to A832 one of them
collapsed (f33) from exhaustion at Kinlochewe River about 2km from a farm.
Stretchered by Torridon MRT. 16.
JULY 25 - One of five German students (18) slipped near Fionn Loch Causeway
injuring her ankle. Rescued by estate boat. Dundonnell MRT. 8.
AUGUST 5-11 - Search by Assynt and Kinloss MRTs, SARDA and RAF Sea King
after an American's rucksack was found at the SW Bealach of Ben Klibreck. Be
turned up in Thurso some days later. 202
AUGUST 6-7 - Assynt MRT searched moorland overnight for a woman after a car
was abandoned at Balnakiel, Durness. Found uninjured by Police at 08.00 on
roadside at Loch Eriboll. SARDA, HMCG helicopter. 212.
AUGUST 6-7 - A group on An Teallach reported an accident but the subject was
found safe at Corrie Ballie. They had seen him climbing a gully above Loch Toll
an Lochain. As cloud descended they heard a large rockfall. When cloud cleared
they could not find him. Dundonnell MRT. 125.
AUGUST 8-9 - Going well ahead of his three companions traversing An Teallach
from N. to S. man (25) was out of sight of them when he was killed by a fall from
the Bad Step of Corrag Buidhe. Two followed him over the pinnacles, and one
went round by the path, but he was not missed till the three returned to the car
park. Victim recovered by winching by RAF Sea King from 250m below Bad
Step. Dundonnell MRT and SARDA. 63
AUGUST 9-10 - Two women climbing Pigott's Route on Central Buttress of Beinn
Eighe went off route in deteriorating light and weather and decided to stay the
night. They were found abseiling off by RAF Sea King next moming. Torridon
MRT.24.
Note: Pigott is incorrectly spelt in new guide books.
AUGUST 13-19 - Dundonnell, Kinloss, SARDA, Torridon and volunteers searched
Loch Garve shoreline, forests, road and rail verges for a missing woman (83) who
was known to often walk along the railway. Body recovered from the loch on
19th by her nephew. 629.
SEPTEMBER 4 - Man (34) went bouldering when his seven companions stopped for
a break at Coire Dubh Beag, Liathach. The rock he was on broke away and fell
on top of him. Be fell 55m and was killed. Torridon MRT, RAF Sea King. 57.
SEPTEMBER 1O-Injured walker lifted from Sandwood Bay (9.2kmS of Cape Wrath)
by HMCG helicopter. 5.
SEPTEMBER 21 - Climber (20s) fell 12m with serious skull and arm injuries. His
abseil point failed when roping off Diabeg Pillar. His helmet was shattered at
rear. That, his fitness, oxygen and speedy evacuation by Torridon MRT and RAF
Sea King probably saved his life. 18.
SEPTEMBER 22 - Aged 17, one of five girls walking rough coast path Diabeg to
Alligin Shuas, complained of stomach cramps and weary legs. Torridon MRT
evacuated her by boat. 46.
OcrOBER 8-9 - Assynt and Kinloss MRTs, SARDA and RAF Sea King searched for
six wives (36-49) missing from a stalking party. They had a map but no compass.
Intending to walk round Beinn Uidhe, lnchnadamph, they retreated from the
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pathless section and got benighted. Found by air search suffering mild hypothermia which could have been much more serious. 96.
OCroBERlS - Woman (34) slipped on Garvie Beach (Enard Bay coast of Coigach
Peninsula) twisting her ankle. Stretchered by Dundonnell MRT, then by local
boat to ambulance access point. 2S .
NOVEMBER 23 - Lost man (27) tired in deep snow night winched uninjured by
HMCG helicopter from 6S0m on W. Ridge Eididh nan Clach Geala (6km E of
head of Loch Broom and 3km from position he reported on mobile phone. During
search phone batteries went flat) . Strong wind, freezing. Dundonnell and Kinloss
MRTs.68 .
DECEMBER 9-10 - Man (66) separated from companions shooting in woods at Tore,
Black Isle. Dundonnell and Kinloss MRTs and SARDA. Found by line search
dead from heart attack. 34.
DECEMBER 18-21 - Assynt MRT, SARDA, RAF and HMCG helicopters searched
moorland and rugged coast around Drumbeg, Sutherland for a woman (SI ) who
turned up suffering overdoses. 263.

WESTERN HIGHLANDS
MARCH28 - Forcan Ridge of The Saddle. Army sergeant (2S) on a course, fell60m
from a pinnacle two-thirds up the ridge. She lost her ice-axe on the way down.
She stopped on a snow slope only ISm above another severe drop, sustaining
very nasty facial and jaw injuries. Crampons carried but not worn. Helmet not
carried. Kintail MRT, RAF Sea King. 37.
APRIL 21-23 - Kintail MRT mobilised for a pair (m42,f39 ) overdue from South
Cluanie Ridge. After a camping epic on the ridge at Maol Chinn Dearg in a gale
and rain they had been delayed by the woman getting an inflamed knee from
descending with a heavy rucksack. From Glen Quoich they got back to Cluanie
Hotel at 02.00 on third day. Found at 07.00 sleeping in a car. RAF Sea King. 9.
MAY 1-2 - Search by RAF Sea King with Kintail MRT aboard after white flares
were reported seen on Beinn Fhada from Affric Youth Hostel. False alarm
probably caused by meteorites. 27.
MAy12 - After 12 days walking on a challenge expedition, a woman diabetic (42)
camping with her husband at Affric YH became ill from blood sugar problems.
She responded to hospital treatment after airlift by RAF Sea King. 8.
MAY 10-14 - Kintail and Lochaber MRTs and RAF Sea King searched Glen
Dessary to Shielbridge routes for a man reported overdue. It was a false alarm
because he was in Canada. 104
MAY 2S - Accompanied by a friend walking between bothies (Corryhully to
A' Chuil), a student (£27) slipped and fellSm into a gorge in Gleann a' Chaorainn.
Airlift with leg injuries by RAF Sea King. Lochaber MRT. 22.
MAy 26 - Student (20) airlifted by RN Sea King from Essan Bothy, Loch Eilt. With
three companions, he slipped on grass, breaking a leg and was carried to the
bothy. Lochaber MRT. 19.
JUNE S - Crossing a river at Kinlochbeoraid, man (2S) slipped, injuring his knee.
Airlift by RN Sea King. Lochaber MRT. 18.
Note: A natural bridge spans a spectacular gorge at NM 8638S0 but the boulder is
not easy to cross.
JUNE 24 - Man (46) stayed an extra day walking Loch Arkaig to Knoydart area
without informing anyone. Lochaber MRT, RAF Sea King. 49.
JULY 20 - When lOm up South Wall of Great Ridge, Garbh Bheinn of Ardgour, man
(32), who was leading, fell on to his back when his right handhold came away.
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Winched off by RAF Sea King on exercise, which uplifted four members of
Lochaber MRT. Treated for spine fracture (not permanently damaged). 9.
AUGUST 23-24 - Two women (47, 36) benighted on Meallan Odhar, The Saddle,
turned up as search began. Glenelg and KintaiJ MRTs. 26.
SEPTEMBER 11-12 - Failing to meet a friend on Carn Eighe summit, a man (38) went
down because he was cold and wet. He stayed in a bothy at Loch MuIlardoch and
was found walking east along the loch next day by Dundonnell MRT and
SARDA in a keeper's boat. 43
OcrOBER 2-3 - Student (36) descending SgUIT na Moraich (NW Peak Five Sisters)
got benighted. His torch failed so he stayed put till morning then walked out OK.
KintaiJ MRT. 8.
OcroBER 11 - Man (68) stalking in Knoydart (on Druim na Cluain-airighe) was
descending a slight heathery slope when he slipped, knocked his head on ground
and cracked two ribs falling on his binoculars. With help he managed to walk off
hill. Mallaig lifeboat to Mallaig, then airlift by RAF Sea King to Broadford. 40.
NOVEMBER 3 - With a companion on steep, broken ground on the Loch Morar side
of Carn Mor (829m) and about 60m from the summit, man (23) dived out of the
way of a rock rolling towards him. The rock hit him on the right hand causing bad
fractures and cuts. They walked to Glendessarry and were taken by the stalker
to ambulance at Achnacarry.
BEN NEVIS
FEBRUARY 3 - With two companions walking from Halfway Lochan to CIC Hut,
man (50) tripped and fell on his shoulder, dislocating it. Lochaber MRT and
R.137 RAF Sea King. 19.
FEBRUARY 11 - In crampons, leading a group of 16 up Nevis via Carn Mor Dearg,
man (31) put his weight on his ice-axe, dislocating a shoulder. Self evacuation
escorted by Lochaber MRT. 4.
FEBRUARY 17-18 - Climbing near the top of No. 2 Gully when it was snowing, a
leader (30) and his second (31) were swept down by an avalanche (possible
cornice collapse). Their belay held but the leader was hit on the head by an iceaxe making him incoherent. The second blew his whistle to get help.
FEBRUARY 17-18 - Three nearby men climbed up to rescue the above pair, hoping
to take a rope up over the plateau edge not far above them. All five were
avalanched 250m stopping on the debris fan at the bottom. The leader (first
incident) got more bruising and a clavicle fracture. His second got a back injury
and one of the rescuing trio got back and leg injuries. Due to bad weather RAF
Sea King could not get in till later. Carries by Lochaber and Turkish MRTs. 313.
FEBRUARY 22-23 - Three men (50,43, 38) benighted on NE Buttress used mobile
phone at 1 1.45 hours next day to allay fears. RAF Sea King cancelled and
Lochaber MRT stood down. 20.
MARCH 22 - Ice climber (36) was killed by a fall from Boomer's Requiem, Carn
Dearg Buttress. Independent from a companion, he fell before they had roped up
for the harder part of the climb. Lochaber MRT and RAF Sea King. 54.
MARCH 28 - Tower Face of the Comb. At about I8m into the climb an axe came out
of a crack and the climber (22) fell 3m spraining his ankle before the rope took
hold. Able to walk out to Lochaber MRT vehicle at the Dam. 2.
APRIL 2 - A Dutch tour guide (28) walking alone on the plateau section of the Ben
Path in mist fell through Gardyloo Gully Cornice into Observatory Gully. He
was seen falling (probably from below?). Fatal. Winched by RAF Sea King.
Lochaber MRT. 17.
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MAy 9-10 - A shepherd (m49) and two students (m21, m19) started climbing
Tower Ridge at 11.30. At 21.30 they met difficulties going along a traverse so
they back-tracked and bivvied for the night. At 10.30 next day they saw a party
walking towards CIC Hut so they fired flares and blew whistles. Winched by
RAF Sea King. The youngest needed hospital treatment for cold feet. Lochaber
MRT. 27.
MAY 11 - Suffering from severe abdominal pains descending the Ben Path a man
(56) twice tried to continue down. Eventually, a passer-by called for rescuers on
a mobile phone. Lochaber MRT, RAF Sea King. 33.
MAY 25 - Already dealing with an incident in Gienfinnan, RAF Sea King then flew
to Nevis to lift an exhausted man (80). Passers by had helped him descend
snowfields and he had been stretchered down the Ben Path to Halfway Lochan.
Lochaber MRT. 18.
MAY 26 - Man (43) got knee pain descending Ben Path snowfield. At aluminium
bridges his knee locked. Lochaber MRT walked/carried him down. 44.
MAY 26 - Man (30) stumbled and sprained a knee descending the Ben Path.
Lochaber MRT. Airlift by helicopter. 24.
JUNE 24-25 - Starting to climb Tower Ridge at 17.00 and underestimating the time
they needed, four male students (18, 18, 18, 17) spent the night below the Great
Tower when it got dark and were reported overdue. Airlifted by RAF Sea King
from summit plateau at 09.30 after they finished climb. Lochaber MRT. 24.
JULY 9 - Woman (34) with husband attempted Nevis Path. At West Flank Zigzags
they descended due to her collapsing with abdominal pain. She collapsed several
times before they met passers by. Winched by RAF Sea King. Lochaber MRT.
39.
JULY 13 - Student (26) walking Nevis Gorge Path stumbled and sprained her ankle.
Stretchered out by Lochaber MRT. 80.
JULY 14 - Accompanied by her husband descending Ben Path at Red Bum, woman
(48) slipped and injured her ankle. RAF Sea King, Lochaber MRT. 22.
JULY 14 - At 15.41, one minute after the above incident, a Dutch student nurse (21),
in a party of nine, slipped at the same location while descending. She also
suffered an ankle injury. Both women were winched into the same RAF Sea
King. Lochaber MRT. 22.
JULY 20 - Schoolboy (9) fel15m down rockface at Lower Falls Bridge, Glen Nevis.
Both wrists broken and head gash. Airlift by RAF Sea King on exercise locally.
Lochaber MRT on site. 3.
JULY 21- Man (53) competing in Half Nevis Run slipped near aluminium bridges
with slight leg injury. Stretchered by Lochaber MRT. 19.
JULY 21 - Crossing the wire bridge at Steall, man (33) slipped and dislocated a
shoulder. Helped out by Lochaber MRT. 16.
AUGUST 1-Because of a poor belay, when a student (17) slipped climbing Roadside
Crag, Polldubh, he suffered cervical spine and head injuries. Lochaber MRT and
Ambulance (paramedics). 22.
AUGUST 4 - Woman (26) slipped off the path 300m below CIC Hut heading for
Halfway Lochan, sustaining minor injuries.
AUGUST 4 - Going to help the woman in the above incident, her male companion
(32) also slipped with minor injuries. He used a mobile phone to alert Lochaber
MRT and RAF Sea King. 80.
AUGUST 30 - Seconding Tower Ridge, woman (31) slipped on wet rock descending
into Tower Gap in mist. She fell 6m down Glover's Chimney, fracturing a
patella, and was stopped by the rope. Nearby climbers alerted Lochaber MRT by
mobile phone. Airlift by RAF Sea King. 74.
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SePTEMBER 2 - Descending Coire Eoghainn Waterslide to Glen Nevis top car park
with three companions, a student (25) slipped on wet slabs, breaking tibia and
fibula. He was stretchered down by Lochaber MRT from about 200m up the
Waterslide.24.
SEPTEMBER 13 - Losing the route up Tower Ridge two men (26, 21) retreated from
a sheer chimney but got cragfast and used mobile phone to call Locbaber MRT.
Airlift by RAF Sea King. 22.
SEPTEMBER 15 - Woman (33) slipped on a damp, loose boulder descending Ben Path
causing a triple fracture/dislocation of an ankle. RN Sea King and Lochaber
MRT. 23.
SEPTEMBER 19 - Leading Tutor's Rib at Polldubh Crags, a man (59) placed a nut
runner at 5m then pulled on it to test it. The nut pulled out and he fell 5m on to
his back. Stretchered down by Lochaber MRT and paramedics. 23 .
SEPTEMBER 29 - Four people walking Ben Path separated into three parties. A pair
mis-navigating went down Eoghainn Waterslide, being reported overdue, but all
got down OK. Lochaber. 2.
OcrOBER 5 - Descending Ben Path, a woman (35) tripped near the top aluminium
bridge, falling 15m into the gorge, fracturing ribs and cutting her head. Winched
by RAF Sea King. Lochaber MRT. 26.
OcrOBER 25 - A Dutch marine (24) ascending Ben Nevis via Carn Mor Dearg Arete
suffered severe abdominal pain when 300m from the summit. Carried by 10 of
his 40 companions to Coire Leis Refuge then airlifted by RAF Sea King. 33.
DECEMBER 25 - Man (53) from Bristol was last reported as being seen at top car park,
Glen Nevis, by a companion who arranged to meet him at 16.00. He had the car
keys if he wanted to sit in the car. He had no crampons and because there was ice
on higher ground he intended just to walk up and down Glen Nevis. Searches by
Glencoe, Kinloss, Lochaber, RAF St. Athan MRTs and RAF Sea King on 26th
found no trace. Subsequent searches by the above, Leuchars and SARDA on 27th
and searches by Lochaber on 28. 12.96 and 18.1.97 were negative. Region of
incident may prove to be 'Other Central Highlands' . 882.
DECEMBER 28 - Descending Tower Gully wearing crampons and unroped, man (34)
lost control and rolled down. He managed to ice-axe self-arrest, but not at the first
attempt and he fractured an ankle. Companion used radio at CIC Hut. Winched
by RAF Sea King, Lochaber MRT. 17.
GLEN COE 1996
(Including Buachaille Etive Mor)
JANUARY 23-24 - Four overdue students (f23, 19, m20, 20) lost above Lost Valley
eventually walked out to Glen Etive. Glen Coe MRT and SARDA. 34.
FEBRUARY 2- Unroped climber (34) fractured both ankles in a fall when the toe clip
of one of his crampons loosened or snapped. With a companion he was near the
top of the final ice pitch of Great Gully (ll). Winched by RAF Sea King. Glen
CoeMRT.44.
FEBRUARY 7-8 - Delayed by difficult snow and ice conditions traversing Aonach
Eagach W to E, two men (38, 31) got crag fast in the dark E of Am Bodach.
Escorted off by Glen Coe MRT. 95.
FEBRUARY 12-13 - North Face Aonach Dubh. Party of three had been near summit
when avalanched by windslab. Mountain guide (42) was killed by a fall of 180m.
Two women had been shallowly buried and extricated themselves. Next day the
victim was found at GR 148561, half buried in debris and winched off by RAF
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Sea King. Use was made of photographs taken by the women of the actual
position of the dead man's disappearance. Glen Coe and Kinloss MRTs. 408.
FEBRUARY 17 - Glen Coe and Leuchars MRTs stretchered a walker (23) from Stob
Coire nan Lochan after dark. Descending with three others, a crampon jammed
in snow breaking his leg. RAF Wessex from N. Ireland unable to help due to
location. 105.
FEBRUARY 17-18 - Two snow climbers (39, 27) were overdue from Sgor na hUlaidh. Glen Coe and Leuchars MRTs assembled at Gleann-leac-na-muidhe
(Glen Coe side) next morning, but the two men walked outon the Etive side due
to poor navigation. 46.
FEBRUARY 22-23 - Having completed E to W traverse of Aonach Eagach two men
got cragfast and benighted descending the higher slopes of the Loch Achtriochtan
side of Sgorr nam Fiannaidh. Glen Coe MRT assisted them down. 35.
FEBRUARY 24-25 - Two walkers (52, 49) decided to bivouac on Buachaille Etive
Mor due to wind and snow. Both men were spotted by Glen Coe MRT making
their own way down Coire na Tulaich next morning. 28.
FEBRUARY 29-30 - A man (32) and woman (29) intended to climb B Buttress of
Aonach Dubh, but got cragfast in No. 2 Gully due to poor navigation. Escorted
down by Glen Coe MRT in darkness. 72.
MARCH 4-5 - Two men (28, 26) alerted Glen Coe MRT by torch flashes. After a
Great Gully ascent to Buachaille Etive Mor they attempted to find Coire na
Tulaich descent route but got stuck on areas of sheet ice in Staircase Gully. Airlift
by RAF Sea King. 85.
MARCH 10 - After a climb on Stob Coire narn Beith man (30) arsaded down a
snowfield wearing crampons. A crampon caught in the snow fracturing his
ankle. Stretchered by Glen Coe MRT to an airlift by RN Sea King. 85.
MARCH 17 - A student (27) descending south from Bidean nam Bian into Gleann
Fhaolain lost her footing, falling about lOOm over snow, ice and boulders. First
aid for scalp cuts and collar bone fracture by Glen Coe MRT and winch by RAF
Sea King. 107.
MARCH 17-18 - Glen Coe team searched for two youths (19), lost and benighted
after climbing No. 2 Gully, Aonach Dubh. They bivouacked, used a mobile
phone to call help, then walked off unaided. 76.
MARCH 23 - Solo descending An t-Sron Corrie of Stob Coire nam Beith, which he
had just climbed up, a man (41) stopped to clear snow from his crampons, slipped
and fell 30m, fracturing an ankle. Winched by RAF Sea King after alert by a
mountain guide who saw the fall. Glen Coe MRT. 52.
MARCH 23-Having completed No. 6 Gully, West Face of AonachDubh, a man (34)
wearing crampons slipped and fell45m fracturing a tibia and fibula. Winched by
RAF Sea King. Glen Coe MRT. 48.
ApRIL 7 - Three Spanish men crossed The Gorge from A82 in daylight onto hillside
where they fell asleep. Waking in darkness they could not return to A82 though
but 30m from it. Guided by GMRT. 2.
ApRIL 9-10- Dutch couple (m28, f27) got cragfast descending Clachaig Gully path,
losing path in dark and strong winds after Aonach Eagach traverse. Torch signals
alerted GMRT for escort down. 54.
MAY 14 - Woman (61) in a pair descending path out of Lost Valley stumbled on
scree causing ankle injury. Glen Coe MRT. 43.
MAY 14 - Lost Valley Face ofStob Coire nan Lochan. Man (43) slipped on scree
spraining an ankle. Glen Coe MRT, RI37 RAF Sea King. 67.
MAY 23 - Man (3 I) was walking at foot of Curved Ridge, Buachaille Etive Mor
when his knee locked. Glen Coe MRT, RAF Sea King. 44.
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MAY 27 -Glen Coe MRTstretchered man (41) down from upper reaches of Co ire
na Tulaich, Buachaille Etive Mor. Accompanied, he suffered a heart attack, tried
to walk down, but failed to get any farther. 24.
JUNE 9 - Retired man (63) had almost reached summit Buachaille Etive Beag with
two companions when he died from a heart attack. Glen Coe MRT, RAF R137
Sea King. 69.
JUNE 16 - South side of Buachaille Etive Mor. Man (25) was soloing the lower
waterfall in Coire Cloiche Finne. He fell back 20m into the bottom of the gully,
causing serious pelvic injuries, when loose rock fell away from the face. One of
two friends went for help. Glen Coe MRT, R137 RAF Sea King. 46.
JUNE 23 - Schoolgirl (15) sustained serious head injuries. Descending the path from
Bidean nam Bian she slipped on rock, falling 1Om into the gully bed at the lower
waterfall in Coire nam Beithe. Glen Coe MRT put her in a stretcher for winching
by RN Sea King. 62.
JULY 7 - Glen Coe Team and RN helicopter carried out a negative search ofthe head
of Lost Valley following reported calls for help. 54.
JULY 16 - A twist caused his shoulder to dislocate when man (28) was traversing
Aonach Eagach (Meall Dearg section) with a friend. Mobile phone used. GMRT
reduced dislocation. All winched off by RAF Sea King. 35.
SEPTEMBER 11 - Suffering abdominal pains when on summit of Stob Coire
Sgreamach (Bidean) with four companions, a student (18) was lifted by RAF Sea
King. She was released from hospital after treatment. Glen Coe MRT. 54.
SEPTEMBER 27 -28 - Because he thought he was slowing down his three companions
on an E to W traverse of Aonach Eagach, man (28) tried to escape south halfway
along the ridge. After a short distance he fell sustaining a deep cut to the top of
his head. Glen Coe MRT found him when he flashed a torch and a flash gun. He
was very cold. He was stretchered down to safer ground for airlift by RAF Sea
King. 70.
OcrOBER 5 - Traversing Aonach Eagach E to W with a companion, man (26)
slipped while climbing (dry rock) over a large boulder between Meall Dearg and
Stob Coire Leith. He fell backwards over the N side for about lOOm. Found at
20.00 with fatal injuries by Glen Coe MRT and stretchered down. RAF Sea King
unable to help with evacuation due to weather. 148.
OcrOBER 9 - After E to W traverse of Aonach Eagach two men (26,19) got cragfast
descending to Loch Achtriochtan and made torch distress signals. Escorted
down by Glen Coe MRT. 32.
OcrOBER 20-21 - Stob na Doire of Buachaille Etive Mor. RN Sea King recovered
solo walker (m32) by stretcher transfer. Glen Coe MRT had reached him earlier.
Head, pelvic and leg injuries, cuts, bruises and cold trauma from a fall at 15.00
when a scree ledge gave way under him. Unconscious for some time he had
climbed back up to a gully and blew a whistle for nine hours till found by two
walkers at 14.15 next day, as he had not left a route plan. 83 .
OcrOBER 23 - Glen Coe MRT and RAF Sea King checked a smoke flare on Beinn
Fhada. Nothing found. 38.
OcrOBER 28 - Pair split up at foot of Curved Ridge, Buachaille Etive Mor. One
descended due to poor weather. Her companion (m31) continued with the route.
He was found by Glen Coe MRT at the foot of Crowberry Gully with fatal
injuries. Stretcher lower. 145.
NOVEMBER 29-30 - Descending from Bidean nam Bian via Stob Coire nan Lochan
three men (37,36, 33) took a wrong route and bivvied overnight. They got down
OK at 11.30, Glen Coe MRT having delayed a full callout. 8.
DECEMBER 10- Pair started W to E Aonach Eagach traverse at 10.00. Man (50) found
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terrain difficult and was worried they would not oomplete before dark. They
descended at the pinnacles. Casualty fell and cut his arm. After first aid he fell
again and cut the other arm. Companion went to alert Glen Coe MRT. Winched
out by RAF Sea King.
DECEMBER 22 - Starting W to E Traverse, Aonach Eagach at 10.00 a pair decided
to take mo~ t direct route down from Meall Dearg when light faded . One got down
leaving companion (21) cragfast. He made torch signals. ASDisted down unin
jured by Glen Coe MRT. 41.
DECEMBER 30-31 - A couple (f31 , m29) attempted Curved Ridge, Buachaille Etive
Mor. Due to a navigation error they got cragfast in Crowberry Gully. Winchcd
out by RAF Sea King. Glen Coe MRT. 120.

OTHER CENTRAL HIGHLANDS (1995)
JANUARY 2 The leader of a walking holidays group (47) slipped crossing a dyke at
Grey Mare's Waterfall, Kinlochmore, Loch Leven. Her foot slipped on an icy
stone and jammed in the wall breaking an ankle. Glencoe MRT. 10.
FEBRUARY 10-14 - Solo walker (25) arranged to meet companions at White Corries
Ski Tow. He set off alone but there had been sightings of him high on Meall
a'Bhuiridh. On 13th a witness said the missing man had asked him the way off
the summit ofCreise on 10th. His body was found on the Glen Etive side of the
North FJdge of Sron na Creise. Massive searches in poor weather and avalanche
conditions over the Black Mount Range had involved Arrochar, Glencoe,
Kinloss, Leuchars, Lochaber, Ochils, Strathclyde MRTs, SARDA, RAF and RN
Sea Kings. 3162.
FEBRUARY 11 Walker (-12) fell on Beinn a' Chlaohair. With head injuries he got to
Gallovie, Kinlochlaggan. Conveyed to hospital with hypothermia.
FEBRUARY 18 - Cairngorm MRT helped Lochaber MRT carry two casualties (30,
28) off The Wand, Creag Meagaidh as helicopter could not fly (airlift later). RN
and RAF Sea Kings involved. The leader (30) had slipped, the belay failed and
both men fell to the bottom. Both had very serious injuries and the leader later
died in hospital. 280.
FEBRUARY 18-19 - Crossing one of the cols between Ben Starav and Glas Bheinn
Mhor, one of a pair (-17) fell through a cornice. Both men conversed by shouting
to 'meetat the road' but only one got down that night. He met Leuchars MRT next
day after snowcaving. Searches in dangerous avalanohe conditions by Glcncoc,
Strathclyde and Arrochar MRTs, SARDA. 718.
FeBRUARY 18 A party of three was descending Sgurr Eilde Mor, Marnores whcn
a man (53) slipped in snow. Bruised, he was able to walk thcn got tired. Rescued
by gamekeeper in 4WD vehicle. Glencoe MRT. 3.
FEBRUARY 23-24 - Poor navigation in mist caused a walker (36) on the Ring of Steall
to get his descent blocked at the top of Steall Waterfall. He bivouacked at 23 .00.
Descending by the proper glen next morning he was liftcd by RAF Sca YJng. 8.
FEBRUARY 24 - Man (28) skied over a cornice just south of the Centre Top of Beinn
a' Chaorainn in poor visibility and fe1l50m sustaining a cut head. His companion
went for help. RAF Sea King met bad weather and wiper failed, but Lochaber
MRT met the teacher walking off the hill with a passer-by. 61.
Note: Not many years seem to go by without someone going through this particular
cornice. It seems almost as attractive as Steall Waterfall.
FEBRUARY 25-26 - Walker (39) on Sgor Gaibhre fell through a snow hole. Stuck
overnight he walked out to Corrour, Loch Ossian. Lochaber MRT.
MARCH 1 - Mamores in bad visibility. Walking ahead of a companion on a bearing,
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with a compass in his hand, NE of Am Bodach, man (32) went through a cornice.
He fell240m with fatal injuries. He was stretchered offby Glencoe MRT because
RAF Sea King was unable to help due to heavy snowfall. 80.
MARCII I::!. Man and woman minning overnight in Glen Strae, Dalmally were
found safe.
MARCH 8 - Cries for help from Coire Ardair, Creag Meagaidh, turned out to be
climbers shouting to each other. Lochaber tearn, RN Sea King, SARDA. 68.
MARCH 17 - Man in front (32) leading a party of three on a bearing on Stob a'Choire
Mheadhoin fell through a cornice. Others went for help. Lochaber MRT and
RAF Sea King started but were called off when he walked down, suffering a cut
eye from his ice-axe. 9.
MARCII 19 Deciding the viGibility WOGtoo bad to nki 'over the back' and down into
Coire Dubh off Aonach Mor, a woman (25) skied down the edge of the cornice
toward3 the top of Warrens Run. The cornice gave way. She fe1l50m uninjured.
Rescued by Nevis Range (also Lochaber MRT). 7.
MARCH 25 - Climbing Cinderella, Creag Meagaidh unroped, five students and
friends were avalanched (wet snow) and fe1l70m. Female (27) and male (25) had
broken legs needing stretchering; male (25) had cuts. Lochaber MRT, RAF Sea
King. CairngormMRTcalled but returned when helicopter was able to get in. 80.
MARCII 25 27 Overdue from two dayG ' Munro bagging two men (30, 27) were
dclayed by soft Gnow and npent Gocond night out. Airlifted from head of Glen
Nevis (Tom an Eite) by RN Sea King. Lochaber MRT. 30.
APRIL 1 - 'Un-ewe-sual' (but genuine) rescue of a heavily-pregnant sheep from a
15m crag at Crubenbeg, Laggan by Cairngorm MRT. 32.
APRIL 1~ 15 Party of four waDgoing up the north ridge (Sgor a'Chaolais) which
abuts on the main ridge ofSgor Dhonuill, Ballachulish, 400m east of the summit.
They could not climb steep rocks of the ridge so dropped on to its east flank to
traverse below them. While descending, victim (very experienced climber 28)
slipped on scree, rock and snow with tumbling fall into a gully then on to a large
snowfield. He then fell on to boulders with severe head and chest injuries.
Glencoe MRT used ventilated breathing, oxygen, cannula, collar. Winched by
RAF Sea King. 42.
MAY 13-14 - A woman (25) sitting on a rock face with a sprained ankle at Steall
Waterfall attracted attention of others by shouts at 18.00. They had seen her
through binoculars and reported her predicament at 23.00. Winched by RAF Sea
King. Lochaber MRT. 42.
MAY 14 - Hillwalker (63) above Steall Ruin in Coire Giubhsachan slipped and
broke her ankle. Lochaber MRT, RAF Sea King. 28.
MAy 28 - A compound incident: just below The Window, Creag Meagaidh, three
walkers were descending into Coire Ardair; a woman (54) slipped on ice, falling
65m and DUGtaining Dovere bruiGing around the pelvic; her husband (55) deliberately Gat on the iee trying to make hin way down, tumbling on to rocks below
causing broken ribs and arm, with abdominal injuries. The third took a safer
route. None had any winter climbing gear. CasualtieG winched by RAF Sea I'Jng.
10.
JUIrr: ~ .. Beyond Steall Both)' a walker (23) Glipped on muddy ground injuring his
knee. Stretchered down Nevis Gorge. Lochaber MRT. 35.
Jmrr: 18 RAF Sea I'Jng retanked to Sgairneaeh Mhor, Drumoehter, for hillwalker
with suspected heart attack - not required.
JUNE 22-23 - One man (37) and his dog walked the Grey Corries without allowing
enough time, GO the)' npent the night in a both)' (probably Lairig Leacach). Met
at the level crossing by Lochaber MRT. RAF Sea King involved. 20.
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JUNE 27 - Witness said he found a rucksack and gas cooker on the Grey Corries. He
had earlier seen an old man carrying the same easily recognisable grey Bergen
and he was worried about him. Searches of Coire na Gaibhre by Lochaber MRT
and SARDA found nothing. 67 .
JUNE 28 - Man (39) descending from Ring of Steall got cragfast on Steall Waterfall
but extricated himself before Lochaber team arrived. 8.
JULY 14 - Boy (15) on Devil' s Staircase was victim of an unknown condition which
had occured before; prone to collapse on steep slopes. Conscious but confused
when Glencoe team arrived he later became deeply unconscious, though
breathing, pulse etc. were OK. He was stretchered to an ambulance. 34.
JULY 21 - Woman (36) fell off the wire bridge at Steall Cottage banging her head
and injuring a knee. Stretchered by Lochaber MRT. 24.
AUGUST 5-9 - A remarkable survival epic on Stob Dubh, Glen Etive, an intimidating
peak with its South Face deeply scored by a diagonal gorge rising W to E. A man
(56) was reported overdue late on August 6 having left a four-day route card of
Glen Etive and Black Mount peaks from Thurs. 3. to Sun. 6th. After eight peaks
on Friday (no note left of completion) he chose Stob Dubh on Sat. 5th. as an easy
day. Descending from the summit he fell into the gorge and was unconscious till
he heard RN helicopter on Mon 7. He knew he had damaged both arms, skull,
hip and ankle. Tuesday was a blank. On Wednesday he climbed almost to the top
of the gorge, perhaps lOOm, then fell again almost to the same place fracturing
his top lumbar vertebra. After noon he removed his green jacket to show a bright
T-shirt. A massive three-day search by Arrochar, Kinloss, Leuchars, Glencoe
and Strathclyde MRTs and SARDA was being abandoned when he was spotted
by RN Sea King. He was on the very edge of a 35m vertical drop on the true right
of the gorge and could not be winched for fear of downdraught dislodging him,
so the helicopter went to refuel. Members of three MRTs reached him and
rescued him by helicopter stretcher winch using hi-line technique to prevent
swinging and rotation of casualty. After an artificial joint and vertebra bone
grafts he will walk again, but always wearing bright clothing. 3824 .
AUGUST 13 - Woman (53) slipped on scree at Craigellachie Nature Trail, Aviemore
fracturing her ankle. Airlift by RAF Sea King. 15.
AUGUST 15 - A Belgian woman (25) member of a survival club slipped crossing
Abhainn Rath at Luibeilt, injuring a knee. Friends carried her down river to
Creaguanach Lodge, Loch Treig. Stretchered to Corrour Station by Lochaber
MRT.70.
AUGUST 19 - Man (52) got leg cramp on steep west slopes of Cam Beag Dearg
(Nevis group) but walked off as Lochaber team mustered. Two RAF Sea King
recalled - not required.
AUGUST 21 - The menace of the mobile phone! Rider (40) of All Terrain Vehicle
(motor quadcycle) on Corrieyairack Hill (896m) overturned it dislocating his
shoulder. Companion with mobile phone reported head and back injuries. No
aircraft available. Further messages said there were no back injuries and casualty
was 'fed up' waiting for rescue and would ride out. Met by doctor at Drummin
and injected. Cairngorm MRT. 31.
AUGUST 26 - Ascending Aonach Mor on scree and damp grass a man (47) slipped
and fell lOOm on to scree near the bealach between Aonach Mor and Cam Mor
Dearg. His injuries were to: ribs, head, thorax and scapula. Lochaber MRT, RAF
Sea King. 65.
SEPTEMBER 25-26 - Benighted after losing equipment when crossing the river
immediately below Blackwater Dam, two men (both 22) walked out after a
morning search by Glencoe MRT and SARDA had started. 14.
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OCTOBER 7-8- Two men (43 , 42) got separated from their party of eight ascending
Sgurr a' Mhairn, trying to finish Ring of Steall. The two men descended in cloud
on a wrong bearing and got on to steep, rocky ground. It was getting dark with
wind and rain so they used bi vouac bags and settled down for the night. Lochaber
MRT found them descending early next day. 21.
OCTOBER 8-9 - Woman (17) became ill at Culra Bothy (Ben Alder) and was lifted
by RAF Sea King. Discharged from hospital next day. 8.
OCTOBER 10-11 - Couple left Garva Bridge at 18.00 to cross Corrieyairack Pass on
hired trail motorbikes. Woman (47) crashed on a wooden bridge at altitude 550m
severely injuring her knee. Alerted by mobile phone at 21.00 rescuers went in
from Laggan and from Fort Augustus in 4WD vehicles. Patient was hypothermic
when found at 23.30 and rescued. Cairngorm MRT. 30.
OCTOBER 14 - After deerstalking was finished in the area for the day, two women
(39, 38) decided to walk to the summit of Sgurr a'Choise (663m. 3km. S. of
Ballachulish). They got lost and benighted. Found by Glencoe MRT and
SARDA. 38.
OCTOBER 19 - RAF Sea King evacuated seven cold and wet military personnel from
Coire Gabhalach, Mamores. Three of them had mild hypothermia.
OCTOBER 31-November - Descending An Gearanach from the Ring of Steall, a solo
walker (34) got benighted. Losing the path he bivouacked below crags. He was
found uninjured in Glen Nevis by Lochaber MRT. Kinloss MRT and RAF Sea
King involved. 65.
NOVEMBER 22 - On a steep hillside NW of Garbh Bheinn, Kinlochleven, one of 10
soldiers (age 20) on exercise lost consciousness from exhaustion. He was
winched by RAF Sea King and flown to hospital. 8.
DECEMBER 9-12 - After lodging a route card with Police for a walk on Dec. 8 from
Corrour Station to Glen Nevis, a man (19) did not report as planned. A vain
search of the route was carried out by three Police plus one. The man appeared
at Corrour Station on Dec. 12. He had been camping nearby and he had not done
the route. 30.
DECEMBER 20-21 - Member of a party walking from Ballachulish to Duror got lost
on forestry roads but turned up unharmed. Glencoe MRT. 6.

OTHER CENTRAL HIGHLANDS 1996
JANUARY 7 - Two men (both 27) tried to ascend Creag Meagaidh from Carn Liath
via The Window. They failed to find summit and could not navigate off plateau
because their unprotected map was a soggy mess. They snow holed for the night
and got down unaided at 11.20. Searches by Kinloss and Lochaber MRTs,
SARDA, RAF Sea King. 362.
JANUARY 20 - Walker (32) slipped and fell into River Kinglass, breaking his leg
when crossing the bridge at Innseag-na-h-Luraiche. Airlifted by RN Sea King.
Strathclyde Police MRT. 22.
JANUARY 20-21-Cairngorm and Kinloss MRTs, SARDA and RAF Sea King vainly
searched a large area of Monadhliath Range for an overdue hotel guest, male
about 29, who had left a vague route plan and no luggage. 360.
FEBRUARY 3 - Man (21) went out of control on steep ground skiing Summit Run,
Aonach Mor, landing on rocks and tearing ligaments in his back. Lochaber MRT
and RAF Sea King on scene. 7.
FEBRUARY 17 - Two companions thought a student (21) had a broken ankle when
he slipped on ice (no crampons) from summit of Na Gruagaichean, Mamores,
sliding 150m. Lochaber and Glencoe MRTs, RAF Sea King. 20.
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FEBRUARY 17 - Three people climbing Icicle Gully, E . Face Aonach Mor, stopped
to rope up. Man (46) slid down when his snow steps collapsed. He knocked off
another climber (41). Both men wore crampons. Both fell 22m. The older broke
an ankle; the other had cuts and bruises to face and head. Lochaber and Turkish
MRTs stretchered them to a tracked vehicle and Ski Gondola. 46.
FEBRUARY 18-19 - Two men (45,37) got on to a crag in error, descending in the dark
and getting cragfast above an ice pitch 150m above foot of Staghom Gully. Both
men in good heart were lowered off by Lochaber MRT, and then walked out.
RAF Sea King. 250.
FEBRUARY 18-19 - Attempting four Munros west of Drumochter in foul weather
five members of a climbing club went down the wrong side of Geal Charn (917m)
and had a long walk out up the SE Shore of Loch Ericht. Cairngorm MRT, RAF
Sea King. 26.
MARCH 6 - Four Kinloss MRT flown by RAF Sea King to Coire Ardair, Creag
Meagaidh. A mountain guide (m29) had fallen from Centre Post Direct with
chest and back injuries. His foothold had collapsed and he fe1l30m and had been
lowered to a safe place by a companion. Stretchered to helicopter. Lochaber
MRT.81.
MARCH 28 - Experienced ice-climber (35) leading 1st pitch Smith' s Gully, Creag
Meagaidh when his axes pulled out of soft ice. He fell 1Om breaking a lower leg.
Lowered by his second. Further lower by Lochaber MRT to airlift by RN Sea
King. 63.
MARCH 30-31- Eighteen University OTC students (seven female, 11 male aged 2118) with two male members of HM Forces (both 36) lost path on Am Bodach,
Mamores. A student (21) slipped injuring her leg. Two male casualties (20,19)
had bruising. They had difficulty in descending 800m to Glen Nevis in snow
because there was only one ice-axe, one rope and one pair of crampons in the
group. An instructor went for help. All airlifted by RAF Sea King. Lochaber
MRT.63.
APRIL 4 - Having climbed above the difficulties of The Pumpkin, Creag Meagaidh
two men (41, 32) stopped for lunch and unroped. The older man had put his
helmet in his rucksack and carried the rope. The younger man ahead, just metres
from the top, disturbed a small snow slab which carried both down. The older
man was killed by a fall of300m. The younger man's crampons lodged in stones
causing an ankle injury, but he completed the climb and was helped down by
other climbers. RAF Sea King unable to help due to wind conditions. Both
casualties evacuated on stretchers. Kinloss and Lochaber MRTs. 297.
APRIL 23-24 - Man (71) left Achintee to go via Carn Mor Dearg and CMD Arete
to Ben Nevis. When he was overdue a search started next morning. His body was
found by RAF Sea King at G.R. 41NN 168724 which is on WSW slopes Carn
Dearg Mheadhonach, about 300m NE of CIC Hut. Carrying ice-axe and
crampons he is presumed to have slipped on scree/snow and died of chest
injuries. Lochaber MRT. 102.
MAY 25 - Woman (36) fell off mountain bike on West Highland Way 5km wes t of
Kinlochleven suffering a minor leg injury. She was evacuated by Glencoe MRT
Land-Rover. 11.
JUNE 14-15 - Man (56) got separated from three companions on NW slopes ofCarn
Beag Dearg, Fort William in good weather. He was partially sighted. Despite a
search his party could not find him. Located by Lochaber MRT sweep searching
in the small hours. 23 .
JUNE 20 - Sixteen-year-old on an award hike collapsed from exhaustion in Lairig
Leacach, Grey Corries. He was airlifted by RAF. Lochaber MRT. 17.
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JULY 1996 - Body of man (c50) who shot himself, found on summit plateau of Ben
Alder.
J ULY 17 - Two paragliders launched off Aonach Mor. When his canopy collapsed,
French Air Force navigator (32) fe1l45m into AlIt Daim, fracturing a femur and
opposite wrist. RAF airlift, Lochaber MRT. 29.
JULY 17 - One of five Germans walking West Highland Way near Tigh-naSleubhaich collapsed with heat exhaustion. Passer-by used mobile phone. RAF
Sea King in area for paraglider rescue attended, but walker had recovered and he
declined help. 2.
JULY 20 - Angler (76) banged his head. He tripped on a rock returning to A82 from
Loch Ba, Rannoch Muir, with three companions. Lifted by RAF Sea King (as
location was 4km from road) and detained overnight for observation. Glencoe
MRT.33.
AUGUST 4-6 - Search by Lochaber and Kinloss MRTs (Leuchars later) for man (32)
overdue from walking Ring of Steall, Mamores. On the morning of third day he
was found dead by RAF Sea King on steep, wooded slopes 200m west of Steal I
Waterfall. 749.
AUGUST 5 - Above col Aonach Mor/Carn Mor Dearg. Man (28) slipped on rock,
falling 6m with scalp laceration (eight stitches needed). Lochaber MRT already
on hill for above search. RAF airlift. 5.
AUGUST 5-6 - Dutch male student on outdoor course expedition was lunching at
Prince Charlie's Cave above Ben Alder Cottage. Messing about throwing food
at each other he stepped back, fell 5m and banged his head. He suffered memory
loss. Instructor walked 16km to phone at Ben Alder Lodge. Flown out by RN Sea
King and treated for minor head injury. 14.
AUGUST 11 - Near North Top, Beinn a'Chaorainn, Loch Laggan, one of eighteen
suffered a heart attack. A male (70) he was treated with oxygen and airlifted by
RN Sea King. Lochaber MRT. 43.
SEPTEMBER 9 - A party of three adults with three children was overdue walking from
Corrour Station to Glen Nevis top car park. All turned up safe as search by
Lochaber MRT and RAF Sea King started. 11.
SEPTEMBER 14-15 - Two men got benighted at Steall Waterfall descending from
anti-clockwise circuit of Ring of Steall. Escorted down overnight by Lochaber
MRT but failed to report details to Police. 56.
SEPTEMBER 20-21 - Retreating from a walk to Ben Alder from Loch Ossian Youth
Hostel because of high winds, a man (27) did not inform anyone of his return.
Next day he returned by train after drinIdng at Rannoch while Lochaber MRT
and RAF Sea King searched for him. 74.
OcrOBER 21 - Party of four walking Rannoch Moor from Rannoch Station to
Kingshouse Hotel were overdue well after dark. Lifted in Glencoe MRT
Landrover. One woman (69) had fallen and sprained a wrist. All had overestimated distance and their ability. 17.
OcrOBER 25 - Search by Lochaber MRT and RAF Sea King for a schoolboy (14)
who was missing after a disagreement. He walked round Loch Oich. OK. 28.
NOVEMBER 9 - Walking north on the Rannoch Moor section of West Highland Way,
a man (49) collapsed in a fit and then complained of chest pains (heart attack) at
Ba Cottage. Airlifted to Belford Hospital by RAF Sea King. Glencoe MRT. 24.
NOVEMBER 24 - A pair attempted to get from Fort William to Bridge of Orchy on
West Highland Way complete with mountain bikes. In worsening weather and
heavy snow one (m27) became exhausted at Lairigmor, about 14km from the
start. Evacuated by Land-Rover. Lochaber MRT. 16.
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DECEMBER 13 - A viemore Police rescued a female German tourist trapped by
darkness on Craigellachie, west of Aviemore. Cairngorm MRT. 6.
DECEMBER 15-16 - A man (24) and a female student (20) were climbing Upper
Couloir, Stob Gabhar when the snow they were on collapsed. Student received
abrasions from fall into deep gully. Man went to help then both got cragfast.
Escorted to open ground for airlift by RAF Sea King. Strathclyde Police and
Glencoe MRTs. 306.
DECEMBER 27 - Despite wearing crampons, two women walkers (36, 30) got
cragfast due to ice on summitofStob Coire nah-Eirghe (a peak just south ofmain
ridge of Mamores near Sgurr an Iubhair). One from another party used mobile
phone. Other climbers also helped them. Airlift by RAF Sea King with Lochaber
MRT aboard diverted from another job. 8.
DECEMBER 28 - One of a party of three RAF Leuchars MRT (38) fell descending
Am Bodach (Mamores). He tried to ice-axe self arrest but failed due to ice.
Crampons then caught resulting in a long, tumbling fall down N. slopes. Serious
head injuries. Leuchars and Lochaber teams. Winched by RAF Sea King already
on search in the area. 30.
DECEMBER 30 - Ascending Right Twin on East Face of Aonach Dubh (near ski
complex, not Glencoe) a roped climber (32) put his axe into a soft snow cornice
believing it to be ice. He fell 30m spraining an ankle and bruising nose and chest.
He managed to get to gondola without Lochaber callout. 2.
CAIRNGORMS
JANUARY 21-22 - Couple (f52, m50) overdue on Monega Hill above Glen Isla
walked out to Glenshee Ski Centre after night in a snow cave. Overnight snow
searches by Tayside teams and RAF Sea King. No route plan left. No map and
compass. 240.
JANUARY 27 - Two students reported overdue on Lochnagar were found at Scott's
Bothy, Derry Lodge, having changed plans without telling anyone. Aberdeen
MRT.
JANUARY 27-28 - Having completed Sidewinder, Coire an Lochan at 17.10 hours,
a pair (m23, f19) went too far south on the plateau avoiding the crags. Lost in a
white-out and gale they bivvied in a snow scoop. Rescuers on the plateau were
beaten back by weather and those in the corrie found conditions very hard. Pair
found next day by SARDA dog and handler, cold but well, coming off the plateau
on correct bearings. Cairngorm and Leuchars MRTs, RAF Sea King. 500.
JANUARY 28 - Pair reported overdue from White Magic, Coire an t-Sneachda.
Report was too early for rescuers to be very concerned for climbers on such a hard
route. As expected they turned up OK. Cairngorm MRT.
FEBRUARY 3 - Roped pair were climbing Salamander, Hell's Lum Crag, in very thin
ice conditions. Leader (25) fell above crux pitch when ice gave way. Belay held
but he sustained head and arm injuries. Winched by Rescue 137 (RAF Sea King).
Cairngorm MRT. 96.
FEBRUARY 7 - Ski instructor (f23) lifted from Cairngorm Top Station by RAF Sea
King. Hospital release followed treatment for rnild hypothermia.
FEBRUARY 18 - A party offour split into two singles and a pair when attempting three
Munros around Glas Mao!. In strong winds and white-out the only map blew
away. The two singles got down, one reporting the pair overdue, but they escaped
unharmed. Braemar MRT. 21.
FEBRUARY 18 - Son (11) got separated from mother by her falling off Cairnwell T
Bar Tow. He got lost in a white-out and the Ski Centre closed because of gales.
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Braemar MRT and Chairlift staff found him not far from top of tow, because he
had sheltered and not wandered. Aberdeen MRT stand-by. SO.
FEBRUARY 22 - Leader's axes pulled out and he (27) fell ISm, sustaining a
compound lower leg fracture, on one of the Cascade routes, Stag Rocks.
Winched by R.13 7 RAF Sea King. Winchrnan was on groundfor 45 minutes. 12.
FEBRUARY 24 - A pair left carpark at 09.00 and think they climbed Invernookie,
Coire an t-Sneachda, gaining plateau at lS.30, but had no explanation why they
did not get back to carpark till 23.00. Cairngorm MRT. 3.
FEBRUARY 24-25 - Leading the second pitch of SE Buttress, Creag an Dubh Loch,
man (27) placed a runner 15m above his second. Some 15m above the runner one
of his axes pulled out, the runner failed and he fe1l50m over snow and rock with
serious open fractures to a lower leg. Braemar MRT members were twice struck
by avalanches during his evacuation. 202.
MARCH 2 - Climber (23) on Fingers Ridge, Coire an t-Sneachda, slipped, fell 5m
unhurt, lost both his axes and got cragfast. He was rope lowered by another
climber because his companion (29) could not help. Descending in bad weather
they met Cairngorm MRT. 6S.
MARCH 3-4 - The pair involved in the above incident wentto look forlost gear. They
got lost soon after leaving Ptarmigan Chairlift, possibly because map and
compass were among lost items. Sheltering overnight near Stag Rocks the 29year-old got cold, so the 23-year-old went for help. The hypothermic one was
found by walkers who raised alarm and he was rescued by RAF Sea King. 150.
MARCH 3-4 - See above two incidents. The man (23) who went for help was
overdue. Braemar, Cairngorm, Kinloss MRTs and RAF Sea King searched. He
wandered about all day. By good luck when somewhere east of Cairngorm there
was a cloud window and he saw the Ciste carpark. Found uninjured by a passerby in Coire na Ciste. 150.
MARCH 4 - Woman (42) slipped on Shank of Drurnfallow, Glen Doll, injuring her
leg. Carried by eight passers-by on a Pigott (improvised rope) stretcher and a
farmer's quad ATV. 20.
MARCH 16 - On foot, but carrying skis after a ski traverse of three Munros, three
Kinloss MRT members followed a cornice line north to find the NW Ridge of
Glas Maol for a safe descent line in falling snow and high wind. Summits were
scoured of snow but west facing slopes were loaded. They were at 1000m on a
convex slope immediately above a steeper part of the W Face of G1as Maol.
Finding soft slab they started to retrace south to find a way down off Craig
Leacach but one man collapsed the cornice and was carried down, stopping
unhurt on top of the debris. Not knowing where the othertwo men were he used
a mobile phone to contact Rescue Control and carried out an avalanche
transceiver search. The avalanche had swept 240m height by lOOm wide with a
crown wall height of 2m. Radios contacted the two still above the avalanche
danger who were extracted by Glenshee Piste Machine from Glas Maol summit.
Braemar, Kinloss MRTs. 2S.
MARCH 23 - Two climbers overdue from Shelter Stone Crag turned up safe.
Cairngorm MRT callout. 5.
MARCH 30 - Boy (3) got separated from older friends who thought he was going
home. He got lost in woods north of Bennachie, near Insch. Aberdeen and
Braemar MRTs and RAF Sea King searched by night in forest. His jacket was
found then he was located unhurt, but cold, by Police dog, having travelled
1500m through thick undergrowth. 120.
MARCH 30 - Poorly clad walker (43) 'just stopped' in Glen Dee when half-way
round a 24krn circuit of Cam a' Mhaim, with a companion. Rescued by
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Grampian Police Land-Rover he was very cold and complained of sore legs but
refused medical assistance. 4.
MARCH 31- April 1 - Three schoolboys (15, 14, 14) mountain biking from
Rothiemurchus Lodge got lost. Found before midnight by Police dog handler.
Cairngorm MRT, SARDA. 66.
APRIL 1-Leading Spiral Gully, Coire an t-Sneachda, a candidate (26) for Mountain
Instructor's Certificate had a problem with a running belay below him. Climbing
down to rectify it, he lost footing, sliding 30m down the gully breaking a lower
leg. He failed to ice-axe brake but the rope stopped him. With legs bound together
he was lowered by his assessor and stretchered by Glenmore Lodge MRT. Airlift
by RAF Sea King. 40.
APRIL 2 - Skier (16) off piste on the remote plateau 1.7km south of the head of Loch
Einich stumbled causing a slight leg injury. Flown out by RAF Sea King. 13.
APRIL 5 - Man (48) climbed partially fallen tree when walking near Derry Lodge.
Descending he fell and broke tibia and fibula. RAF airlift. 9.
APRIL 5-6- Two males (17,15) wearing trainers andjeans undertook a 48km, twoday walk in moors west of Knockando, Strathspey, as training for an award hike.
Fortunately, the weather was good because they soon got lost, wandering off
route. They pitched a tent in a gully among thick whins, and stayed there, not far
from habitation, till they were out of food . Found by RAF Sea King. Grampian
Police MRT. 40.
APRIL 7 - Walker (70) suffered a minor stroke walking on NE Shoulder, Morrone,
Braemar. Air Ambulance evacuation as he was not close to 4WD Track.
Grampian Police MRT. 5.
APRIL 8 - Man (51) walking path west of Baddoch Burn, Braemar fell sustaining
compound fracture of wrist. Walked out by companion to a waiting Police
vehicle. 2.
ApRIL 11-12 -Jock's Road. Two men (both 31) got lost above Glen Doll and used
mobile phone. Stayed put in worsening conditions and walked off at first light.
Searches overnight by Tayside MRTs. 154.
MAy 5 - Climber (m29) roped on Beech Tree Wall, Craig a' Barns fell to base of
crag because of poor belay. Leg injury. Tayside MRTs. 6.
MAY 7 -8 - Six men starting at Cairngorm Car Park at 11.30 got lost in white-out
returning from Derry Cairngorm at Garbh Uisge Beag. Going west then east they
stayed overnight at Fords of Avon, reaching Glenmore 07.45. Cairngorm,
Kinloss MRTs, RAF Sea King. 132.
MAy 17-18 - Solo walker (39) slipped on rough path at head of Loch Avon and
heard ankle snap. Crawled to sandy beach and stayed in tent overnight. No
response to shouts and whistles in overcast weather with frequent snow/sleet
showers. Painfully hobbled 6km to Dubh Lochan (Lairig an Laoigh) where he
met passer-by. Airlift by RAF Sea King. Braemar MRT. 22.
MAY 26 - Couple (m42, f40) got broken arms when ex-Army tracked vehicle
toppled over on steep ground on north side Bogha-cloiche (897m), Gaick, Glen
Tromrnie. Two of party of22 went to phone but rang off before giving full details.
Search and airlift by Air Ambulance and RAF Sea King helicopters. 29.
MAY 30 - Solo walker (70s) caused concern to passers-by. Attempting Macdui
from Linn of Dee he had several adventures attempting river crossing and got
part way up Sron Riach in mist, rain and sleet. Braemar MRT doctor found him
hypoglaecaemic and hypothermic. Walked to Land-Rover track with help after
chocolate feed. Recovered after treatment. 6.
JUNE 6 - Schoolgirl (14) slipped on dry scree on Craig Maud, Gen Doll and struck
head on a rock. Tayside MRTs, RAF Sea King.
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JUNE 6 - Man (35) slipped on small snowfield on Stob Coire an t-Sneachda,
Cairngonn, breaking his ankle. Passers-by used mobile phone. RAF Sea King
and Police. 14.
JUNE 29 - Man (50) climbed a crag east of Loch Loch. Rockfall caused abdominal
and chest injuries. Stretchered by Tayside MRTs.
JUNE 30 - Loaded with food and gear for a 7 day expedition a Danish scout (19)
slipped on rocks crossing R. Gairn breaking her ankle. She was stretchered to a
vehicle by Braemar MRT. 15.
JULY 3 - Man (59) tripped on path two miles north ofDerry Lodge twisting an ankle.
He and his son abandoned plan to return to A viemore and phoned from Derry
Lodge. Grampian Police vehicle. I .
JULY 14 - Mountain biker skidded on loose surface of Derry Lodge track causing
lO-stitch cut to his knee. Police and Ambulance. 3.
JULY 17 - On third day of an award exploration, an overweight teenager (17) bent
down to pick up an object when sitting on a wall in Glen Luibeg. Due to his
weight (159kg.) he strained back muscles so that he could not continue. Braemar
MRT Land-Rover. I .
JULY 27 - A 26km leg (Tarf Bothy to Baddoch/Clunie) of a sponsored solo coastto-coast run took the exhausted runner nine hours to walk. None of his back-up
team had mobile phones. Due to poor timing a helicopter searched the route. The
runner (29) reached Glen Clunie, Braemar but abandoned the undertaking. 17.
JULY 27 -Solo bouldering at footofCraig a' Barns, Dunkeld, a man slipped on dry
rock, causing head and arm injuries. Tayside MRTs . 5.
JULY 29- Heading up track to Lochnagar, a student (18) had abdominal pains after
recent appendix op. Grampian Police, RAF Sea King. JO.
JULY 31- Man (34) twisted his knee aggravating an old injury descending AlltClais
an t-Sabhail from Cairn Tou\. Grampian Police vehicle to above Derry Lodge.
2.
AUGUST 1 - RAF Sea King lifted walker (59) from Chalamain Gap. She slipped
twice, injuring ankle, then knee. Il.
AUGUST 5 - A large foothold fell out, causing a man (36) leading Savage Slit, Coire
an Lochain, to fall lOm on to ledges before the rope stopped him. Stretchered
down by Glenrnore Lodge MRT and airlift by RAF Sea King. 28.
AUGUST J6 - Female student (c 18) slipped on path above Bachnagairn, Glen Clova
with bad ankle sprain. Stretcher carry by Tayside MRTs. 35.
AUGUST 17 - One of J I walkers (m56) collapsed from a heart attack at Balluderon
Hill, Sidlaws. Rescue by Ambulance Service and local 4WD vehicle.
SEPTEMBER 1 - One of a party of 28 hillwalkers (m57) died of a heart attack at the
summit cairn of Devil's Point. Braemar MRT, RAF Sea King. 54.
SEPTEMBER 4-5 - Starting to climb at 13.00 it got dark when three men (22, 21,20)
had completed Eagle Ridge, Lochnagar. They bivvied not knowing they were at
the very lip of the corrie. Found descending path, unaware of search, by Braemar
MRT.25.
SEPTEMBER 27 to date - Man (34) missing from home. His unlocked car with keys
in ignition found atSpittal ofGenmuick. Usual walk with his dog was to waterfall
on Glas-Allt. Large-scale searches of a broad area carried out by Aberdeen,
Braemar, Grampian Police MRTs, RAF Sea King. Not traced. 627 .
OcrOBER 20 - Woman (40) separated from three other walkers in mist between
Mayar and Dreish, reaching Glen Prosen four hours later. Search by Tayside
MRTs and SARDA. 28.
NOVEMBER8-10- Three London men (36, 35, 32) were overdue according to their
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lodged route card. Reaching Devil's point from Cairngorm they walked to Linn
Dee because of deep snow. Cairngorm MRT, RAF Sea King. 17.
NOVEMBER 18 - Group of eight overdue at Crow Craigies (where they had arranged
to meet informant) completed Jock's Road walk to Glen Clova OK. Tayside
MRTs and SARDA called out. 3.
NOVEMBER 24 - During snowfall a pair were swept 200m by slab avalanche when
descending Fiacaill a' Choire Chais. Poor visibility caused them to go east under
corrie headwall. Student (22) got back injury. His fellow student (19) dug him
out despite injury to his own leg, then went for help and found others with mobile
phone. Stretchered by Cairngorm MRT. 180.
NOVEMBER 24-25 - Note in Cas car park found at 11.30 Monday said two climbers
were due back from Braeriach Sunday pm. Turned up 14.50 Monday. Cairngorm
MRT. 14.
NOVEMBER 28-29 - Two from Cas car park intended to do round of Northern Corries
and Lurchers to Chalamain Gap. Man (59) exhausted in poor weather and waist
deep snow. Lost, they went down into Lairig Ghru and casualty was put in bivvy
bag. Companion found way down AlIt Druidh and used mobile phone. Search
by Cairngorm MRT. RAF airlift. 164
DECEMBER 24 - RAF Sea King airlifted a hillwalker, one of a party of four, (m35)
with neck and breastbone injuries from Loch Avon area. Using crampons and
ice-axe he had slipped in corrie west of Coire Domhain. Cairngorm MRT. 17.
DECEMBER 25 - Woman (41) slipped on icy rock in good weather on Meall
a'Buachaille, above Ryvoan Bothy injuring an ankle. On the path, she wore
plastic boots without crampons. Airlift by RAF Sea King. 11 .
DECEMBER 27 - With a companion, and carrying a large rucksack containing a
parachute and gear, a man (32) was ascending Craigendarroch, Ballater. His
intention was to paraglide from the summit (405m) but he slipped on ice on the
way up, injuring an ankle. He managed to walk down using a broom as a crutch.
Braemar MRT. 7.
DECEMBER 29-30 - Leaving rucksacks and food at Day Lodge, Cairngorm car park,
two snow boarders (17,16) lost near Ptarmigan Restaurant in mist. The two boys
went down to Loch Avon, followed fresh tracks in snow to a tent and waited there
till two men returned. The men took them to Fords of Avon Bothy, giving them
a bivvy bag. They shared cramped accommodation and food with three others.
Next day rescuers made contact with one of the tent men. Airlift by RAF Sea
King. Cairngorm, Kinloss and Leuchars MRTs, SARDA. 338.
0'

SOUTHERN HIGHLANDS
JUNE 4, 1995 (Three late reports) - One of six scrambling up part of Spearhead
Ridge, Beinn Namain dislodged a boulder which lacerated another's leg.
Arrochar MRT, RN Sea King.
SEPTEMBER 16, 1995 - Man descending beside Buttermilk Burn, above Namain
Boulders, felt 'crack' in ankle/foot and could not continue. Stretchered by
Arrochar and Dumbarton Police MRTs.
SEPTEMBER 30, 1995 - Lost solo walker with mobile phone on Beinn Ime met a lost
group of four with another phone. They had a map but no compass. They reported
they were on a scree slope and frightened. Located and escorted by Arrochar
MRT who spotted torch light.
JANUARY 5, 1996 - Descending dry grass with her daughter on Sron a' Chlachain,
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Glen Lochay, a woman (75) stumbled, injuring a lower leg. Stretcher carry by
Killin MRT. 8.
JANUARY 21-22 - A man (43) descending Beinn Ime with a companion sustained
fatal injuries in a fall. Not far below the summit they went off route in poor
conditions, finding themselves on very steep ground on the south side. Deceased
tried to climb down rock face but slipped on ice, falling 15m on to rocks.
Companion retraced steps and went for help. Arrochar, Leuchars and Strathclyde
teams, SARDA, RN Sea King and Police helicopter. 727.
JANUARY 29 - Ochils MRT called out to Comrnonedge Hill, Dollar for a scantilyclad male walker (36) trying to avoid re-admission to hospital . 82.
FEBRUARY 2- Steep East Face of SE Ridge, Ben Ledi. Scrambling unroped on snow/
ice man (49) slipped and fell 60m with fatal head injuries. He was not using
helmet, ice-axe or crampons. Stretchered by Killin MRT to airlift by RN Sea
King. 36.
FEBRUARY 13 - Flares reported on The Law, Tillicoultry. Two members of Ochils
MRT checked. It transpired that a meteorite had crossed Central Scotland at that
time. 6.
FEBRUARY 18 - BlackLinn Reservoir NE of Dumbarton. Walker (41) in a party of
three slipped on a muddy hill path on Lang Craigs breaking her lower leg.
Stretchered by Strathclyde Police MRT. 7.
FEBRUARY 22-23 - Crianlarich man (36) was walking in hills around his home and
was overdue. His body was found by SARDA dog at 0 1.15 hours in BogIe Glen.
Wearing army boots he probably slipped on an icy path or wet grass. Stretchered
by Killin MRT. 88 .
MARCH 29 - Report of lights near Dumyat summit. False alarm.
MARCH 31 - Woman (36) walking on Ben Ledi began to suffer abnormal eyesight
and speech. Her daughter went for help but the woman slithered down through
trees till found with hypothermia on a forest road by Killin MRT. 15.
APRIL 2 - Report of lights and shouts east of Dumyat. False alarm.
APRIL 9 - Man (37) descending a snow slope on Beinn nan Eachan (Tarmachan
Ridge) twisted a knee when his foot went through a hole. A member of the party
of six contacted help with a mobile phone. RN Sea King airlift and Killin MRT.
13.
APRIL 13 - Man (47) slipped on a snow slope, falling over a ledge on to rocks on
the ENE Ridge, Ben Vane. Suffering chest and arm injuries he was winched by
RN Sea King. Strathclyde Police and Arrochar MRTs. 74.
ApRIL 11-13 - A student (m26) set out for An Caisteall and Beinn a ' Chroin (by The
Munros route) on 11 th, got stuck on a ledge of Beinn a' Chroin, went up and down
the hill on 12th and walked out to Balquhidder on 13th suffering mild hypothermia, abrasions and possibly cracked ribs. Meantime three SARDA dogs, RN Sea
King, Killin, Leuchars, Lomond and Ochils MRTs searched for him. 15 search
dogs on call. 1264.
MAY 8 - RN Sea King winched walker (58) from east side of Ben More. Descending
grass, she stumbled, breaking a tibia and fibula. Killin MRT. 48.
MAY 12 - Walker (45) descending from Ben Venue summit to Achray Hotel. His
foot stuck in boggy ground and he fell forward breaking an ankle. Winched by
RN Sea King. Killin MRT. 26.
Jamie Andrew on 'Alopecia' £4 6a, Ratho Quarry. Photo: Alastair Matthewson.
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MA Y15 - Descending The Law from Ben Cleuch a schoolboy (13) slipped on a path
cutting his leg. Ochils MRT. 15.
MAy 19-20 - Soldier carrying very heavy rucksack on ridges west of Cnoc
Coinnich (Lochgoilhead) slipped, twisting his back. Arrochar MRT and RN Sea
King.
JUNE 2 - Killin and Leuchars MRTs, SARDA and RN Sea King searched for a
dementia sufferer (84). She was found in Brig 0' Turk, having walked 13km from
Ballimore, Balquhidder. 126.
JUNE 17 - Woman (74) slipped on a wet, grassy path on lower slopes of Craigleith,
Alva. Rescued with leg injuries by Ambulance Service.
JUNE 18-19 - Central Scotland Police Underwater Unit recovered the body of a man
(64) from 6m of water. He had slipped when photographing Falls of Dochart
unseen by other tourist walkers. Killin and Leuchars MRTs, RN Sea King. 457.
JUNE 21-22 - Camping with five others in the Campsies, a girl (14) fell 24m into
ravine. With extensive injuries she was winched at night by RN Sea King.
Winchman and stretcher had to be lowered 54m through tree canopy into bottom
of ravine. Balfron Ambulance. 20.
JUNE 23 - Casualty (21) was camping with three friends near the top ofDumgoyach,
Strathblane (Duntreath Castle). Obeying a call of nature at 04.45 he slipped down
a 20m crag and collided with a tree. Stretchered by Lomond MRT to airlift by
RN Sea King. 40.
JULY 12 - A party of two in mist descended east-facing crags of SE Ridge of Ben
Lui. One of them (57) slipped on grass and rock at about 7oom. He died from
skull and other fractures from a fall of30m. Killin and Lomond MRTs, RAF and
RN Sea Kings. 17.
JULY 12-13 -Ill-equipped and using a photo-copied page of a Trossachs walkers'
guide, pair (f49, m 46) got lost descending Ben Venue in mist. They reached the
roadless south shore of Loch Katrine. Evacuated from a remote farm by
ambulance (woman hypothermic), Police and Strathclyde Water Board. Lomond MRT tood down. 34.
JULY 17 - Solo walker (67) parked car on A82 1.6krn north of Tyndrum. At 12.30
two walkers found him dead from a heart attack on Beinn Odhar 150m from West
Highland Way. Killin MRT 4.
JULY 27 - On a family outing to climb Ben A'n, a woman (67) died from a heart
attack lOOm up the path. Central Police. 5.
AUGUST 3 (could be 95?) - Arrochar MRT splinted a French woman walker's arm
at Namain Boulders.
AUGUST 6 - His wife went for help when a poorly-equipped man (49) got stranded
in a steep gully descending Ben Venue off the Achray path. The incident is not
classified as 'cragfast' because he got himself out. KilIin MRT. 10.
AUGUST 22 - 50m from Ben Lomond summit, man (57) died from a heart attack.
Lomond MRT, RN Sea King. 15.
AUGUST 25 - Ochils MRTstretchered a young walker (10). A makeshift rope swing
on a tree broke when he was playing on it in Alva Glen. Leg lacerations. 15.
AUGUST 25 - Hillwalker (58) descending Alva Glen fell 30m into the gorge when
a path gave way, sustaining skull and spine injuries. Rescued from a pool by his
wife and sustained by her, a passing nurse and two teenagers till four ambulance
men arrived. 12. (Site of a fatal recovery by Ochils MRT on 3. 2. 94).
AUGUST 29 - Dehydrated and with kidney problems a walker (33) on Ben Lomond
Duncan Chessell climbing the south summit of Mount Cook. Photo: David Ritchie.
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was escorted down by other walkers. He declined medical assistance. Lomond
MRT.lO.
AUGUST 31 - Male with arm injuries from a slip in Dollar Glen, Ochils.
SEPTEMBER 8 - Trying to get down from Ben Lui, a woman (32) collapsed from heat
exhaustion. Killin MRT, RN Sea King. 18.
SEPTEMBER 22 - Party got stuck on a 6m cliff descending Ben Venue. Father got
down but daughter (22) with dog stayed put. Roped down by Killin MRT. 5.
SEPTEMBER 27 - Student (21 ) walking on forest road 3 .5km NW of Callander tripped
spraining his ankle. Killin MRT. 14.
SEPTEMBER 29 - SARDA stand by for three boys overdue on West Highland Way,
lnversnaid, Loch Lomond.
OcrOBER 2 - Walker (m57) collapsed and died on Ben Chonzie above Loch Turret.
RAF Sea King.
OcrOBER 6 - Man (59) walking south on Glen Ogle Nature Trail, nearing
Lochearnhead, slipped on wet grass fracturing a tibia and fibula. Stretchered by
Killin MRT. 3.
OcrOBER 19 - Three members RAF Leuchars MRT on exercise saw a woman blown
over by strong winds near Ben Lawers summit. Carried/supported to Visitor
Centre with ankle injury. 13.
OcrOBER 19 - An untraced woman reported to a farmer that a female hill walker had
fallen and injured a leg on Meall Ghaordie. Searches by Killin MRT and RAF
Sea King revealed nothing. 84.
OcrOBER 24 - Family party were separated in mist near Dumyat summit. Boy (14)
found during search by Ochils MRT and RN Sea King. 35.
NOVEMBER 9 - Two members RAF Leuchars MRT, told by an eye witness,
transported a male walker with injured lower leg on West Highland Way near
Tyndrum to Oban Hospital. 7.
NOVEMBER 20 - Slip on icy path to Cobbler above Succoth (SE slopes Beinn
Narnain) by a woman (54) caused leg injury. Camera flash used by casualty and
friend speeded location by RN Sea King for winching. Arrochar and Strathclyde
Police MRTs. 34.
NOVEMBER 24-25 - Two males (36, 28) tried to cross Stobinian and Ben More from
Balquhidder to Crianlarich. Caught in blizzard and unstable snow so stayed
overnight in an igloo at Bealach-eadar-dha Beinn. Killin, Leuchars and Lomond
MRTs and SARDA searched. Spotted and winched by RN Sea King due west of
Ben More at half-height. 124.
DECEMBER 9-10 - Starting late, walker (52) spent night out on Ben Vorlich (route
from Ardvorlich, Loch Eam) after dropping his rucksack down a cliff. Turned
up as Killin and Tayside teams assembled next morning. Thaw conditions. 84.

SKYE
MARCH 12- 13 - Deceased (23) with three companions left Sligachan at 11.00 to
climb Pinnacle Ridge, Sgurr nan Gillean. Descending in snowfall and wind he
left companions at foot of climb to navigate down Coire a' Bhasteir by torchlight
at 23.00. After lOOm he slipped on verglas and ice on boiler slabs falling 250m.
His ice-axe was attached to his rucksack and crampons in it. Skye MRT, Rl37
RAF Sea King. 144.
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MARCH 21-22 - Responding to a mobile phone call to Sligachan that 'his friend had
been hurt, and to be transferred to the Police on 999', RAF Sea King, Kinloss and
Skye MRTs searched North Cuillin ridges and corries, paths and parked
vehicles. Nothing found. 210.
APRIL 1 - Climber (17) continued ascending after his father stopped on the Tourist
Route, Sgurr nan Gillean. When his son was descending from the summit the
father heard falling rock; on looking over the edge of the ridge he saw the
deceased lying 250m below in a boulder field clear of snow. Crampons were
found in his rucksack. Correct way was walkable as snow had melted off south
side of East Ridge. He went too far down the top slabs, failing to turn right to get
the best line, turned left and slipped on hard neve over two cliff edges, then
sliding down snow into the boulders. RAF Sea King. Skye MRT. 55.
MAY 19 - Seven people were descending from the summit of Sgurr Mhic Coinnich
during snowfall. A man (50) slipped on wet rock and fell just over one metre
breaking a tibia and fibula. Skye MRT and RAF Sea King. 112.
MAY 20 - Four walkers were crossing an area of loose rock on West Ridge near
summit of Sgurr nan Gillean. A man (41) lost his footing, tried to regain balance
by grasping a large rock but it gave way. He was killed when he fell more than
300m into Coire a' Bhasteir. Skye MRT, HMCG helicopter. 194.
MAY 26 - Five climbers finished a route but took a wrong turn descending Coire
a' Ghrunnda. Retracing steps one (28) slipped and fe1l12m down a slab causing
hairline hip fracture and leg ligament damage. Skye MRT, RAF Sea King. 84.
Date?????HMCG helicopter evacuated female with broken ankle from beach at
outlet of Kilmarie River, Strathaird. 8.
JUNE 8 - A man (48) separated from his four companions in poor weather on South
Top, Sgurr na Banachdich. His body was found 90m below his last known
position. Skye MRT, RAF Sea King. 93.
JUNE 20 - Three climbers in a chimney on the ridge between Sgurr Dubh Mor and
Sgurr Dubh Beag. Leader was sack hauling. The rucksack dislodged a rock
which struck a companion (42) fracturing his skull. No helmet carried. Skye
MRT, RAF Sea King. 28.
JULY J 3 - HMCG helicopter evacuated hillwalker (f73) with broken ankle from
hills 1.3km north of Arrnadale Bay. Ambulance Service. 16.
JULY 14 - Man (18) could not continue walking due to sudden fatigue, attributed
to medication change. Assisted from East Ridge, Beinn Dearg Beag (Red
Cuillin) by Skye MRT. 6.
AUGUST 22-23 - Descending Coire na Banachdich near Window Buttress, three
walkers (f28, m27, f25) benighted, made several wrong turns, then sheltered,
shouting for help every 15 minutes. At 0100 they were heard by another walker
who informed Skye MRT. Team had already been alerted and found party at
11.35. Airlift by RAF Sea King. 60.
AUGUST 29 - Descending Coire Scamadal near Bealach a' Chuim, The Storr,
woman (33) slipped on rock breaking her ankle. Skye MRT, RAF Sea King. 36.
SEPTEMBER 5-6 - Solo walker (41) cragfast 300m to north of Blaven path in Coire
Uagneich. Helped down from top of a stack by Skye MRT. 36.
SEPTEMBER 6 - Walking with her husband in Storr Sanctuary, Trottemish, a woman
(65) broke her ankle on a scree slope. Skye MRT, HMCG helicopter. 14.
SEPTEMBER 9-10 - After finishing a climb in Coire Lagan two men (42, 29)
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bivouacked when it got dark. They were reported overdue but walked off unaided
at first light.
SEPTEMBER 9-10 - Rope of 3 (m22, m21, f20) got cragfast on Integrity, Sron na
Ciche as climb took longer than anticipated. They spent night on a ledge having
whistled for help. Whistles were heard by friends of the pair benighted in
concurrent incident (above). Trio winched off by 202 Sqdn RAF Sea King. 12.
SEPTEMBER 12 - A stone rolled under the foot of a walker (21) on South Ridge, Sgurr
na Banachdich. He injured leg muscles. Skye MRT, RAF Sea King. 23.
SEPTEMBER 23-25 - Man (41) got lost with his wife near Sgurr Thearlaich. They
stayed in bivvy bags. It was rainy and misty again next day so after wandering
a bit they got back into bivvy bags. Descending at 11.00 man slid over ledge,
falling 20m breaking an ankle. Wife climbed to ridge and blew whistle at 12.00
to get help. Alerted at 17.00, Skye MRT were lifted by RAF Sea King to below
cloud at 300m. Found bivvy site but casualty could not hear them. Team bivvied
at 900m in rain, strong wind and hail. Found on third day at 09.30 and lowered
into a gully, stretchered into Coirean Lochain to airlift by R137. Only injury was
ankle. 381.
OcrOBER 4-7 - Leaving Camasunary on October 4, three males (56, 27, 15) got to
Loch Coruisk on 6th. Report on 7th that they were exhausted and trapped by spate
rivers. Airlifted by RAF Sea King, Skye MRT. Released from Broadford
Hospital after examination. 18.
OcrOBER 23-24-Party of two men (both 42) and a woman (31) attempted Bruach
na Frithe from Coire a' Mhadaidh. Lost in atrocious weather they bivouacked in
a cave and were found descending next morning by RAF Sea King. Team told
they went up NW Ridge. Kinloss and Skye MRTs. 122.
NOVEMBER 18-22 - Searches by Kinloss and Skye MRTs, SARDA, HMCG and
RAF helicopters followed report of a car at Fiskavaig road end. Alcohol was
found, then the body ofaSwiss student (m23) at the footofa lOOm sea cliff, near
waterfall. 583 .
NOVEMBER 23-24 - Returning across the Main Ridge from Coruisk when it was
snowing, and off route on Bidein Druim na Ramh, a pair roped, lowering
themselves down small rock shelves. Man (32) slipped, causing knee injury.
Companion left him next day in a tent. During winching by RAF Sea King,
Mayday was called when an engine failed, possibly due to ice ingress. Aircraft
landed at Glenbrittle on one engine. Skye MRT. 139.

ISLANDS OTHER THAN SKYE
MAY 4 - Rescue of one offive members of Deaf and Dumb Mountaineering Club
caused some communication problems for Arran MRT and RN Sea King. Man
(36) slipped on dry path on Caisteal Abhail with leg injuries, cuts and bruises.
20.
MAy 12-Fatal fall on Askival, Rum, by man (67) in a party of seven. He fell lOOm
down scree. Lochaber MRT, RAF R137 Sea King. 29.
MA Y18 - Group member used mobi le phone to say casualty (23) on Caisteal Abhail
was very cold and in shock. Examined in hospital after airlift by RN Sea King.
He was discharged with only obvious injury tom ligaments. 58.
JUNE 12 - Wearing golf shoes, a woman (49) slipped at White Water, Corrie,
injuring a leg. Stretchered by Arran MRT. 50.
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JULY 19 - Youth (16) finished an abseil on Dun Caan, Raasay. Walking down east
side, just below summit he tripped on grassy scree and fell18m stopping against
a rock. Airlift by HMCG. No significant injury. 28.
JULY 21-22 - Taking wrong path and meeting river crossing problems , four males
(34,11, 11 , 9) with no compass on Beinn Nuis benighted. Arran MRT, RN Sea
King. 152.
AUGUST 6 - HMCG helicopter found missing girl (17) unhurt. Amol area ofLewis.
20.
AUG UST 11-12 - Three males (48,15,15) overdue at 22.00 in Glean Easan Borach,
Lochranza. Arran MRT. 4 .
AUGUST 21-22 - Attempting to cross 20 km of uninhabited moor from Loch
Meavaig, North Harris to Morsgail Lodge, Lewis, walker (50) got stopped by
Abhainn a' Loin, a river flowing into Loch Morsgailless than 1 km from the
Lodge. Airlift by HMCG helicopter. 54.
SEPTEMBER 5 - At Dun Fion (Castle 3.2km SE ofBrodickPier) a woman (72) slipped
on a grass path injuring a leg. She wore fabric boots. Arran MRT. 27.
OcrOBER 27 - A gunner (25) collapsed with hypothermia when on exercise in
remote lochlhill country in east of Benbecula (Druim na Lice). Airlifted to Skye
by RAF Sea King. 23 .
NOVEMBER 13 - HMCG helicopter helped police search for missing hill walker in
South Uist. Found by HMCG ground team. 9.
SOUTHERN UPLANDS
JANUARY 15-16 - Walking near his home, a retired man (67) with Parkinson's
disease fell when a spar of a gate broke. He got hypothermic because he lay for
11 hours, unable to get up and frightened in case he fell into a nearby burn. Found
by Moffat MRT sweep search. Stretchered to hospital and detained for two days.
201.
FEBRUARY 8 - Tweed Valley MRT and SARDA searched for a forest worker who
had driven into forest in deep snow. He was found in a caravan lOkm from the
abandoned vehicle. Rescue by Land-Rover. 50.
FEBRUARY 18 - Borders SARU, Tweed Valley MRT and SARDA searched
Larnrnermuirs (Twin Law Cairns) in a blizzard for three overdue women
walkers (over40) as it was getting dark. Found safe by Police. Really a separation
incident because those reported overdue had been searching for a woman (80)
who had turned back, gone adrift and reported them missing. 26.
APRIL 6 - Galloway MRT called out to search for a schoolboy (8) who got separated
from his parents walking a forest trail ahead of them in Glen Trool. Police found
him safe when he wandered on to the Southern Upland Way. 20.
ApRIL 11-12 - HWWR, Galloway MRT, SARDA and RN Sea King called out for
4 males (17-14) on scout expedition. They had been refused admission to
Backhill of Bush Bothy, having to camp outside in wind and snow. Suffered
hypothermia crossing Rhinns of Kells to Black Craig next day. They walked out
to Garryhom Farm. 34.
MAy 2- Three walkers overdue on S. Upland Way, west ofMoffat, delayed by male
(40+) with very bad blisters and bruised foot, turned up safe. Tweed Valley
MRT. 5.
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MAY 14 - Southern Upland Way 2km NE of Dalry. Galloway MRTcalled out for
man (38) ill with fever, vomiting and diarrhoea. 3.
MAY 15- Staff outing plan went wrong: to do reciprocal walks on Southern Upland
Way from Loch Trool to Auchinleck, with westbound party changing car keys
with eastbound at White Laggan Bothy. Some went ahead so that three older
women were left behind missing the turn off to the bothy south of Loch Dee.
From 'non-turn off they had to walk 13km to A 712. Galloway MRT. 3.
MA Y 15-16- Family of four bikers totally lost in Kielder Forest on a very cold night
used mobile phone, being found by air search. Tweed Valley MRT called to
search from Scottish side after dark. Northumbrian Services, Police helicopter,
light aircraft. 30.
MAY 24 - Borders SARU searched Hirsel Estate, Coldstream. Evacuated drowned
body of missing man (76) from loch in estate. 39.
MAy 26-Galloway MRT standby for schoolboy (14) separated from 24 others in
a sponsored walk of Caimsmore of Fleet in mist. Alarm by mobile phone from
leader, but boy turned up uninjured. 7.
JUNE 3-4 - Tweed Valley MRT, Borders SARU, SARDA and Police searched
Galashiels and countryside for missing man (54) very sick with a life-threatening
condition. He had wandered from home on to the hill. Found in time. 452.
JUNE 8-9 - His wife anxious when a Dane (71) walking Southern Upland Way in
New Luce area could not get her on his mobile phone. He camped and phoned
her next morning just as Galloway MRT were setting out. 2.
JUNE 22-23 - Borders and Tweed Valley teams searched woodland policies and
immediate areas of a nursing home for a disoriented patient (77) missing from
ward wearing only indoor clothing. Bruised from a slip, a wall obstructed reentry to grounds. He was rescued by providing a ladder. 62.
JUNE 29 - Moffat MRT helped fell runner on Saddle Yoke. His ankle had been
injured by a slip on scree. 6.
JUNE 29 - Moffat MRT searched Hart Fell for a runner who had missed two check
points in mist. She was found in the glen. 24.
JULY 7 - Tweed Valley MRT searched for adult male who seriously injured himself
and took to the hill naked. 5.
JULY 27 - Land-Rover used to recover walker with injured leg who had slipped on
grass. One of a party of three near Winterhopeburn (5 km NNE of White Coomb).
Tweed Valley MRT. 9.
AUGUST 6 - Borders SARU call out cancelled when three overdue mountain bikers
turned up at Heatherhope, Hownam, Cheviot Hills. 6.
AUGUST 26 - Woman (53) collapsed exhausted on Craig Ronald (3km NE of
Caimsmore of Fleet) in strong wind and rain. Airlift by RAF Sea King. Released
from hospital same day. Galloway MRT. 11.
SEPTEMBER 1-2 - Four girls and two boys (all 14) undergoing an award expedition
in wind, rain and mist on Hartsgarth Fell (8.5km NE of Langholm) lost map on
high level route and got lost. Camping, they found some bits of their tents
deficient. Overnight search by Borders, Moffat and Tweed Valley teams and
SARDA. Found sheltering under fly-sheets. 667.
SEPTEMBER 8-10 - Pair (f53, m47) ascended Benyellary and Merrick from Bruce's
Stone, Loch Trool intending to descend same route. They got lost in mist near
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843m summit, spending night on the hill. Next day they went down West Ridge,
not SW as intended, almost reaching derelict house at Kirriemore and only 2krn
from a road. A local saw them wave at Rescue 177 RN helicopter, then they went
uphill. After second night out with very poor gear they continued uphill to under
the crags of Black Gairy, where they were found by rescuers, suffering cold and
mild shock. Galloway, Leuchars and Moffat teams, SARDA. 880.
OcrOBER 17 - Male patient needing medical attention ran from casualty department
with threat of going into surrounding hills. Found as Tweed Valley MRT arrived.
20.
OcrOBER 26 - Runner (m67) in mountain marathon slipped crossing a bum east of
Tarfessock suffering pelvic and leg injuries (cold trauma later) . Galloway MRT
and SARDA dropped by RN Sea King west ofTarfessock due to low cloud. Later
winched with casualty. Worsening weather caused large number of entrants to
be called off. 200.
OcroBER 26 - Runner (37) winched by RN Sea King with leg injuries after he
slipped at Loch Valley. Galloway MRT. 37.
OcrOBER 27 - Runner (m20+) winched by RN Sea King from Larg Hill suffering
hypothermia during mountain marathon. Galloway MRT and SARDA helped
with various (other) First Aid jobs. 142.
NOVEMBER 1 - Tweed Valley MRT called out for missing boy (10) who turned up
before team mobilised.
NOVEMBER 28-29 - Moffat MRT night searched for a walker (56) who used his
bivvy bag when lost in a whiteout on HartfelllSwatte Fell. Weather cleared at
01.00 and he found his own way down about 02.30 as Borders and Galloway
MRTs and SARDA prepared. No compass, torch broken. 130.

NON-MOUNTAINEERING
JANUARY 1-2 - Kinloss MRT searched sand dunes and forest east of Lossiemouth
for a woman (51) with sleeping tablets. Not found . 42.
FEBRUARY 5-6 - Moffat MRT delivered food to snowbound motorists and coach
passengers, evacuating many people to emergency centres. Some were suffering
illnesses or conditions including heart ailments, diabetes and epilepsy. Several
were treated for cold trauma. 320.
FEBRUARY 8 - SARDA (South Scotland and Lakes) and police dogs on standby to
locate people in cars buried in snowdrifts.
FEBRUARY 9 -Cairngorm MRT used 4WD vehicles to help Police and snow plough
crews ferry 117 people to safety when buses, cars and lorries were trapped in
snowdrifts and white-outs between Ralia and Dalwhinnie. 45.
MARCH 7 - SARDA searched Carbeth, Milngavie and West Highland Way for a
male missing from home at Carbeth since February 22. Body found a few days
later on West Highland Way just outside Milngavie. 5.
MARCH 31 - At the request of Central Scotland Police, Lomond MRT evacuated the
body of a man (37) from a ledge on the face of disused Muirton Quarry,
Blanefield. Spotted by a passer-by earlier that day he had been missing from
Glasgow since December 29, 1995. 40.
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JUNE 2-4 - SARDA handlers and dogs from three regions searched Galasruels for
a man (54) missing from home. Found suffering hypothermia by a passer-by. 7.
JUNE 21 - In the early morning at Poca Buidhe Bothy (lOkm from main road near
Gairloch) man (18) fell down stairs fracturing rus lumbar spine. Evacuation RAF
Sea King. 12.
JULY 2 - RAF Sea King evacuated man (32) from Alltbeithe Youth Hostel, Glen
Affric. A medical condition caused a trapped nerve near his spine. The injury was
sustained at the hostel, not on the rull. Kintail MRT. 20.
JULY 8 - Tweed Valley MRT called out for a missing woman (over 70) who was
safe at a friend 's home. 5.
JULY 11-30 - Searches by Assynt and Kinloss MRTs, SARDA, RAF and HMCG
helicopters for man (75) possibly missing in Ben Bhragaidh area. Later found
dead on Peterhead foreshore. 176.
AUGUST 10- MoffatMRTon standbyfor boy (11) who ran offfromhome butturned
up safe. 3.
AUGUST 11 - Tweed Valley MRT mobilised. Child turned up safe at Dinlabyre,
Newcastleton. He went missing as family picked mushrooms. 2.
OcrOBER 16 - Two people were killed when a light aircaft flying from Edinburgh
to Perth crashed on Meall nam Fuaran (805m) 15km NNW of Crieff. Boulmer
and Lossiemouth RAF helicopters, Leuchars and Tayside MRTs involved in
search and recovery. Cloudbase 750m. 88.
OcrOBER 20 - Requiring regular insulin, a teenager was missing from home for 14
hours. Searches by Tayside MRTs and SARDA. She was safe at a friend's house
despite missing several shots. 26.
NOVEMB ER 4 - Tweed Valley MRT leader flew in helicopter searching forest roads
for car belonging to missing person. Nothing found.
NOVEMBER 5 - Follow on from previous incident. Tweed Valley MRT searched
forest round an abandoned car- no connection. However, Police found missing
person dead in another car in another forest 16km distant.
NOVEMBER 9 - Boy (9) missing from home in Drymen found in village square before
SARDA dog (South Scotland) was deployed.
NOVEMBER 12- 13 - HMCG helicopter helped Police search near Stornoway Castle
for missing woman. Nothing found. Later found dead in water. 6.
NOVEMBER 16-17 - Man (48) left car in woods north of Bridge of Allan . Search by
Kinloss, Lomond (SARDA), and Ochils MRTs, Strathclyde Police helicopter.
Some medication belonging to the missing man was found, then he was found
dead hanging from a tree. 281.
NOVEMBER 18-19 - Police dogs and underwater unit, SARDA and RN Sea King
searched River Forth near Stirling for man (40) suspected drowned after evading
capture over a wall and down river bank. 26.
NOVEMBER 25 - Motor vehicle found in wooded picnic area at Dubh Chnoc, Loch
Venachar, Trossachs. Driver was missing. Killin MRT member and SARDA
dog handler found man (44) dead hanging from a tree. 58.
DECEMBER 19 - Before SARDA dog team was deployed a man (86) missing from
home near Falkirk was found 3km away on a building site.
DECEMBER 25 - SARDA alerted for a woman (25) who ran off, lightly dressed in
cold weather. She was found safe by Police at a wood edge near Killeam.
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INMEMORIAM
DOUGLAS B. BARCLA Y j. 1961
"I met someone last week who, I think, would be an excellent climbing
companion for you," said the girl- and so I first heard of Douglas.
The year was 1954, and I had recently joined the JMCS of which club Douglas
was already a member. As it was late spring, Friday evening club meetings in
Rowan's Smoking Room had ceased for the summer, and it was some weeks
before we met on the then well-known Sunday morning excursion train on the
West Highland line, which allowed a reasonably-priced day at Arrochar or
Crianlarich.
Thereafter we climbed and hill walked regularly for the next 15 to 16 years
until Douglas's heavy involvement with the nascent Strathspey Railway made
regular outings increasingly difficult to fit into a busy timetable.
Douglas was a splendid companion on the hills and a very strong walker and
quite tireless. We had many trips to most parts of the Highlands and many long,
hard, enjoyable days. He was always willing and invariably good tempered. We
did a little rock climbing and were comfortable up to V -Diff standard. In winter
we did some of the easier snow climbs.
On one occasion, in Glen Sligachan, camped in a favourite nook, wet and
blowing as only it can with a Sou-Wester in that glen, the back pole of the
'Guinea' tent broke during a furious gust. Immediately, we were enveloped in
wet cotton, so I seized the upper part of the pole and pushed it up. 'Pack up
Douglas,' I shouted, he replied: 'Just let me finish my chapter.'
We had two trips to Norway, one to Sunnmore and and one to Lyngen. In
Sunnmore we were having a second crack at Smorskretind. It was a lovely
autumn day and we were nearing the summit up a snowy chimney. On taking a
high step, Douglas, in the lead, split the inside seam of one trouser leg. My future
wife, who was with us, searched her pockets and rucksack and produced seven
safety pins. These were used to effect a repair. Thus patched, and the requirements of modesty satisfied, we made the summit in triumph minutes later.
The following year in Lyngen, the highlight of the holiday, was to climb
Jaekkevarri, a most enjoyable day.
In 1961, we both joined the SMC and both completed our Munros in 1966.
From 1972 onwards, Douglas and his wife, Catherine, became heavily
involved with the Strathspey Railway, but fortunately his wife also loved the
hills, and they continued to climb together for many happy years. Recently, he
had led hillwalks with his church's hillwalking group. Douglas completed his
Munros for the second time in 1992.
Douglas was an enthusiastic skier, and for years he and his wife went to
Switzerland in February or March for a skiing holiday.
For many years, Douglas was auditor to the club, The Scottish Mountaineering Trust, and the John Muir Trust.
Last July, he started up Beinn Odhar, near Tyndrum, on his own on a warm
morning and was seen to collapse. Thus passed a good companion and a keen
lover of the hills.
G. King.
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IAN GRANT CUMMING j. 1957
He died in a Kent Hospice, but Ian Cumming' s heart was in the Highlands. Exiled
through necessity, he and his family made annual pilgrimages north. They were
regulars at the Glenisla Games, in his wife Mary's home glen.
Ian graduated with fust-class honours in Maths and Physics from Glasgow
University in 1946 and joined ICI in Ardeer. His early climbing was in Arran and
Glen Coe and then farther afield in Scotland, frequently with members of the Club.
He collaborated in the 1950s with Malcolm Slesser in research on climbing
ropes. The results Evaluation of a Risk were published in the 1957 and 1958
editions of the Journal.
In addition to being a life member of the SMC, Ian had the distinction of having
been president of three widely-scattered mountaineering clubs. While with ICI,
and based in Dumfries, he formed the Galloway MC, was first meet secretary and
second president.
When work took him to Dounreay he helped found, and was fust president of,
Caithness MC. Then he moved to head the Physics Department at the British Jute
Trade Research Association in Dundee, joined the Grampian Club and was
president 1967-70.
Ian was an all-rounder who enjoyed rock, snow, ice, skiing - and dooking in river
and lochan. Over about 10 years I enjoyed his company on the hill all over the
Highlands and Skye. An abiding memory among many is of his quite incredible
speed in descent, regardless of conditions. In any party Ian was always fust off the
hill.
Apart from mountains, his interests were wide-ranging. Music, literature, the
Gaelic language, gardening and cooking all had a part in his life. He enjoyed wine
and was a connoisseur of malt whisky long before malt was fashionable.
A devoted husband and father with a busy professional life, he was treasurer of
the local Duke of Edinburgh Award Scheme in Kent. Both his son and daughter
gained the Gold A ward.
Ian made friends easily. This was borne out by the company of more than 100
who attended his funeral in Kent. One of the speakers on that occasion declared in
truth that he was 'in the very finest sense, a nationalistic Scot, loving the hills and
glens and his native land'.
D. Green.

DOUGLAS JAMIESON FRASER j. 1936.
Douglas Jamieson Fraser, who died on December 13, 1996 aged 86 was an
Edinburgh man. Educated at George Heriot's School he spent his entire working
life with the Standard Life Assurance Co. His heart, however, was always in the
hills and wild places.
After a number of years with the Edinburgh JMCS he was elected to the Club in
1936 and attended a considerable number of Easter and other Meets over the next
50 years. In 1940 he offered his services as a Army climbing instructor but was
called up to serve in the National Fire Service. Also in 1940, he married Eva who,
with their three children, survive him.
Douglas climbed many classic routes in Glen Coe, Ben Nevis and elsewhere with
his friend, Alan Home, and paid several visits to climb in Norway and the Pyrenees
with his brother, Barclay. He was one of a handful of members who attended both
the Golden Jubilee Dinner of the Club and the Centenary Dinner.
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Quiet and modest by nature with a pawky sense of humour, he was a man of
considerable culture. He painted well in oils and was a superb photographer
contributing regularly to the annual exhibition of the Edinburgh photographic
Society.
It was as a poet that he became best known, contributing to the Club Journal, The
Scots Magazine and other periodicals. His poetry covered many aspects of life and
was always perceptive and often humorous. He published four books of verse, the
first Landscape ofDelight, at the age of 57. His best known publication Rhymes 0'
Auld Reekie, flfst published in 1973, went to a second edition in 1988, something
rarely achieved by a modern Scottish poet.
Two verses from his Freedom ofthe Hills sum up Douglas's feelings for the hills:
When winter grips the mountains in a vice,
Silently stifling with its pall of snow,
Checking the streams, draping the rocks in ice,
Still to their mantled summits I would go.
Sun-drenched, I sense the message they impart;
Storm-lashed, I hear it sing through every vein;
Among the snows it whispers to my heart
'Here is your freedom. Taste-and come again.'
W. M. S. Myles.

MALCOLM R. D. DUFF j. 1985
I FIRST met Mal when he invited Brian Sprunt and I to join himself and Adrian
Clifford for an attempt on the West Ridge of Nuptse in 1981 . I already knew him
by reputation as a keen rock climber with new routes around Dunkeld and Creag
Dubh, but when he was persuading me (with ease) to go to Nuptse, I soon
discovered his enthusiasm for exploring mountains world-wide. In fact, he was
never intimidated by the reputation of person, route or mountain, as we soon
found out seeing the awesome West Ridge. He even went back the following
year for a second attempt, this time with his client turned partner, Sandy Allan.
He and Sandy later tried an even more audacious, positively outrageous, line up
the south face of Lhotse Shar.
To finance an annual Himalayan expedition, usually trying a hard new line,
(and he succeeded on one in particular on Mera Peak), he would run winter
courses in Scotland, based in Glen CoelBen Nevis. This gave him the chance to
explore extensively and find new lines to climb at the weekend, or even
sometimes with the courses. The opportunity was there but few would have had
the energy or enthusiasm to work on the hills and still go climbing at the
weekend. It's a measure of this enthusiasm that few folk are aware that he
climbed more First Winter Ascents on the Ben over a IQ-year period, including
the early and mid-eighties, than anyone else.
Perhaps his favourite and finest achievement was Point Blank, second hardest
in the Nevis Guide graded list and which survived several attempts with different
partners until he guided it with his most regular client, Rick Nowak. Not just the
Ben but hard new routes in Glen Coe and Creag Meaghaidh made him one of the
most important pioneers in recent years.
Mal's Scottish courses were running for some 15 years, a quiet operation but
one which introduced so many to winter climbing. Certainly important for me,
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as I did my first instructional work in the hills for Mal and his encouragement
pushed through my change in career. It always used to surprise me how many
climbers I met who had started on one of Mal' s courses and had been inspired
by his low-key approach.
Like all climbing professionals he received plenty of stick from the amateurs
who always seem to resent one being paid to go to the hills. If only they knew
it wasn't as easy as that, but the stick never came from his clients. In recent times
his business expanded greatly into guided expeditions, including a successful
ascent of Cho Oyo in 1994, and he spent much time away from Scotland, but
always returning for the winter.
After a successful trip to the Mustagh Tower in 1984, making the second
ascent of the BrownlPatey route, Mal was back in Rawalpindi when he was
offered the permit for the North-East Ridge of Everest the following spring.
Always the opportunist and such things weren't to be turned down.
The organisational element expanded way beyond his expectation as he raised
a large amount of sponsorship and at the same time recruited many of Britain' s
best young climbers (the boy racers) and a supposed sensible element (the old
farts) . To control such a keen and independent group, but with little Himalayan
experience, was an impossible task, yet the expedition reached a high altitude
and we all came back in good health. It shows the difficulty of the route that it
was only climbed last year by a big Japanese expedition with imported sherpas.
Mal always had a deep love of the mountains; for him the profit side came
secondary, if there ever was a profit side. The mountain guide has always atleast
to pretend to be efficient and serious, perhaps keeping his true feelings to
himself. But the giveaway picture which is a hint of Mal's true attitude to the
mountains is Rick Nowak' s first naked ascent of Elliot' s Downfall, encouraged
and led up by Mal, but who was never so ostentatious as to do it himself.
Andy Nisbet.

IAN F. ROBERTS j. 1951
lAN's ASHES were scattered on Lochnagar last summer. His passing recalls that
happy dawn of post-war climbing in Aberdeen. This movement started in the
Thirties tradition of Ewen and Bell, continued through Mac Smith and company,
the Brooker-Patey group, the Kincorth Club and lasted a decade. Their uniform was
Army windproofs, woollen balaclavas, tricounis and ice-axes (at fifteen shillings
and ninepence - 84p) from Campbells.
Early on their experience, and sometimes their attitude, was confined to homely
weekend Deeside - Mount Keen, Lochnagar and Derry Lodge. Their way furth to
other Scottish ranges was barred by the vastness of Ben Macdhui, the shortness of
recreational time and the cost of distant travel. But what a good time they had - and
what deeds were done (remember, too, the long march-ins and exhausting marchouts).
While in his teens at Aberdeen Grammar School, Ian started to explore Aberdeen's hinterland of adventure. He trained as an accountant until called up for war
service. He spent five years in the Royal Air Force. In Kenya, away from duty, he
enjoyed the high country, including a small expedition to climb Mount Elgon.
Returning to Aberdeen he completed his CA training. It was during this time,
often in the company of his brother, George, and other Cairngorm Club worthies,
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that he developed his climbing skills. From 1948 to 1950 he worked in London
where he was very active in the JMCS section. He frequented Harrison's and had
weekends in North Wales, often with another exiled accountant, Ken Armstrong.
He moved to Inverness in 1950. His activities, often with John Frew, in the
Northern Caimgorms, Nevis and Skye, led to his election to the Club in 1951.
He set up practice in Peterhead in 1952 and married shortly afterwards. He
immersed himself in family life, in exemplary business practice and in valuable
community work. In that remote seafaring place he set a standard and was wholly
respected for it. For lan, I think, that became more important than the wilderness
of mountains. But the gleam of memory, the warmth of past comradeship, the
laughter of old folly were always there. All his days, with his black hair, erect gait,
sparkling eye and ready laugh he retained the appearance of youth.
His interest in the Club remained strong. He was Honorary Auditor from 196477.
In his later years, and after his retirement in 1991 to Aberdeen, he resumed his
old acquaintance with the lower hills and glens of Deeside as far as he was able.
He died, aged 75, having failed to recover from surgery.
J. M. Taylor.

DAN PIGGOTT j. 1978
IT WAS only when preparing this notice that I realised Dan must have been at
Cambridge about the same time as Gino Watkins, Spencer Chapman, Jack
Longland and similar personalities of the venturesome world. As he climbed with
the CUMC, used skis in the Alps, canoed and sailed, I cannot imagine why he too
did not become one of the 'Young Men in the Arctic'. But rather than the ice it
was to the heat of tropical Africa he went, as a District Officer in the then Colonial
Service in Tanganyika and Uganda. At that time such a job would no doubt have
given him plenty of adventure, especially during the War when he was sometimes
rather isolated.
After the War ended he went on an Alpine Club Training Meet to Zermatt,
climbing the standard peaks, but including the Zmutt Ridge (with a Guide for
whose presence I gather he was rather grateful!) In 1949 he came back on leave
to the UK where he met and married Marjory Kennedy Fraser a move which, apart
from the usual family results, had a major effect on his subsequent activities.
However, he did find time to climb Kilimanjaro (before the crowds came) and
several peaks of the Rowenzori massif, including Alexandra, at that time a major
exploit. On retiral from the Service he was still relatively young (as was usual)
and active (which was probably less so) and settled with his family in Scotland,
Marjory being of the direct line. They came to Edinburgh in 1957, where as a
result of devious LSCC connections I was deputised to introduce him to Scottish
rock.
We went to Skye for a week or so and did a number of the usual routes. As Dan
had not then been introduced to Vibram soles he climbed in a pair of boots nailed
(more or less) with Tricounis which gave me a respect for his abilities when he
led severe rock. Thereafter we became constant partners.
Although his initial application to join the Club was unsuccessful on the
grounds that he had not climbed enough in Scotland, he went to the hills with me
and other SMC parties, with whom he was a popular, if rather unusual, compan-
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ion, whom some folk regarded as a 'throw back' to the days when climbing was
the pastime of a more gentlemanly generation. They were wrong, of course. Dan
was no throw back - he was an original article who had brought the aura with him
- and was none the worse for that. He had wide interests and was well-informed
about many of them and so was an entertaining man to have about on the hill, but
he also had the unassuming self-confidence which seems to have been possessed
by so many of his 'Oxbridge' contemporaries. I doubt if he ever thought twice
about the fact that he had canoed across the Baltic and down the Rhone, and
cycled to Istanbul. If you wanted to do it - why not?
He was lightly-built and strong with it and like his near-contemporary at
Cambridge, Ivan Wailer, was outstandingly active for his age, so he certainly
stood out among his companions on the hill, some of whom found his 'ready for
anything' attitude slightly eccentric, but he made many friends .
In the days before Winters died, the hills seemed to have snow cover for weeks
and gave us all the sport we needed without having to get stuck in cold, icy clefts.
Not that Dan was averse to a bit of ice - with Myles Hutchinson he did Glover's
Chimney before the vogue for pegs, screws and front points, while we did get
involved in several snow-covered rock routes, including Tower Ridge (under
modest cover, but tricouni-shod) .
We went regularly with the JMCS bus out of Edinburgh or Glasgow but later
went for longer periods, including one glorious week when we got snowed up in
the Ling Hut. The car was stuck, but the mountains were in prime condition. Dan
acquired a camper van and ranged widely throughout Scotland transporting me
and usually one or two others for winter weeks. That was adventure enough for
the time and the company was good.
In summer, however, Dan turned to his other love - sailing. Marjory and her
sister acquired a cottage on the Ross of Mull in a location of which I am sure their
grandmother would have approved. There, with his equally web-footed brotherin-law, he carried out some adventurous sailing in small open boats rigged for the
conditions. He regularly put the wind up me, but I admit that if you have not
approached Staffa in wild weather, exposed as the Vikings were, then you have
missed a lot of its true atmosphere.
Not that climbing was ignored, as we worked out numerous routes up (and
along) the granite sea cliffs and even on larger (but still unrecorded) minor crags
of gabbro where you may find the odd cairn in unexpected places.
Dan went to the Iotunheim and the Dauphine with me and in the former area
had some good summer rock climbing without the benefit of much in the way of
guide books - a circumstance much suited to his attitude to mountains. In the
latter area the prize was, of course, the Ecrins, but the adventure came a few days
later when we were caught in a bad storm high up on the Pic Sans Nom with an
epic blizzard descent. This presaged a period of bad weather and we retired north
via numerous cathedrals about whose stained glass Dan was knowledgeable and
wanted to tick off on his list, He was one of these folk who seemed to be able to
rise to any occasion.
As commitments (and age) took their toll and ski trips with a Europe-based
grandfarnily took up my winter time I was on the hill less with Dan (although
spending a lot of time with him in Mull) but in 1978 he joined the Club and went
out regularly with the older (and some younger) members of the Eastern District.
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We met at Meets where his performance on the hill was astonishing - he could
still run downhill in his 70s. He made several solo cross-country trips in the North
West, using minimal gear and carefully - estimated minimum food. With
Marjory he made several randonees in France and Italy.
We were last on the hills together at the Easter Meet of 1993 at Elphin. It was
a good one for us to finish on, although despite advancing problems connected
with a terminal illness Dan still went walking with Marjory as circumstances
allowed.
Scott Johnstone.

JAMES McK. STEWART j. 1938
I WRITE this appreciation largely from the archive and personal knowledge from a
few brief meetings as perhaps few members will remember Jimmy Stewart who
died in Edinburgh on March 5, 1996.
A small, dapper man, he seemed always eager to talk about the hills at Eastern
District lunches even although family circumstances and advancing years had
prevented serious hill-going for some time. During his most active years, however,
he was clearly no slouch, being active with the Edinburgh Section of the JMCS
(becoming Honorary President) in the company of Annand, Gorrie, Peat and
Ogilvie all of whom aspired to the senior Club.
In the 1930s, when merely the ownership of a rope elevated one' s mountaineering status, Jimmy recorded winter ascents of the North East Buttress (a bit icy on
the last lOooft!) and Crowberry Ridge. He climbed the Chasm with Ogilvie. The
same period records much rock climbing in North Wales (including some winter
ascents) and a visit to Ireland. He had three good Alpine seasons before Europe was
closed to sensible pastimes in 1939.
He was a Life Member of the Club and served as Meets Secretary from 1945-47,
and an attractive photograph by him taken on a Club meet appears in Volume 23.
I wish that I could write more but it has been most pleasant looking back over the
career of a very active member from a period when the hills were quieter.
J. R. R. Fowler.

CHARLES GORRIE j. 1937
CHARLES GORRIE was educated at Dunfermline High School and studied Engineering at Edinburgh University. He was in the army during the war but left after
sustaining a fractured femur. He went back to work again as an engineer in exile
in the South. During this time he climbed in North Wales and Harrison' s Rocks with
another well-known exile, lain Ogilvie. He also climbed on the 'somewhat fragile '
cliffs of Beachy Head where he used primitive pitons home-made from angle iron
and 3ft long! He introduced J. H. B. Bell to Beachy Head climbing - in which, as
Gorrie wryly observed, 'the rock being somewhat insecure, he revelled'.
lain and Charlie made many trips to the Alps together and he also visited Corsica.
One of Charlie's best mountains was the Bietschom which he did with George
Dwyer, an expatriate Dundonian.
Tiring of his job in the South, he returned home and entered Teacher Training.
At one time he was a colleague of Hamish Brown at the famous Braehead School
in Fife. His transport at that time was initially an Aston Martin but later he reverted
to the more practical, if less prestigious, Transit van.
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One time, he and Oliver made a marathon circuit of Ben Alder at the end of which
they drank a bottle of whisky for supper. It is necessary here to read in between the
lines.
His distinctions include dropping a rock on the head of George Waterston, a wellknown ornithologist and being charged with vandalising a railway compartment
after using the luggage rack as a climbing frame.
In his latter years he attended many Club Meets where his humour and
experience made him a pleasant companion for younger members. Anyone who did
not know Charlie in real life can still meet him by reading his reflective article An
Educational Experience in SMCJ, xxxiv, 182,573-577,1991.
A. H. Hendry.

IV AN WALLER j. 1981
'WHY DON'T you take up climbing?' This was the advice given to the young Ivan
Wailer by his housemaster as he was going up to Cambridge in 1924 to read
engineering. He needed some form of exercise, being hopeless at the traditional ball
games of the Public Schools. Seldom can a schoolmaster's advice been followed
with such enthusiasm and relentless determination; apart from his work in the
motor industry and motor racing, at which he excelled, mountaineering became his
dominant interest. His early rock climbing included King 's College Chapel and the
tower of St. John's College, Cambridgeshire, but he was soon going out with the
leading men of his day including Jack Longland, Charles Warren and Colin Kirkus.
His flrst ascent of Belle Vue Bastion on Tryfan, to the accompaniment of ragtime
played on a portable gramophone, placed on the ledge above, is part of climbing
folklore. Fifty-eight years later he repeated the route, still graded VS. He seconded
Colin Kirkus on the first ascent of Mickledore Grooves, a fme Lakeland classic on
Scafell, and around this time he climbed up, and down, Beachy Head in crampons.
After Cambridge, Ivan Wall er held various jobs in the motor industry which
made it easier for him to compete in motor racing: the Monte Carlo Rally from
Budapest, hill climbing racing at Brooklands and at Phoenix Park, Dublin where
he won. He eventually joined Rolls-Royce where he was soon put in charge of
experimental endurance testing in the car division. This was the perfect job, testdriving fast, glamorous cars along the open roads of central France, covering huge
distances at high speed, sometimes to the Pyrenees to snatch a quick climb, or to
the Nurburgring for the German Grand Prix in 1938 where he later saw Hitler's
troops march into Czechoslovakia.
On the outbreak of war he was transferred to the Aero Division where he worked
in the experimental flight test department. In 1940 he was involved in an exciting
adventure which nearly cost him his life. While on a test flight over the Firth of
Clyde in a flying-boat the engines failed and the order was given to bale out. When
Ivan's parachute became entangled with the tail plane he edged his way along the
outside of the fuselage, using wire cables for handholds with his feet against the
shell of the plane in a sort of hand-traverse. He managed to untangle his parachute
and landed in the sea from where he was eventually rescued. He always claimed,
and we can believe him, that without his rock climbing experience he would never
have made it. For his work in the industry he was awarded the George Stephenson
Research Prize by the Institute of Mechanical Engineers.

MAL DUFF. Photo: Bob Ross.
DAN PIGGOTT. Photo: C.
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GEORGE RITCHIE. Photo: 1. R. Marshall.

IVAN WALLER . Photo: Oliver Turnbull.
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Family commitments after the War somewhat restricted his activities, but he
found time for several trips to the Alps, on one occasion narrowly failing to reach
the summit of Mt. Blanc, on skis, with Gaston Rebuffat. He also took part in the
1951 Le Mans 24-hour race with Robert Laurie. They finished 11 th, the leading
privately-entered team and Ivan' s wife, Helen, was embraced by President Aurio!.
On retirement in 1969 Ivan moved to the Lake District, to a house which he
himself designed. Here he was free from the tedious necessity of earning his living
and he made the most of it. This was a period of intensive rock climbing activity,
much of it in the Lake District with Jim Ingham, a Kendal dentist. But he did not
ignore Scotland, indeed the achievement which perhaps gave him the greatest
satisfaction of all occurred in June 1977 when he completed two traverses of the
Cuillin Ridge. The first, with Jim, was by way of being a reconnaissance for the
more serious attempt two weeks' later with his old friend, Charles Warren. In
perfect weather the two septuagenarians, following an afternoon start from
Glenbrittle, enjoyed a prearranged bivouac on the ridge high above Coire a'
Ghrunnda after completing the southern end of the ridge. When they reached Sgurr
nan Gillean the next day an incredulous lone climber was the fust to congratulate
the triumphant pair and insisted on their accepting prepayment for the first round
of drinks on their arrival at Sligachan.
During all this time Ivan had steadily added to his list of Munros, but by 1978 he
was only half-way there. Then in an astonishing burst of energy for one of his age
he climbed the remaining 140 Munros inside two years. He was now ready to join
the SMC. He continued regular visits to Scotland for Easter meets and more
extended trips in summer with Helen. My last serious day out with him was at Easter
1984. Starting from Cannich in the early morning we were at the CIC Hut by 11am,
then climbed Tower ridge in superb winter conditions. During this wonderful day
we never had a moment of hesitation nor anxiety, pausing only to admire the view.
Sturdily built with a muscular frame and with great powers of endurance, Ivan
was physically equipped for mountaineering well into old age. His engineering
training had given him the habit of neatness and order, with a high regard for safety.
An early proponent of the double axe technique his vast sack was always filled with
equipment for any emergency, sometimes to the consternation of his companions
who were less used to carrying such loads. His inquiring mind, remarkable memory
for mountain detail, his sense of humour and ever-roving eye produced a ceaseless
flow of anecdote and instruction, and above all his stories many of which were
hilariously unprintable. He was the best of companions. How he would have
enjoyed the Yacht Meet, advising the crew on rope management, arguing points of
navigation with the skipper or tinkering with the engine, he would have been in his
element!
No account ofIvan's life can be complete without mentioning his devoted wife,
Helen, and his long-suffering support of his numerous activities. Wedged aboard
the motor bike, with a tent at her back, surrounded by loads of equipment all
carefully strapped into place for a continental holiday, she must sometimes have
had a bumpy ride. Later the purchase of a Dormobile gave her more material
comfort, even though she endured many anxious moments patiently awaiting the
return of her man from the hill . (For an account of a typical Ivan adventure see his
article in SMC Joumal180 pp 215-18).
Ivan died at Kendal on October 3, aged 89. To Helen and the family we extend
our sympathy.
Oliver Turnbul!.
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GEORGE J. RITCHIE j. 1947
doubt, George defied categorisation, the much-used eulogy when God
made him, he broke the mould moves us, his friends, to ponder whether God would
do so out of frustration or delight, the normal paradoxical outcome of spending time
on the hill with George.
At the height of his career, he held a dignified post as one of Midlothian Council's
Depute County Clerks and in the city, dressed in his lawyer's suit, he looked rather
dapper, strongly reminiscent of film stars of the black-and-white era.
He was forever rushing about sorting things out or helping some cause or other,
seemingly without respite other than the occasional escape to the hills, where the
other self emerged, somewhat evocative of the ancient mariner, specially after a
hard day on the hills, a small figure, quick of movement, bright-eyed with a mop
of wild hair, dressed in several layers of out-at-elbow Shetland jerseys and the most
voluminous tweed plus-fours.
He carried little food and ate sparingly yet was capable of great endurance and
seemed indifferent to hardship during wilder times on the hills, today we would call
him hyper-active, seeming only to cat nap to recover, for any time I awoke through
the night, George was bright-eyed and ready to chat till I dropped off again.
Surprisingly, or maybe not so; given his forte for saying the wrong thing at the
right time, he never really had a steady climbing partner, though Archie and George
did come to form a memorable duo in later years.
George enjoyed associating with the avant garde and sought to attach himselfto
the 'top' climbers of the day, little appreciating they were doing the same, higher
up the chain.
He was totally ingenuous in these manoeuvres but the outcome could be quite
awkward as he found himself out in the Alps without, or abandoned by his higher
associates with recourse only to us, to save his holiday.
I always enjoyed his company, perhaps for the entertainment of his impact on
some unsuspecting colleague, indeed I well remember descending from the Requin
where the trying heat of the glacier finali y melted the forbearance of one of the party
who had been talked down to all morning by George and as he was about to start
in on him again, the victim grabbed George by the collar, waved his axe before his
nose, snarling, 'say another word, I'll stick this right between your eyes',
devastatingly George said: 'It's all right son, I often have this effect on people' at
which point I had to dive between them and ensure safe distance for the rest of the
day.
' Higglety pigglety, hear that clutch' or some such words, were Smith's reference
to George's driving. I remember one evening he said he knew a short cut round
Perth, this went by diminishing road standards, eventually to tracks with grass in
the middle. As usual, Ronnie and I were rolling about in the back creased in mirth
and alcohol, offering to get out and turn the car round, but typically, George
persevered until the tracks once again became roads and we found ourselves on the
way to Stirling instead of the Caimgorms.
Mind you, he once told me he had ridden one of the early Minis, solo to Moscow,
an amazing feat for the roads in these days, we of course, found endless entertainment in our journeys with George.
Typhoo was the undoubted king of the road, so when we were stuck behind a
queue of traffic, which was quite horrendous in these days, we would all chorus:
WITHOUT
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'Typhoo would just nip out and bum this lot off.' George always rose to the bait,
leaving us in abject fear and wonderment.
Anothertestamentto his driving was that Archie, a model motorist would always
travel with George, holding onto the passenger door handle, ready to abandon ship
should things go adrift.
He was one of several notable climbers who founded the EUMC and in
association with Haworth, a fellow member and outstanding rock climber of the
I 940s made the first ascent of Surgeon's Gully, a typical outing where George rose
to the occasion to achieve great results by virtue of tenacity.
Another time with Haworth, riding pillion on the way home from the Gorms in
the darkening light, anxious to catch the ferry, Haworth misjudged a bend
somewhere in Glenshee and went through a hedge into someone's garden, the lights
were switching on as they manhandled the bike back through the hedge and roared
off down the road, George had to keep wiping stuff off his head but didn ' t give it
much thought, until they were on the last ferry over the Forth when Haworth
expressed concern at George's blood-covered face, only to discover the blood was
his, he had tom his scalp back on breaching the hedge and the slipstream delivered
the gore across George.
On another occasion, three of us had done the Mer de Glace face of the Grepon
and decided to return to the Envers des Aiguilles in the face of an imminent storm.
As expected, it broke just as we embarked on the belt of huge easy slabs and with
the fading light and torrential rain we lost the track, floundering around, trying to
keep contact in the thunderous noi se of the storm, dodging huge boulders bouncing
across the slabs, traced only by the impact sparks or seen in the blinding lightning
flashes as we made mad rushes up the slabs hoping to find the path.
It was all very dramatic. I pounded up one particular section, which steepened
more than expected, losing momentum till I teetered in desperation, aware of the
hellish roU to come, when George's long piolet appeared out of the gloom above
to provide all I needed to reach to reach the safety of the path - an occasion never
to be forgotten.
I never had any problems tying on with George, mostly we climbed things
beyond his mental barriers but within his real capabilities, if he found it hard, I
would embark on a flow of invective and heave on the rope, which always worked,
though sometimes it did seem it may not.
On a couple of these particular occasions, on the disparate flanks of Ben Nevis
and the Plan he expended energy in the effort to surmount critical overhangs, only
on succeeding, to stand on his famous plus-fours and bomb off, leaving it all to be
done again.
These few memories of our mercurial George (there are many more) are not
written in mockery forI salute his memory, he was a lovely, sincerely humble man
who rarely mentioned his long list of exciting exploits on and off the hill; a man bold
enough to father two families with wholesome love and compassion, yet able to
rollick about with us in our mountain madness.
We don 't need tears for his passing, I last saw him, in his late Seventies, rolling
a huge boulder around to improve some obscure aspect of his beloved garden, still
showing the inner strengths which impressed us in the fullness of life, a strength
which in his final years kept him alive long after the medics had given him up for
good.
J. R. Marshall
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE CLUB
New members
The following were admitted or re-admitted to the Club in 1996-97.
Wewe1comeEdward R. AlIen, (55), Civil Engineer, Cumbria.
Paul Alien (31), Data Communications Analyst, Aberdeen.
lameson R. Andrew (27), Rope Access Instructor, Edinburgh.
lason Currie (27), Teacher, Aberdeen.
David Cuthbertson, Mountain Guide, Ballachulish.
Robin McAllister (30), Farmer, Ballintrae, Ayrshire.
David McGimpsey (27), Mudlogger, Holmston, Ayr.
Donald W . MacJeod (30), Teacher, Hamilton.
Wilson Moir (34), Teacher, Stonehaven, Kincardineshire.
Christopher C. Pasteur (32), Civil Engineer, Edinburgh.
Christopher R. Ravey (27), Engineering Geologist, Bridge of All an , Stirling.
Alastair D. Robertson (27), Research Scientist, Broughty Ferry, Dundee.
Mark S. Ryle (26), Teacher, Edinburgh.
lames Thomson (30), Licensed Aircraft Engineer, Dundonald, Ayrshire.
David W. M. Whalley (43), Royal Air Force, Forres, Morayshire.

EASTER MEET - LOCH nmCH HOTEL
Although Easter was early this year there was no snow on the ridges, in marked
contrast to the wonderful winter conditions last year. Nor was the weather so kind,
although it must be said it was a lot better than most of our recent meets. High winds
were the order of the day with broken cloud and sporadic showers, Those favouring
the long ridges were well advised to keep the wind in their backs, even though this
meant the unrelenting grind up from Kintail on to the Five Sisters.
Tum-out was much the same as last year; a few old friends dropped out but they
were replaced by new or, as the case may be, much older ones. Eighteen members
and guests eventually sat down to dinner on Saturday night. Special mention should
be made of Douglas Scott, who with Audrey, got within sight of the Falls of
Glomach from below, while more junior members of the Club took the easier
option of the high route. Also worth recording was the arrival, on Saturday evening
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of John Hay by boat and then a long walk from his Loch Mullardoch retreat. We
trust he made it back the next day.
Hills ascended include: The Saddle, Ben Attow, the Five Sisters, Sguman
Coinntich, Aonach Buidhe, Sgurr Mhic Bharraich, Sgurr a' Bhac Caolais plus the
falls of Glomach and other low-level outings.
Those present included the President Bob Richardson, Robin Campbell, lain
Smart, Bill Wall ace, Malcolm Slessor, Rick Alien, Bryan Fleming, John Fowler,
John Hay, Douglas Scott, Audrey Scott (guest), Nigel Suess, Oliver Turnbull,
Colwyn Jones, Anne Macpherson (guest), lan Cumming (guest), Noel Williams
and Paul Brian.
Oliver Turnbull.
The One-Hundreth-and-Seventh AGM, Reception and Dinner
It was all Bill Brooker's fault - the lone voice at the 1995 AGM who suggested
Strathpeffer. The Committee took the idea to heart and so it was that the annual
carnival headed north to the Victorian spa village near Dingwall. But we were in
safe hands. The local laird has much influence in these parts and happens to be our
Vice-President and from his modest cott arrangements were well directed.
The Ben Wyvis Hotel had seen better days but the Club settled in with its
accustomed ease and the President seemed particularly happy with the lofty pinkwalled dining room, if not with the disgraceful piano which seemed to cope with
a few snatches of his jazz repertoire but was to labour under the accompaniment to
the Club song.
The show kicked off with a well-attended lecture by our only paid-up Everester,
Charlie Homsby (Haston having been a victim of Rule 11). Fine slides and a
modest delivery belied a fine achievement and members left feeling confident that
with this level of mountaineering performance the Club was in good heart.
We re-convened for the formal bit in a long slot of a room where those sitting at the
rear were conveniently inaudible to the Chair. This meeting was more wideranging than those of recent years and members got to grips with property deals in
the North West, mobile phone pylons, car parking in Glen Coe and seemed much
more enthusiastic on the idea of national parks. Agreement to an increased
subscription for 1998 did no favours to the proposal to extract a levy from hut users
to support the reconstruction costs of footpaths .
Pre-dinner drinking was a trial - there was only one beer tap in the bar but we
eventually shuffled through to entertain Ann Murray of the LSCC, Ken Wilson of
the Climbers' Club and representatives of the Fell & Rock, JMCS and Yorkshire
Ramblers to a very good meal. The speeches followed - oh dear! Hamish Irvine
toasted the guests in good style but extended this to a standard teaching period, the
President investigated the high incidence of Willies in the membership history of
the Club (although strangely omitting Mr Ling) and Ken Wilson, between adverts,
could only recite a list of Scottish climbers whom he had met, before filling in his
expenses claim .
The evening closed with the handing over of Presidential office to Bob Richardson
who told us that history has its place but the Club must move on. We wait to see
where, but in the meantime, I can tell you that this December we are going back to
Fort William.
J. R. R. Fowler.
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JMCS REPORTS
Perth Mountaineering Club (JMCS, Perth Section): Activities for 1996 returned to the nonnal Scottish-based programme after the most successful five-day
excursion to Northern Ireland in August 1995 which neatly fitted in with the
brilliant summer. That made it a hard act to follow - so attempts to do so were
avoided.
Meets throughout the year were generally well attended - except the one or two
where forseeable bad weather had a calamitous effect. It seems that the shift in the
weather pattern is markedly affecting what used to be the reliable third weekend of
May camping weekend at Glenbrittle, and both 1995 and 1996 have broken a good
run of eight to 10 years.
The climbing scene has been particularly active - regular Wednesdays through
the winter at the Durnfennline Climbing Wall followed by spring and summer
acti vities based on Craig a' Barns, Dunkeld, but going farther afield in Tayside and
Fife Coastal areas at times. Thanks particularly to the efforts of Mel and Grahame
Nicoll- there have been nearly 20 attendances on some evenings.
Club membership is on the controlled way upwards, and there are currently 24
people seeking active participation on a trial basis. We are slightly fonnalising our
methods on dealing with potential new members in line with the 'Duty of Care'
scenario.
At last November's AGM it was unanimously agreed to give our long-standing
and long-suffering Treasurer, Tom Rix the title of Honorary Member, which
should at least fIX him with the job for a good while yet.
After the recent poor winter for snow and ice climbing we look forward to a good
spring season and a possible repeat of the summer 1995 conditions. This will no
doubt prove too much to expect.
C. J. Bond.

London Section:- Members continue to get lost in some fine surroundings, with
Senior and Dalgarno descending to Borrowdale instead of Langdale, Fryer and
Dalgamo's best left unmentioned northern Coires confusion, and Walker and
Jordan muddling up two better-known gullies on the Ben, albeit in poor emotional
and climatic conditions Cl thought that second pitch was steep ... ). The fine
tradition of terrorising the gullible and less-experienced continued - this time the
equation involved Centre Post Direct and the gentle Al Stockold (with walking
axes and bendies). Predictably Fryer and Dalagmo were involved.
Big Steve did an excellent meets programme, arranging the usual wide-ranging
locations, bad behaviour, some fine weather and occasionally some climbing.
Scotland featured highly, as always, in our fonnal and informal gatherings: meets
at the CIC, Milehouse, and Blackrock being supplemented with too numerous trips
to Meagaidh, Lochnagar, Lochinver, The Northern Coires etc. The CIC was a great
event enlivened by the camping contingent's sound system carried up by Krazy
Kev. Other notable happenings included Borrowdale, the ever-beautiful Low Hall
Garth and the never-beautiful Glanafon.
A dazzling array of exotic overseas trips reflected improved employment
prospects rather than any paradigmatic shift in climbing ability. These included
trips to Ama Dablam, Malaysia, and Yosernite. Nepal was further eroded by the
likes of Dave and Dawn Edmunds, Hugh Jordan, Tony Buj and Hilary Ross. The
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poorer went to Lundy, Cornwall and Devon; the less socially-integrated sailed
small boats to Iceland and around Anglesey. Members also went up new routes in
Wales, Lundy and Pembroke, and fell down old routes in the Alps.
As usual, helicopters and ambulances were a common form of post meet
transport, with ironically one of the few medically qualified being the first to bite
the quartzite when Cheesmond interfaced with Gogarth. Subsequent bodies
shovelled in to helicopters included the predictable figures of Fryer (Wales) and
Walker (Half Dome and Ducati). Hibbert also sought attention by laboriously
inserting bits of trials bike through his post-Bums body in a too hasty attempt to
regain the pub ... er . .. sorry, Dow Crag. The ever-sympathetic Senior being
fortunately present to withdraw metal from flesh. The mature influence of club
elders was also felt (mainly by roadside crash barriers) as Stokes and Perkins hurled
their new sports bikes down the road.
Somehow the older members stuck around to show their tolerance and share their
guiding wisdom, notably Dave Hughes, Hugh Jordan and Dave Edmunds. An
innovative self-catered (all right, we've been banned everywhere) club dinner was
superbly catered for by Steve and Jill at Tranearth, Coniston, but unfortunately, the
newly-eligible females unreasonably refused to do the washing up.
The cognitively challenged Nigel the Mad was thrown off the committee but not
before he' d confused us all with four circulars and mis-managed the work (-less)
meet. Steve Gladstone set new standards of club communication by bringing out
timely, regular and understandable missives. Gordon and Dave fiddled the books,
while the committee absconded to the pub to avoid Gladstone's impeccably (over)
organised meetings. We welcomed youngsters, Blake and Fryer, to the committe,
to complete its total loss of credibility and cater for the special needs of the under
60s.
The Club survived the hideous spectre of mass-matrimony for the uglier,
desperate and more insecure, with Clavey, Perkins, Blake, and Milner biting the
dust, among other things.
The coming year looks horribly tiring with trips planned to Nepal, the US, Isle
ofMann and Greenland by boat (hopefully with much Tilmanesque hardship), the
usual alpine nonsense, and return visits to the ClC, etc. We also look ·forward to
hosting the whole club dinner in the Coe, which we hope both the Glasgow Section
can attend. Here's to the crack.
President: Andrew Walker, 1 Hancock Court, Main Road, Barnford, Derbyshire, S30 2A Y Tel: 01433 651707. Hut bookings: Glanafon, Snowdonia: Rod
Kleckham, 129 Weydon Hill Road, Farnham, Surrey GU9 SNZ. Secretary: Steve
Gladstone, 36 Meadow Close, HockJey Heath, Solihull, B94 6PG.
Andrew Walker.

Edinburgh Section:- The Section hosted the Whole Club AGM at the Highlander
Hotel, Newtonmore, in April 1996. On this historic occasion the club voted with
a decisive majority for the motion that women should be admitted as full members
of the club - we have finally caught up with the SMC in this respect! It will be of
considerable interest to see how enthusiastically this new policy is pursued by the
various sections.
Membership of the Club started the year with about 70 members (finally a
number of gifted female climbers were allowed to emerge from their legal
loopholes) and has been fortified during the year with about 10 keen new members.
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Despite the Club's stringent selection procedures, the committee has failed to
prevent the election of some new members who turn out to regularly lead E-grade
routes.
Both the Wednesday evening meets and the weekend meets continued to be wellattended throughout the year. The summer-evening meets covered the Lowland
outcrops and, on the longer nights, ranged farther afield from Bowden Doors to
Dunkeld. During the weekend meets - held approximately every second weekend
- the club's own pieds-a-terre in Newtonmore and Dundonnell were frequently
visited and many other trips to (wild) campsites and huts were also organised. In
addition, members went off on any unofficial gatherings whenever the weather was
benevolent (and often when it was not). Members explored and enjoyed themselves
on the Scottish ice and rock faces in areas such as Glen Nevis, Glen Coe, the
Cairngorms, Torridon, Arran, Ardgour, Skye, as well as the Outer Hebrides (where
new routes were boldly explored by Fraser Fotheringham and even documented in
full frightening colours in High).
The Lake District and the Peak District provided a welcome respite from the
midges. On many of these occasions, members' palates were stimulated by strange
and spicy foods, washed down with a variety of alcoholic beverages - as ome of
the members culinary skills kept pace with their improving climbing standards.
(Although some diehards insisted on sticking to their menu of iron rations and
powdered milk).
On the international front, a number of excursions were undertaken to the
Continent and farther afield: The Alps, France, Spain, Frankenjura, Arctic Norway,
British Columbia, Shawangunks, Nepal and Pakistan were all visited.
Both huts were regularly used by members, as well as by other parties. Thanks
to the dedication of the hut custodians and the enthusiasm of the work parties, the
huts continue to be a valuable asset.
Officials elected: President, Brian Finlayson; Vice-president, Nick Cruden,
Treasurer, Charles Stupart, Secretary, Frederike van Wijck, NewletterlWebsite
Editor, Chris Eilbeck; Meets Secretary, Kate Holden; Smiddy Custodian, Fraser
Fotheringham, Tigh Na Sith, Braes, Ullapool, 01854-612 354; Jock's Spot Custodian, Alistair Borthwick, 2 Aytoun Grove, Dunfermline, Fife, 01383-732 232.
Committee: Euan Scott, Robin Sinclair; Honorary Committee Members: John
Fowler, Nigel Suess.
Information about the Club may be obtained from the Secretary: 21 Spottiswoode Road, Edinburgh EH9 1BJ. Tel: 0131-447 8162, also on email:
F.vanWijck@shore.qmced.ac.uk, via the Web: http://www.ma.hw.ac.ukljmcs/
F. Van Wijck and J. C. Eilbeck.
Lochaber Section:- Last year held a special importance for the Lochaber Section
in that it celebrated its 50th year since formation. To mark the occasion the club
organised an anniversary dinner held in the Alexandra Hotel, Fort William. The
evening was a great success, attended by more than 70 members past and present
and joined by guests from kindred clubs. Club President Ian Donaldson presided
over the formalities, Robin Campbell, SMC President, was the guest speaker and
he delivered a fine speech including some history of the Lochaber Section. lan
Sutherland and Paul Brian spoke on behalf of the club.
Membership of the Lochaber Section has risen slightly and now has the most
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paid up membefG for ~everal year~. The Section continue~ to meet wcially every
Thur3duy evening in the Nevis B:mk Hotel. Several meet~ were held throughout the
year, the most popular being to Torridon, Braemar and the Lakes.
In i\ugu3t, the club wa~ ~addened by the death of Bill Robertcon, once a very
activc and influential member of the Club. Again, in March thi~ year, the Club
grieved the death of Angu~ 'Wee Gu~' MacLean GUG waG a long time member
of both the Club and the Lochaber Rescue Team dating back to the early Fifties and
was still active on the hills up to his untimely death.
The Section continues to maintain and improve the Club's hut at Steall, Glen
Nevis. This year will, hopefully, see a new roof and windows in place.
Office Bearers: Hon. President, Billy Munro; Hon. Members, B. Bissell, D.
Scott; President, Ian Donaldson, Vice-President, Ian Walker; Treasurer, George
Bruce; Secretary, Kenny Foggo, 4 Parkan Dubh, Inverlochy, Fort William. Tel:
01397706299. Hut Custodian, John Mathieson, 43 Drumfada Terrace, Corpach,
Fort William. Tel: 01397 772599. General Committee, Brian McDermott, Jim
Paterson, Paul Brian.
Ken Foggo.
Glasgow Section:- Last year will go down as the year in which the JMCS finally
changed 71 yearc of tradition by altering the con~titution to allow women memberc.
After many year~ of debate and failed attemptG to change the con~titution the
change was adopted by 19 votes to 5 at the Whole Club AGM in Newtonmore in
April.
Five new members joined the Section last year bringing the total to 87, of whom
19 are life members. We were saddened during the year by the loss of Dill Murray
who had been our Honorary Member for longer than any of us can remember.
A total of 22 meetG were held in Scotland and informal meets abroad. Activity
abroad included trips to Jordan and New Zealand (David Ritchie), Greenland and
Kenya (Colwyn Jones), Spain (many members), Ireland (Donald Ballance, Neil
Craig and Ian Thomson) and, as usual, the Alps.
Early winter waG extremely cold with a number of waterfallc receiving accentG.
Unfortunately, the expected winter cnOWG did not materiali~e and it wa~ not until
late March that good conditions appeared.
The wmmor once again ctarted with rock climbing in the North Wect at the
beginning of May but it wa~ not until later in the year that there wa~ ~ignificant rocle
activity. Notable rock climbing meetc were held in i\rdgour and l\Idnamurohan,
Reiff, Logie Head, Skye, Torridon and Ben Nevis.
Three members (Douglas McKeith, Colwyn Jones and Ken Koote) completed
their Munros.
At the AGM in November the Section ConGtitution waG changed to reflect the
change to the \\Thole Club constitution and the following officialG werc elected:
Hon. Member, Alan Thrippleton; Hon. President, Benny Swan; Hon. VicePrecident, Neil Craig; Precident, Andrew Sommerville; Vice PreGident, Ala~dair
Reid; Secretary, Donald Ballance, llR 11 Airlie Street, Hyndland, Glasgow, G12
8QQ, (Tel: 0141 357 3073, Email: D.Ballance@mech.gla.ac.uk) URL=''http://
www.mech.gla.ac.uklJMCSI..; Treasurer, Andrew Sommerville; Coruisk Hut
Custodian, Sandy Donald, 15 Smeaton Avenue, Torrance, Stirlingshire, G64 4BG,
(Tel: 01360 622541); Committee: lain Cumming, Dave Eaton, Stevie Hazlett,
David Lawson, David MacDonald, Neil Marshall, Ian Thomson.
Donald Ballance.
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SMC AND JMCS ABROAD
HimaJaya

JORDAN fCportS: I've neVCf experienced death on thcmountains. Ycs, OVCf
noarly 50 yoarc' of climbing coveral of my climbing friend Ehave been chopped, but
fortunately, I've never beon around when tho grim roapor hac como knocking. Even
when climhing at one's limit TWllSfellrflll ofinjllry lloci pllin , hilt never death. Tt WllS
unreal, a joke. I well recall climbing on Wasted with the Steele brothers in the
Sixtios doing Raclcctone Crib whon a block dotachod itcelf from tho rib and toolc a
climber with it. I remember two sounds; the cannonball roar of the boulder
thundoring down the ccree, and a cquelching noi ce ac comething liko a rag doll
bounced down behind it. One of us said: ' God! I bet he drinks Carling Black Label. '
11.:. was injured, but he lived. Of COuJ'5C, he did! Peopk don't die Mound me in the
mountains.
Annapurna and Dhaulagiri are the two 8000m massifs that lie south of the main
chain of tho Nepalece Himalayac. Being that bit farther couth thero ic no political
('ompli('ation with the Tibetan frontier, and it is possible to ('ir("~lmn~vig~te e~('b
lii0utJtain group w ithoutcollcem fOfth.:; border. Annapurna is the Illore impressive,
Dhaulagiri is the less frequented . IIaving left Pokhara, then Kusma, wc eventually
found oumelven climbing through the rain forected valleys that led up to the
denerted high granGlandGof the Myagar platoau. At the upper limitn of the foront we
reached the last teahouse and while drinking tea found in a corner a porter standing
over a nhivering bundle. Thi n wan another hiIlman and John, who was a doctor,
quickly diagnoced Acute Mountain Sicknonn, or Pulmonary Oedema if you ' re a
medic. John literally chook come life into him, gave him an injection to keep him
active. Wo made him oat a Marc Bar plun a couplo ofDiamox, which ac a E:hort ·term
meanum wan probably uneleGn, and telling hin mate to keep him walking Gent them
on down. He had a nuperficial wound on hie leg which oozod blood GO thick it
renembled rod treacle. Hin chancen were not good ninco he had a good fivo milec
to go before any appreciable loss of altitude. We went on, wondering which
trekkers had sent them back virtually without any support.
Out of the fore st the weather was fine, superb peaks, snow covered at 7000m on
either side. Just above the Dhaulagiri base camp we met the first people we had seen
nince the haplenn two. This wac a group of fOUI Irich who had juct managod to
extricate themnelven from a cevere storm on the other cide of French PacG, 10 miles
faJther on aJld 2000ft higher. We were aJllazed that we had expcricnced nothing.
Two days later we were camping on the other side of French Pass and the night waS
fine and cold at 8"C in5ide the tentn. But next morning wan different warmer with
total cloud cover and a dictinct drop in proGcure. Wo proccod on up to the Tharpa
pann at 5500m and then ctarted the traverco eact Thi n would go on contouring round
the mountain for nome neven miles before loning altitude. Tho clcy was looking
worse with that monochrome image so like a Scottish winter. The cloud was getting
lower but not rapidly so.
It wac mid afternoon that wc came acroen the fimt porter. A heap of wind blown
cnow out of which ctuek a bare hand and a foot woaring a cheap trainer. John wanted
to examine the corpee but Anou, oUfGirdar, wan mont incictent that it waG10ft ntrictly
alono. \Vhothor it be by law, ountom, or praotioe, if onc touchoc an abandonod body
it bocomec your recponGibility. After 10 minuteGwc found two more. No handc or
IIU(}H
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feet cticlcing out,juDt odd tatters of clothing and a heap of Dnow. At b Et we reached
the cnd of the high travefGe with what looked like a felt ofthiok ootton wool a few
liulllh"J fcclitbvve us. We 5tai.tcd to lose heighttowards the valley. We erullpcd at
y itk Karka at 4800m and baJ a iu~LtJ luke-wcliUi supper ruld went to bed bcfot"c
the snow started.
It W(lC the mOGt placid night' Gcamping I have had. Warm, quiet, caGy, and my
plastic pisc bottle meant one didn't need to face the elementE decpite the Diamox.
Dawn came with a sallow light and still the eerie silence. In particular, no friendly
roar of the cherpac' primuceG(lC they brewed tea. I Gtafted to unzip the tent flap , then
quickly shut it, having been faced with a complete wall of snow. I was still
contemplating the least messy way of getting out when a metal dinner plate serving
as a shovel scraped down the fly sheet, the zip was undone and a brown hand,
backed up by a grinning face, proffered the UGual mug of Gteaming hot tea. Once
up and outGide one could see that the tente were almoct completely covered only
purple canvaGdiGCClike cmnll umbrellac chowing. It cpealCG wonderGfor Phoeni)(
gt::uJesic tt::uts that all three uf thelll had taken the weight of suow WiUIUUl
collapsing. Higher up the bodice would now be totally covered and remain there till
next spring.
And Gtill it Gnowed. With further 10GG of height it became wet Gnow, and
eventually, stair-rod rain. Wc had to navigate round sev<:rallarge landslips without
realising the tragedies they were causing all along the valley.
I was deprcssed about my personal eomfOlt as wc waded through the deep wet
Gnow. Somewhere ahead in a porter' Gbaaket waGa Gtuff Gac containing my Gleeping
bag and down jacket. The Gac wac supposed to be proofed but not againct thic
deluge. By mid afternoon wc bottomed out into the Kali Kandarki at the village of
Marpha, where we were told that there were eight dead portera on the travefGe. They
had been paid off at the Jonsom airstrip by a trekking group and had tried to take
the short way home over the high paGGeG to near KUGma when the fUGt Gtorm Gtruck.
They would eventually be removed by their own villagers who WOuld COlliC luuk.illg
in the spring.
At the campGite I found Dowa the porter who had carried my gear. He wac Goalccd
to the Gkin. The piece of rip Gtop plaGti c Gheeting he uced aa a cape in bad weather
had been carefully wrapped round my Gtuff Gac which waGbone dry. The extra 200
rupee tip I gave him at the end seemed very inadequate. To have a warm dry
sleeping bag that night had to be worth at least £50.

Scottish Himalayan Kullu Eiger Expedition 1996
GRAHAM E. LIITLE reports:- Two days before departing for India, I received a Fax
from the Indian Mountaineering Foundation indicating that the Government of
India had not granted clearance for our expedition to KiGhtwar. After the numbneGG
had worn off, we set about achieving the impossible in identifying and obtaining
permission for an alternative objective and maintaining the impetuGof the expedi
tion.
I had ample opportunity to view the imprcGGive pealc of Kullu Eiger on an
expedition to the Parbati Valley, Himachel Pradesh, in 1985 and we quickly
firmed up on thiGaGour alternative objective. At thi s Gtoge wc were uncertain aG
to whether it had already been climbed (subGequent rcGearch did not reyeal any
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previous attemptG on the peak). Sadly, as a result of this change, we no longer had
thr. illlociltion of a Liilison Offic:r.r hy the nilme of Miss Tmpti Upaohya!
A wet but picturesque walk-in took us to a delightful campsite at 3740m directly
under the peak. By Himalayan standards, Kullu Eiger at 5646m is of modest height,
yet its North Face, towering a vertical 1900m above us, looked a serious enough
challenge.
Our flrst attempt, after flxing 300m of rope on the First Band the day before,
faltcrcd, in thc facc of dctcriorating wcathcr, at " 690m. Our sccond attempt, a few
days latcr, during a pcriod of supcrb wcathcr, proved successful. On September 21,
1996, Scott Muir, Graham Little and Jim Lowther stood on the cummit in windless
conditions, under a near cloudless sky. Thc round trip from Basc Camp, which was
largely climbed Alpine Style, involved three bivouacs. The overall grade of the
route on the North FacelNorth-East Face was Alpine ED (El, AI and Scottish V)
wiUI nine pitches abuve Ule Central IcefidU giving excellent Scottish duuaclel
winter climbing. We named our line, The Mask, after a small distinctive icefleld
high on the face.
The summit team owe a debt of gratitude for the Base Camp support provided
by John FinIal', Pasang Bodh and Prakash Bodh on what was a most harmoniouG
and successful expedition.
Asia
PfHL GRIBBON reports:- The Bogda Ola range lies in the heart of the Central Asia
plateau, soaring above the formidable void of the Talda Malcan desert and visible
from the age-old caravanserais of the Silk Road. This range is the most easterly
outlying tail of the Tian ShanMountains, translated as the Celestial Mountains, and
lying 80 miles from Urumchi, the capital city of the Chinese desert province of
Xinjiang. They are Jr.nown to English spear-Jng mountaineers chiefly through the
writings of those redoubtable exploratory mountaineers, Tilman and Shipton. With
their typically slender resources they made a spirited reconnaissance of the range
in 1917, identifying the climbing potential of the massif and olimbing a couple of
peaks over 4000m. In 1980 Mike Banks, exploiting the first relenting chink in the
Maoist 'bamboo curtain', assessed the treldcing potential of this remote pristine
region and reached a oouple of high points on the mountains. He was at once struck
by the very attraotive possibilities of the range for alpine style climbing.
Once the range 'was opened to foreigners there have been many expeditions
coming to climb in an endless stream' , a quote with a touoh of hyperbole from the
XMA (Xilljidl1~ Mvulltail1.:..:;ring Association) brochur.:. prescntcd to us on arrival
at Urumchi. Y cs, thc short stay trcldcing partics came and wcnt, but the mountain
cering parties laying siege to the highest summit ofBogda Feng (5t1t15m) were few
on the face. This spectacular pealc was flnally climbed after several previous
attemptG by a Sino Japanese expedition in 1985, and a couple of years later our
Sandy Allan, acting as a guide with a trekking party, went with a competent
companion and stormed up and down its steep mixed ground in a fast three day
sortie. How could I resist an invitation to climb in this exotic area on a Saga
Magazinc-sponsorcd 'golden oldies' trip? This was to bc thc fourth in a scrics of
biennial mountaineering eJlpcditionG under thoir sponeorchip. The flret two had
been to attempt Jaonli, in the Garkwal Himalayas, and the third to ,limb 1) peaJes
on Sermersoq Island in SW Greenland.
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Three of the team were veterans of previous Saga and other expeditions, the two
septuagenarians, Mike Banks from Bath and Joss Lynam from Dublin, and the
sexagenarian baby of the party, Paddy O'Leary from Co. Wicklow. Banks, of
course, had made the first ascent of Rakaposhi (7742m) with Tom Patey in 1958.
The other members were Barrie Page from Nottingham, Hugh Banner, who had to
withdraw at the last moment, from North Wales, and myself.
All arrangements were made direct with a Chinese governmental body, XMA.
In practice, this meant that they fitted in with our plans and for a considerable lump
sum in dollars they provided hotel accommodation, road transport, the ferries on
the loch, the packhorses and drivers to and from the camps, the base food and a mess
tent, and our Chinese staff. A huge administrative burden was lifted by just one
cheque!
The XMA, at I Renmin Road, P.O. Box 83002, Urumqi, China, currently have
an ambitious mountaineering programme, not only to five places in the Tian Shan
mountains, but to the Kunlun mountains, including Kongur and Muztagh Ata, the
Altun and the Altay mountains. There also are Karakoram trips to K2, Broad Peak
and the Gasherbrums with two months allowed to tackle these well-known
summits from a common base camp on the Chinese side of the range. XMA also
runs Tian Shan and Karakoram trekking, horse riding in our Bogda Ola range,
exploration by camel in the Takla Makan desert, bike tours and river rafting. There
is nothing like a bit of rampant commercialism to get you into the farthest flung
corners of the world.
Our 1995 Tian Shan Saga-Mag expedition flew 6000 miles from Heathrow via
Vienna to Beijing on July 30 in the comfort of an Austrian Airlines flight. It was
then necessary to back track for 1500 miles flying over the Gobi Desert to Urumchi.
There we were on the same latitude as the Pyrenees, with the coastline of the Arctic
Ocean 2000 miles N, and Mount Everest directly due S across the deserts and the
Tibetan plateau. We were met by an XMA staff member and from there to base
camp all arrangements were in their capable hands. They delivered an excellent
service and ensured our intricate programme went without a hitch - no mean
achievement.
We left the ugly industrial city of Urumchi through a dark-Satanic-mill wasteland and crossed the dry landscape before our minibus followed a modern tarrnac
road up into the hills. We reached the road end at a tourist-ridden and litter-strewn
loch endearingly called the Heavenly Pond at about 2ooom. A motorised pleasure
boat, designed to serve the hordes come to view the snowy heights, carried us along
the loch to the overnight stop in acosy nomad' s yurt tent and the 'delicacies' of the
South of Heaven restaurant. Here we met the local Kazak hillmen who would
provide the pack animals needed to transport our month's supply of fresh food and
equipment. These Kazaks are born horsemen, one of the several major ethnic
groups that inhabit the Central Asian region known as Turkestan which spans the
border between China and the former Soviet Union. They were dressed in Russianstyle working men's caps and incongruous suits, they listened to Walkrnans and
had fallen into venal and time-wasting ways. Next day we were off, the wiry and
sure-footed Kazak horses splashing through mountain torrents and stepping
daintily across rough boulder scree. They toiled up the Zlayanzhan valley for about
1000m through fragrant conifer forests and then more open grasslands. Three
members hired riding horses. One member who did not add extra padding to his
saddle ended up with two huge raw blisters on his stem. Thereafter he walked.
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A pleasant meadow was found for the first base camp at 3100m. Our Chinese
staff consisted of a happy young Chinese cook, He Fen Gian, who worked wonders
in the cramped mess tent with a hatchet, a chopping board, a wok and a gas ring;
our friendly and charming interpreter, Leung Hua Sing, who was an English teacher
and who rapidly became our friend; and our official 'minder' or liaison officer, Mai
Ti, whose job allegedly was to make sure all the arrangements worked - they did,
even ifhe did not. None had ever had any expedition or even mountain experience:
' No problem, we are very adaptable.'
We were not immediately taken with our surroundings. Our camp was sunk in
a valley, the peaks were unimpressive, the weather was poor. However, our
prospects became better after we had a fittening 700m slog up an easy scree
mountainside and were able to scan the distinct summits astride the steep snowy
glaciated northern flanks of the range. We then experienced a morale setback when
it appeared that our team might not be up to the difficulties we seemed likely to
encounter. Four of us attempted a gleaming white mountain christened Snow Dome
(4203m) to receive a nasty surprise when we found the snow was wafer-thin with
hard ice underneath. Unusually-warm temperatures for this altitude and latitude
had stripped much of the snow away, and this meant front-pointing, pitched
climbing and banging in lots of ice pitons, all very time consuming. We were
struggling, unacclimatised, with a face from which melting and slithering snow
induced a lack of resolve. We also had other problems. Page, who had somehow
knocked himself out on a boulder at base camp, had to turn back with a crippling
headache, and I accompanied him down. O ' Leary and Banks pressed on, but
Banks, although climbing well, was (at last!) at 72 showing his age, and at 4p.m.
with lots more to climb they gingerly backed down the way they had come.
It was decided to try on the sunny southern side of the mountain . After enduring
a rainy night in a bivouac, Banks and O ' Leary found a long, and somewhat, tedious
rock gully that led to a snow ridge high on the peak. As O'Leary hacked through
a snow cornice he was able to see the summit of Snow Dome a few yards away.
'We ' re there.' The expedition had claimed its fust summit. Under fairer conditions
Page, Lynam and I repeated the route some days later.
Thwarted rock climbers had to look for more exciting options. O ' Leary, Page
and I reconnoitred the NE face of another mountain, Dinosaur Peak, and opted for
the uncertainty of a rocky rib blocked by a leaning tower in its upper section that
led on towards the main summit. We were avoiding an easy but less interesting line,
and on the day of our attempt Banks was irritated. 'We' re not here to climb up grotty
rock. If you want to do that you can go to Glen Coe or G1endalough. I'm an
expedition mountaineer to the greater ranges. I don ' t want to waste time on a futile
attempt on loose rock.'
The route began too easily and ended up too hard. At the tower, rock forays to
the left and straight up could not be pushed so a difficult snow exit was made but
this only led to a subsidiary summit. Banks was right; it was too late and too far to
the main top. Our reward for a gratifying day was an enjoyable 700m scree run and
home to the base camp.
Driven by the demons, high on adrenaline, Banks and O'Leary quickly tried to
make amends for our lack of success. After a glacier camp they followed an Aonach
Eagach-like ridge in a near-blizzard with dense rushing cloud. There were plenty
of rising traverses on hard ice and many changes in direction to keep them on their
mettle. They reached this unclimbed summit, Isolde Peak (4520m), unsure that
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they had climbed the highest point until they had a clear view later from below. We
now shifted to another base camp in a snowstorm crossing a pass to a loch an at the
edge of the Daweigu glacier, formerly known as the Grachimailo Glacier, at 3500m
and found ourselves in a more exciting, beautiful arena. The striking peaks of the
range - Bogda Feng and its several subsidiaries, 'in shape just like a writing (sic!)
brush rack' -dominated our view, and above us Schokalsky Peak (4813m) soared
invitingly. Elegant, complicated lines to 5000m summits waited defiantly for
young alpinists.
Here we were more at home in the wilderness. Some yaks snuffled and grazed
on the hillsides. Eagles wafted on the thermal air currents. I found mouse tracks by
my tent after an overnight snowfall and came across a rare snow leopard's pug
marks imprinted on a snowbank as I traversed a high ridge above camp. Gentians,
edelweiss and the strange carnivorous-looking snow lotus speckled the slopes. But
here the age of the team, and the unsuitability of our logistic arrangements,
combined to fuel further frustration. We had hoped to pass through a remarkable
gorge called the Slot to gain the southern side of the range, to explore and attempt
some worthwhile first ascents. But we were tied to a base camp that required a
number of horses to shift it, horses that could not cope with the terrain we hoped
to explore, and we were also umbilically attached to supplies which were unsuitable
for back-packing.
So we turned to the challenge before our eyes, the main peak ofBogda Feng some
2000m above our base camp. A large Japanese team had arrived just before us and
had been working on the mountain for some days. We began carrying loads up the
glacier and established a camp sandwiched between a moraine and the boulder
slopes of a ridge. O'Leary climbed most of the way to a col at 4700m and found that
the young strong team had fixed 1600m of rope, mainly on the upper wall of the
peak.
On our first carrying up to the proposed camp site Banks and I had an uncanny
and unwished-for experience. I saw an ice axe coming through the melting snow
surface, and then other lost bits and pieces of gear appeared at random around us.
With a growing sense of unease I looked around and there 20m away was the
mutilated and half-dressed body of a once-beautiful Japanese girl. No matter how
hard we tried we could get no satisfactory explanation for the presence of a body
that had disappeared some 15 years previously in a deep crevasse. It looked like a
case for a Sherlock Holmes investigation in the Journal.
We made a tentative sortie along the flanks of the heavily-crevassed glacier that
led to the col. It became apparent that ancient bones were not up to carrying loads
up the steep icy route. It was decided we should try elsewhere, but the following
morning and having mulled over our lack of moral fibre O' Leary and I agreed we
should try after all. Even greybeards ought to manage with fixed ropes and we were
both probably fit enough by now to manage the harder upper section of the
mountain.
First, we temporarily put the whole plan out of our minds and had a less daunting
day out. Banks and I were able to climb a pleasant peak N of the main massif. We
called it Eric's Peak (4348m) because it was above a col first visited by Shipton.
Our route involved an entertaining succession of rock steps with connecting snow
passages, all most satisfying, while the view to the north wall of Bogda Feng was
the Ben's Orion Face five times over, all quite overwhelming. On the same day
O'Leary climbed to the col to get a closer look at the route to the summit. On his
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way up he met, much to his disappointment, the Japanese coming down and in the
best environmental practice they were removing the final sections of their fixed
rope gangway that they had used successfully to climb Bogda Feng in their
fortnight's siege. His descent was somewhat fraught as he enjoyed (well, for most
of the time) the hardest climbing of the expedition. Load carrying on such terrain
would have been most telling on even the most technically proficient of older
climbers so the removal of the fixed ropes put paid to our hopes on Bogda Feng.
We had marched, like the Grand Old Duke of York's men, a wee bit up the hill and
then down again.
O'Leary and I had one last major fling when we attempted a formidable rock peak
of some 5000m on the western extremity of the massif. It gave us some good rock
climbing, complicated route finding and an airy bivouac, but our attempt was
defeated by the baffling nature of the rock architecture and by some unexpectedly
hard ice. We had left our crampons and heavy plastic boots behind and had been
treating the cracks and ledges of the north face of a 600m rock tower too cavalierly.
We were rejected summarily for our temerity.
Our final outing took Page, Banks and Lynam up Jianshier Feng (4304m) with
an ascent that involved climbing steep and massive scree on to a rambling ridge.
The descent was down seemingly interminable fine-grained scree that gave
splendid runs on a virgin slope not yet ruined by the feet of countless climbers. On
the last day when I was wandering a high horseshoe ridge above base camp O'Leary
shot out alone to climb both Jianshier Feng and Eric' s Peak in a fmal flamboyant
gesture.
Seven peaks over 4000m had been climbed, members attaining summits on 17
occasions in total - our leaders on their last major mountaineering expeditions (so
they said!) claimed this to be a fair score for OAPs. It goes without saying that
considerable scope remains for some challenging first ascents.
We made our way home by flying over the Takla Makan desert from Urumchi
to Kashgar. We then drove 800 miles along the ancient Silk Road through the Parnir
mountains following the recently completed, very spectacular and over-hyped
Karakoram Highway. We crossed into Pakistan via the Khunjerab Pass, at 4730m
the highest point we reached in the whole expedition. We flew back from Islamabad
on September 12. Where to, next time?
JOHN STEELE reports - John Steele and Barbara Gibbons visited the Kulu area in the
Indian Himalayas during October last year, principally to recce the approach routes
to several well known peaks there. Early winter snows made access to the higher
mountains (Deo Tibba, White Sail) problematic, however journeys were made into
the Parbati, Malana and Tos valley systems and several important passes crossed.
The Kulu Dussehra festival made for a colourful finale .

South East Asia
John SteeIe and Barbara Gibbons continued exploration (SMCJ 1995 p. 775).
Ascents in Java included Gunung Arjuno (3300m) and its smoky neighbour
Welirang (3100); the latter known for its sulphur mines. Better still were the island
ascents of Agung (3100m) on Bali and Rinjani (3,700m) on ajoining Lombok.
These last two peaks were followed by several days diving in the deep ocean
trenches that are a feature of the Indonesian archipeJego.
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Antipodes
Aspiring to Summits in New Zealand
DEREK FABIAN reports : Few mountain expeditions begin with a cheese and wine
party! I had becn across to Edinburgh, helping Robin help Eddie to set up his
exhibition of Rodel pots. We were late back and had to miss the Western District
Thursday evening lecture. It was November, and Robin decided to give a miss,
also, to the cheese and wine that followed .
Socialising is not altogether an SMC forte, nor mine. So I headed my vehicle
westwards for the Lang Craigs and home. But ... a glass of wine, a loaf of bread
... it might prove to be an opportunity to enlist a climbing partner for Mount
Aspiring. I had funds towards just one more research visit to the University of
Auckland and a dozen or more Scots cousins throughout New Zealand. And, in
February that year, with my wife, Ewa, we had been mountain trail-walking in the
Southland Range. Who would not aspire to that summit, once having set eyes on
it, standing some 300m above all its surrounding peaks and in such a superb
mountain and fiordland setting? The Matterhorn of New Zealand, I mused, as I
turned my vehicle about and headed for the cheese and wine.
'We must have been in New Zealand at about the same time as you,' said Ron,
as I entered the bustle and searched for a non-empty bottle of wine. The Hockeys
have a daughter in Perth, Western Australia. 'So whereabouts were you', said I,
trying to direct the red into a glass with one hand and balance a large slice of blue
on a tiny crust of French with the other.
'We toured the South Island mostly,' said Ron. They had been in New Zealand,
in February of that same year, for a stay of two or three weeks only. 'Did you get
to the South1and National Park,' I asked excitedly between and through mouthfuls of crumbling blue cheese and crusty French bread. ' Yes, I wish I'd had a
climbing partner' , said Ron. 'Isn't that a superb mountain?' We quickly established that one week apart we had both been there, in fine weather, thinking the
same thoughts. 'Let's go next February,' I said, between more excited mouthfuls.
Ron ' s eyes glazed; serious mental calculations showed on his brow. He disappeared to find Paddy, his wife, and to serve her more and stronger wine. I grabbed
Donald and retrieved from him my info pack of maps and proposals for my
hoped-for Mt. Aspiring Geriatric Expedition 1996. Donald, and Robin too, had
eventually decided against. For both, Spitzbergen beckoned, in AprillMay;
aspiring climbers for 1996 were looking thin on the ground.
Ewa and I had bought earlier that year, and still owned in NZ, Regina, an
ancient (1968) Commer Campervan; it was currently garaged at Lake Hawea
near Wanaka on the South Island' s proud 45th parallel (they have a monument
to that!), on the edge of the Mt. Aspiring Park. It would provide the four of us with
transport; once reached by bus from Christchurch, where no less than six of our
Scots cousins reside. December and January became peppered with decisions and
snowy Munros. Time shrank, as it does, and global-circumnavigating departures
from Glasgow, in opposite directions, were made before January was through;
from temperatures of -13°C, to high summer down under.
We met up in Christchurch, among many Grigors (their ancestors were
proscribed McGregors from Elgin), to the accompaniment of more excellent
cheese and wine, this time of NZ origin. Midst this we were joined by Peter and
Dorothy; the Reads from Motueka, near Nelson (friends from Canadian climbing
days, and originally from the UK - they had met in Glen Coe 45 years ago). They
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too had a Campervan; and two of us travelled with them to Wanaka. At Lake
Hawea, Regina purred proudly into life. But Greg our garage friend reported
dejectedly that NZ ' warrant offitness' regulations have, injust the past two months,
tightened rigidly regarding rust - in particular, around door sills and similar areas
where Regina regrettably suffered. She was without warrant for the road, and thus
registration. Undeterred from the immediate plan, we headed into Mt. Aspiring
Park and off the public road, but into cloud and rain. At least the latter kept down
the dust as two huge low-loaders, carrying sections of a new Colin Todd Hut, roared
past Regina in her slow and stately progression along the 35km of un metal led track
to Raspberry Creek. Here our walk-in to Aspiring Flats was to begin; an easy track,
but for two could-be treacherous river-crossings.
We spent the evening of our first day out from Christchurch at the NZAC
Aspiring Hut, where SMC reciprocal facilities and - more important - hut fees were
enjoyed, making it a welcoming roof for two of us from the Glasgow contingent;
while two, plus the non-NZAC-members from Motueka, set up a comfortable camp
by Cascade Creek. This river, having descended in huge falls from the steep and
wooded slopes surrounding us, meandered musically through the Aspiring Flats
close by.
The weather forecast did not auger well for the morrow. Pete and Dorothy
decided that the steep track to Cascade saddle might provide a view. Ron and I,
however (all this way from Glasgow), felt the need to be in position, should the
weather do the unlikely and provide a window of clear skies for the climb.
Tomorrow, too, the chopper - they said - expected to be able to hoist the sections
of the new Colin Todd Hut to the Bonar Glacier. Meanwhile, we learned also that
on the previous day a helicopter hoisted 10 climbers to the old hut there, with 12
days' provisions. Climbers who reached the hut yesterday, after the two-day haul
from Aspiring Hut, had to bivouac in the screes and snow outside.
Dispiriting news indeed. Nonetheless, we set off early; the track to Scott Bivvy
leading through tiny-leafed NZ beech forest, across Shovel Flat, more forest (black
and silver beech) to Pearl Flat and a breakfast stop. Low dark clouds switched our
deliberations from Scott Bivvy and the then farther long day's haul to the Bonar
Glacier, to the steep-looking wooded bluff rising from the far side of the West
Matukituki River, and leading to the French Ridge Hut below Mt. Avalanche. A
wire suspension bridge lkm up-river gave access to the well-named Gloomy Gully
and eventually, we reached the upper shoulder of the steep bluff. Avalanche
Glacier, alongside, remained hidden in thick mist.
By early afternoon, in gathering cloud and gloom we were spreading sleeping
bags on bunks in the hut, deserted but for the part-time warden, a student and
climber from Dunedin (New Zealand's Edinburgh). My crampons, I find, to my
dismay, are at the breakfast spot. Without them, nothing can be done above the hut,
so I retrace with self-deprecating curses, heading down Gloomy Gully for Pearl
Flat, where some kind soul (descending from Scott Bivvy?) had lifted my
abandoned crampons and thoughtfully carried them back to Aspiring Hut. It was
there that I spent the night; rejoining Ron in the cloud and mist at French Ridge Hut
by mid-morning. One sure way of getting fit, I mused. And I smiled too at what
Robin might say; the crampons are borrowed ones - from him.
Ron has meanwhile made an ascent of the readily accessible snowy peak, Mt.
French, at the edge of the Bonar Glacier; returning to the hut in thick mist which
would have frustrated our planned attempt of Mt. Avalanche. Climbers arriving
that afternoon down the heavily crevassed Bonar Glacier from the Colin Todd Hut
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had taken nearly eight hours; nonnally a three to four hour traverse. The next
morning dawned with all the signs of pending stonn, including lenticular dOllds
and riGing wind. We retreated to Aspiring Hut and then, wading the now rapidly
rising and would-be treacherous rivers, out by Carnpervan, to the Glen Dhu
campsite beside enchanting Lake Wanaka.
All roada beyond there were public. Rcgina waG unwarranted and unregiGtercd.
The weather and fresh snow in the mountains would need a week or 10 days to clear.
Time waG up for the Motueka contingent; the ReadGtoole the road north, and we the
road for Dunedin - along the Clutha (Clyde.) River. Before we reached Alexandra,
almost at the 45th Parallel, a Police car signaled us to pull over. Ewa wonders aloud
if our Commer is to become a 'full stop'.
We had a problem we explained, describing our predicament in full- but adding
an intention to seek salvaged door sills for repair work in Dunedin. The NZ Police
Officer pondered, scratched his head - and, far from unfriendly, searched for
remote signs of sanity in the four geriatric faces within. 'Yes, you do have a
problem,' he agreed. 'I'm going to have to give you a ticket. In fact, I think it will
be better for you if I give you two, one for no warrant of fitness and one for no
regiGtration ... then you can Ghow them both when you are Gtopped again .. which
you will be, I'm sure ... But I'll tell you how to get out of them,' he continued, as
he wrote out tickets totalling NZ$450, and then the name and address of his 'boss',
to whom we were to write, once warranted and registered.
There must be few police officerG in the world who have been thanlced and had
their hand shaken warmly for giving out tickets totalling £2oo! But how, we
wondored, wore wc to 'get warrantod and registered'? A Ghort time later we pulled
off the road to have lunch, and found that we had stopped oppo ite a police station.
We bundled back into Regina, gulping furtive mouthfuls, and moved on - all eyes
on the mirror. Two hundred fugitive miles to Dunedin. However, at Portobello
campsite, to the far side of this NZ Edinburgh, we (or I, not the 'royal' we, as Ewa
rightly insi sts) procured fibreglaGG matting and other related materialG from a
derelict and decaying boat. Wo conGtructod a malcoGhift ramp for Rcgina and Gpent
hours that stretched to days beneath her, de-rusting and rebuilding. Then, rejoined
by the Hockeys - from visiting friends nearby - we presented her, with carefully
concealed trepidation, for a warrant of fitness in Dunedin. She passed! And so she
displayed with pride her two certificates for the remainder of our expedition.
The daily deluge at Portobello campsito gave way to dayGof dreich weather, and
then to hot NZ sun. Could it last? We re-crossed the Southern Alps to Fiordland,
and explored its scenic and ecological engineering (hydro-electrical) wonders;
both dOGerving of a place among the world'G Sevon. Here, too, where the annual
rainfall is nearly three times that of Glasgow, the skies began to clear. We worked
north and 10 days from our rapid retreat were setting up camp by Wishbone Falls
on a delightful bank of the West Matukituki River, Ikm short of Raspberry Creek.
Was it dismay or resignation in the eyes of Paddy and Ewa? They would
trail waJlc, the Rob Ray track and otherG. For Ran and I an early Gtaft, with gear and
tent, for the elusive Scott Bivvy. We lunched this time at Pearl Flat, treble-checking
crampons as we moved off. A substantial part of the trail high above had
disappeared in a tree avalanche. Ran got well ahead. Emerging from bush to the
river, in a clearing below Matukituki Saddle, I explored for a crossing to the cairns
on the far side. The river gravel here was soft; impossible not to leave tracks - but
there were none to be seen. How could I have passed Ran? Mystified, I eventually
continued, thigh deep for moments in the raging snow melt from above. At Scott
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Bi""y, for the pact ~O minutes or more, Ron WOG equally puzzled; he had Dcrambled
a cteep uncairned bluff to emerge at a higher croeeing. He had eettled in to the
cramped two person rock bi""y, with a walleer deDcending from the Liverpool
Bivouac on the flank of Mt. Burff above. After our meal, I eet up the tent. I found
in any cace that the lack of flat area reetricted iw floor epace to comfortable room
for one only; and at firct light we cet out on the long haul to the Colin Todd Hut
a good Munro above us.
The flank of a high waterfall, beyond the saddle, lead into an awkward SOOmlong elabby rocle gully. We were overtaken by a young SwiGG couplc who had
camped at Pearl Flat. They toole the eteep graeey and elippery (deer?) track that roce
directly up from the waterfall. 'Vc clected to negotiate the gully. The glacier and
rocle ecenery become cuperb. By afternoon we gained the Bonar Glacier and could
Gee the hut now cilhouetted at the foot of Mt. AGpiring'c NW Ridge.
The glacier was heavily crevassed but dry. There was a clearly trodden track. An
hour, oaYGthe guide, from here to the hut. Ron overtook the Swioe couple, who
roped for the glacier. The new Colin Todd hut, now in position and habitable but
with no ctove or bunlec, iDthe onc cilhouetted . Itc floor woo crowded with a party
of Americana and YJwie. Ron had led on down to the old hut; farther, but SOm
lowcr. Wc sharcd it with only thc Swiss couple, Jucrg and Sabina, from Dunedin.
Tsc.ttk.cl in ; it WU}; nl1w nine. hours since our Scott Divvy depillture. The rid er. illld
cummit above were enveloped in mict. A flocle of inquicitive Keaa (New Zealand
mountain parrots !) held our attention. If they could only lift them, they would have
flown off with our boots, left out to dry. Later the clouds lifted and swirled; then
the alpen glow on peal<£ and glacier becomoc ctunning. Can it lact? The Gummit
(3030m) iGthe height of Ben Nevi Gabove. Juerg and Sabina Gpent a week at thic
hut a year ago; cloud and mist had prevented their once seeing the glacier below,
let alone the ridge and summit above.
The clouds rolled back in, and enveloped all. In the night, stars and then the ridge
reappeared. At fUGt light (6 .00am on the ~ Sth Parallel) we were heading up the
ridge. A good gauge of iw diffi culty woe a compurieon with the Aelci vul Pinnacle
on Rum; but with 1200m of it to the summit. We roped and unroped as sections
alternated in difficulty and expooure; with the latter cuetained almoet throughout.
The now miniature Bonar Plats and Waiatoto River to north arc 2000m below. Our
Swiss friend s could be seen far ahead. rruties from the new hut ovcltook us. Wc
gained on them on the final Gnow dome and its cpectacular ice and cnow crect. Ron ,
thc bit now bctween his teeth, gaincd thc summit wcll ahead - catching up therc
with Juerg and Sabina ac I wrectled with a dielodged crampon on the steep wall
below. A NZ party, on thi e wall, are cutting etepe and bclaying with enow etakeG.
My length of alloy Dcxion with kru'abincr (old friend from the Andes; forelUnncf
of the snow stake) was buried in my pack. I front-pointed the wall, as Ron did ahead
of me. He retraced the curely cpectacular crest, to straighten my crampon heel bar
with his axe, and we made the summit together.
We had it to ourselves; on a day that was still and cloudless. Mountains stretched
to our horizon and beyond: we could make out Mt. Cook clcarly, 130km north eaDt,
standing - as did our summit - 300m above its neighbours. And below, terrace upon
terrace of the Therrna and Volta Glaciers cascaded nearly 3000m to the Bonar
Valley floor. Eight houre of toil, I counted, from tho hut; and from there, tho next
day , we descended in gathering cloud and swirling mists, escaping another pending
storm.
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Morocco
liAMISH BROWN reports :- A season of wet and wildness such as Morocco has not
known in my lifetime: great for crops, damaging to roads and buildings. In
February, with Charles Knowles we had some good skiing at Oukai'meden, based
on the pleasant CAP chalet before heading off to try and ski on the western Tichka
Plateau. A mule going head-over-heels and then days of deluge wiped out that
effort and it was necessary to walk out from the hills to the Taroudant road. Various
wanderings were made in the Da des and Todra Gorges, useful recces if snow
denied the heights again.
An OHC gang couldn't penetrate the hills beyond Demnata's pont naturel
because of floods but the four days' trekking to the Bou Willi and theBou Goumez
was a superb alternative. The Tessaout plateau approach for M ' Goun was deep in
snow (now into April). So 'no go' but Jbel Igoudamene 3519m was a magnificent
traverse/viewpoint and the walk out by the Tizi n' Alt Ourit and Sremt to An
M' harnid was a good journey completion. A week of car hire took in the dramatic
cascades d ' Ouzzoud and the far eastern High Atlas foothills - lots of potential
walking/climbing areas. Roads rebuilt, it was back to the Western Atlas for treks/
climbs based on Imoulas and Tagmont (Medlawa). Several wound-licking retreats
were made to Essaouira.
A month in Scotland then, with a mainly F & RCC group, a June visit to the area
east of the Tizi n' Tichka produced fust great heat, then a week of storms, including
a couple of scary flash floods . The party seemed to live a charmed life however, and
Anhrornher 3609m and Zarzemt 3113m were climbed and the southern limestone
wilderness plateau ofThel Tafdjat followed from the lacs to Anirniter. The historic
Tizi n' Tebuet 2567m was crossed to Titoula and the Tezgi gorge taken to the
meadows of the Tizi n' Telghist 2220m from which various peaks were climbed.
All this region has an unusually rich alpine flora. From Oukai'meden Attar (3246m)
was climbed crossing to Tirnichchi and a descent of the Ourika valley to Setti
Fadma, busy rebuilding after last year's devastating floods , and laying on a bridgedestroying spate for us. As Ali said: '1996 was different.'
An illustrated article on the 1995s 96-day, 900-rnile end-to-end traverse of the
Atlas appears in the 1997 Alpine Journal and I hope to produce a book about the
Atlas ranges and peoples based on this trip. Meanwhile, several spring or autumn
treks are planned for next year.

East Greenland
CHARLlE ORR reports: In A pril-May 1996 a short ex pedition was made to the Roscoe
Berge-Liverpool Coast area of East Greenland. A Twin Otter was chartered from
the northern seaport of Alurreyri in Iceland from the tour firm, Arcturus, which flew
the party and equipment into the air strip at Constable Point on the Hurry Fjord (Lat.
71 °N). A short helicopter hop then took all personnel, equipment and previously
freighted food supplies into the interior, dropping us at the head of the Heks Glacier
at 800m where a base was set up. The fust week was spent making ski ascents of
many of the peaks in the area which average around the 1200m mark. During that
week one of our number, John Hay, left on his own on skis with a sledge and made
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a multi-day trip round the coast to the settlement at Scorsebysund where he spent
time hunting and fishing with the Inuit there.
At the beginning of the second week, base camp was moved nearer the coast onto
the Age Neilsens Glacier and again a number of ski ascents were made both there
and farther north on the Pedersens Glacier. Many of the tops could be skied to the
summit but more often than not, the last few hundred feet required rock climbing.
Late in the second week a return was made to the original base camp and an ascent
was made of the highest mountain in the area Twillingerne 1475m, the summit
rocks yielding up a can of beans left by Malcolrn Slesser's expedition who made
the first ascent in 1971 (still in situ, in case of emergency pierce can, consume
contents and send 50 pence cheque/PO to address as per membership list).
Two of the party, Alan Petit and Gerry Rooney, skied overland from the Heks
Glacier base via the Grete Glacier to Scorsbeysund where they met up with John
Hay, all returning to Constable Point by dog sled. The rest of the party skied out over
two days via the Subbedal Valley re-crossing the Hurry Fjord to Constable Point.
The weather was excellent with sunshine every day apart from two on which
snow and high winds kept us in the tents. Temperatures hovered around freezing
during the day falling to about -20·C at night. The rock scenery is magnificent and
is very reminiscent of a scaled-down Chamonix Aiguilles with boundless opportunities for technical rock climbing at all grades. Skiing conditions were excellent
throughout.
Party: Malcolm Slesser, Jane King, Bill Wallace, John Hay, Charlie Orr, Stan
Paterson, Alan Petit and Gerry Rooney (Starav MC.)

Svalbard, Spitzbergen

T!M PETrIFER reports:- A happy, successful and comfortable expedition with
comic and potentially unhealthy consequences
We flew out of Aberdeen with the first warm flush of spring, and travelled north
to the last land before the Pole. We flew the length of Norway, and as we slowly
progressed to the North we studied the history of the land in reverse. The
extensive pines of the south gradually gave way to birch - the first trees to
colonise after the great glaciers receded - until we arrived in Spitzbergen, still in
the grip of the ice age. We looked on a land as big as Holland and Denmark put
together, with as much ice as Europe locked to the frozen shore and stretching
from 70· north over the Pole to Canada and Russia. The archipelago of Svalbard
has more than 1000 summits of l000m, some unnamed, some possibly unclimbed;
not because they are difficult but because there are so many, and there are so few
climbers. The mountains are copies of the Mamores, younger and a little like
Glencoe but the low sun strengthens their snowy buttresses and highlights the
ridges with perpetual alpen glow.
While Scotland warmed to the lengthening evenings of the summer to come,
the children of Longybearen travelled to school in constant sunshine. In the early
hours of morning it still registered -30·C but Spitzbergen was vibrant now the
polar night was over, and they were living 24 hours a day. There were a few other
expeditions in the field and the foyers of the hotels were piled with pulks and skis.
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Locals and visitors strolled around with rifles and pistols and we knew were in
the land of the ice bear.
This is a land of space and stillness where even the quietest man-made sound
is sacrilege. In the clear northern light you can see to eternity. Nonetheless, this
did not prevent us hiring a ride on a 1OOOhp Weasel to transport our food and
equipment half-a-day's travel to the south. This was a dual-headed caterpillardriven hotel, equipped with radar, GPS, radio and heated. Designed for commercial exploitation of the Arctic and Antarctic wilderness it got us to Nathosrt Land
far to the south quickly and comfortably. I regretted sitting there, but it was
fascinating watching a week's man-hauling whiz by in four hours. The glaciers,
valleys and cols we had slowly crossed four years before comically speeding by
like a Charlie Chaplin film.
We made a base camp on the main polar bear highway that links the east and
west coasts, in the lee of a beautifully-curved snow drift that covered an ancient
and crumbling moraine. We shared a communal mess tent, that was cramped but
warm, with just one stove going, and so we all shared the cooking and preparation
which was occasionally lengthy. We had unwisely provisioned ourselves with a
supply of fresh vegetables and meat from the Longybearen supermarket, on the
basis that this would quickly be deep-frozen, but a home-based freezer is a poor
performer compared to the arctic and spares nothing.
From our base camp we prospected into the hills, and each climb followed a
pattern of long-level approach, progressively steeper skinning and eventually,
reaching the summit using crampons and axe. Many hills and excursions were
made, including a three or four-mile crossing of the sea ice to an excellent hotel.
The team members were initially doubtful with regard to ruining the wilderness
experience but soon realised that even the high Arctic is populated, and the
welcome can match the arrival of guest with a Gold Card at a Highland hotel.
The camp was protected from bears using alarm trip wires, which proved their
worth. While we were across the ice a crafty bear's dream of a free doss was
rudely shattered. We measured the bear's footprints as a foot across and the length
of his bound at 12ft. This had a remarkable effect on the party who doublechecked the security devices, slept with a loaded gun or moved to a hut.
All good things, especially the best, have to end, so we were picked up and
taken back to Longybearen. We arrived there at 3am had a meagre meal of
reindeer, local queenie scallops, bacon, fried potatoes, salad and draft beer in
Longybearen's best restaurant, which was making up for lost time and the polar
night. So ended the most pleasant expedition I have been on - except for the finale.
At the last minute we discovered we were short of one bag which we had left
in the back of the transporter. The team called at the garage to collect this and
discovered a further parcel which contained two weeks' human waste for eight
people, which had nicely thawed. This was securely packed in a strong plastic bag
that had my address on it from a previous expedition. The driver was not aware
of its contents but with helpful intentions in mind was going to post it back to
Scotland.
Contents of the bag contained contributions from Donald Bennet, Mike Taylor,
Bill Morrison, Robin Chalmers, Ian Angell, Tim Pettifer, Bob Barton and client,
Simon.
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Eire
JOHN STEELE reports on a fast trip around the Irish furth last September.
Just south of Dublin lie the Wicklow Mountains. The only mountain here though
is Lugnoquilla (Log na Coille) which may be quite difficult to get at as the main
approach traverses an army firing range! Round to the east though, an approach can
be made up the Carrawaystick falls, a somewhat tedious route comparable say to
crossing the western ramparts in Arran. The track leads to the bald summit and a
timely reminder to greet you sic 'shell firing may be taking place in the vicinity.'
No place to idle. (3 hours camping, Roundwood).
Heading away from the east coast and considerably more inland are found the
Galtee Mountains, dead centre being Galteemore (Coille te Mhor), a kind of bigger
version of Moe1 Hebog. Yet again the right access is a wee bit difficult to execute.
It consists, however, of the usual drive along a high-banked winding farm lane
(bohreen) which leads to a cart track which then climbs up beside the Shanbally
River onto the high moor to veer off over a ridge, leaving a final steep boggy
staircase to the summit. The descent though is a treat particularly if a diversion to
the pretty Monabrook woods is made. (2.5 hours camping, Roundwood)
Having been told that the only real mountains in Ireland are to be found in Kerry
in the deep south-west, a base was quickly established just outside Killarney. From
here the view of the Reeks is a bit like looking south from A viemore; dark silhouttes
of distant hills with deep valley trenches between. The Reeks are a grand range and
would provide for one long day's outing. I chose to make two good half-days of it,
by setting up camp behind Loch Caltee, deep in the mountains. A route straight up
the ice gouged nose of Cnoc am Chuilin, over grassy Cummeennpeasta and an airy
scramble led to the mountain cairn of Cruach Mhor. Descent was made to the foot
of the Bone where lies the loch named Caltee. This provided the most majestic of
settings for an evening bathe as the autumn sun dropped quickly, cooling the
mountain air. The powderfor the all night salvo of cracks and booms that was to
follow as the steep corrie walls contracted in the frosty night. (4 hours camping,
Loch Caltee)
The three other mountains of the Reeks lay across the Hags glen from my camp.
Stout sentinels the previous evening but obscured by thick mist during the morning
of ascent. A bold line by the Eagle's Nest soon led to the stony top of Beenkeragh,
a Brocken spectre led onto Carrauntoohil and brilliant sunshine onto the outlier of
Cahir. Camp was soon reached via the Devil' s ladder descent and a return made to
the valley heat amid musk of sheep. Thirst was quenched in Tralee after a blinding
drive into the setting Atlantic sun, seen finally as a huge orange orb setting behind
the fishing boats moored in Dingle harbour. (5.5 hours camping Loch Caltee)
Brandon (St. Brendan's) Mountain is as impressive as Ben Sgriol, but with its
own Corrie Ghrundda, hidden from the ocean. Seen from the west no more than a
tourist path: from the east a wall of broken cliff and gullies, laced by a line of
rockbound pools beneath. This particular mountain in Ireland typifies so many of
our own with broad sea views in one eye while the other is filled by dark and dank
recessed steepness. A worthy and memorable summit. The route I chose to descend
from Brandon Peak to drafty Loch Cruttia was tricky and untrod. (S.s hours/
camping Castlegregory)
So in four-and-a-half days the Irish round was completed which left several days
to reflect and enjoy visits to the salty cliffs of Moher and rough leagues of
Connemara at a more leisurely pace.
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ICE WORLD - Techniques and Experiences of Modern Ice Climbing:- Jeff
Lowe. (The Mountaineers. 1996. £19.95, 256 pages, more than 250 photographs.
ISBN 0-89886-446-1).
Hailed as the ultimate book on ice climbing, this is a thoroughly modem treatise
on the subject by American ice expert, JeffLowe. It starts with a brief history of the
sport, describes basic and advanced techniques and overviews equipment and
clothing. This is more than just an instructional book however, and the text is
peppered with stories and anecdotes from the author's vast experience. Without
doubt Lowe has written an important and authoritative work, which in many ways
reminded me of an ice climbing version of Doug Scott's Big Wall Climbing.
The technique section, which is well illustrated with copious photographs, will
undoubtedly raise a few eyebrows. There is a lifetime's experience here, and I
found the detail and variety of techniques described for tackling the harder routes
a little bewildering at first acquaintance. We don't have huge sweeps of vertical ice
in Scotland, and I must admit that just looking at photos of these routes makes my
biceps ache. Perhaps with techniques such as monkey hangs, diagonal crossover
pick placements and figure of fours, my grade may go up a notch! The mixed
climbing shots were particularly fascinating. In areas such as Vail in Colorado,
many of the routes have fixed protection which allows some really futuristic lines.
A good example is Lowe' sown Octopussy, rumoured to be the hardest mixed climb
in the world, which breaks through a 3m horizontal roof to reach a vertical hanging
ice pillar. The dry continental weather results in a different set of ethical constraints
to our own. Climbing rock with tools and crampons is termed 'dry tooling'. There
is no concern that it is not covered with snow - it is just a means to an end to reach
the ice.
I must admit to be being a bit put off by the book's pompous title, but it is apt.
I found the most interesting chapter was the Hard Water Ice Guide which describes
16 of the World's classic ice routes. These have been chosen to demonstrate highlytechnical climbs on different types of ice, in a wide variety of geographical
locations. They range from the short technical routes such as Bridalveil Falls in
Colorado, through major alpine undertakings such as the Central Couloir on the
Jorasses, to major Himalayan climbs such as the Hungo Face on Kwangde. Lowe
has deliberately chosen routes that he has been on, although he does make the point
that he has not always succeeded. This allows him to give first-hand accounts and
make a consistent grading between climbs. For anyone interested in the world-wide
development of the sport, this all makes fascinating reading.
Even Scotland is featured in the top 16 routes, although Lowe does hedge a little
by plumping for several 'landmark routes' on Ben Nevis rather than one particular
climb. The landmark routes include the classic gullies such as Zero, Point Five and
Minus Two, and Lowe is clearly impressed by the achievements of the likes of
Marshall and Smith: 'These routes were 10 years ahead of their time and technically
more difficult than contemporaneous ice climbs in the Alps. To my mind, the most
classic, Orion Face Direct ... is roughly comparable to routes done in the high
mountains during the 1970s such as the climbs on the Grand Pilier d' Angle, and the
Balfour Face of Mount Tasman in New Zealand'.
You must forgive me for being a little parochial, but I feel that Lowe is not fully
up to speed on the state of contemporary Scottish winter climbing. He sums up Ben
Nevis for example by stating that 'any ice climber interested in the history of the
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sport should make pilgrimage there in the honour of the old masters.' There is no
mention of the leap in standards in the late 1970s, and surely dream routes such as
The Shield Direct or Gemini should be on any globetrotting ice climber' s tick list?
Lowe does include a Cairngorm mixed route though - Citadel with the Rouse-Hall
Variation. To his credit he made the second ascent of the climb with Gordon Smith
in 1976, but mixed climbing has moved on considerably in the intervening 20 years.
The complete Citadel route may have been a more appropriate choice to illustrate
the current state of play of the top end classic winter routes in Scotland.
On reflection however, I think that perhaps we oursel ves are to blame for the lack
of recognition of hard Scottish winter climbing. Having been fortunate enough to
have done a handful of the climbs Lowe describes in the Alps and the Americas,
it is clear to me that standards here are as high as elsewhere. Few of today's current
Scottish winter activists seem prepared to write about their experiences however,
and a complete history of Scottish mountaineering is well overdue. AIe there any
takers out there?
Simon Richardson.
May the fire be always lit - a biography of Jock Nimlin:- 1. D. S. Thomson.
(1995; The Ernest Press; 210 pp.; illus; £11.95 ; ISBN 0948153393).
Mention Jock Nimlin and most climbers of recent generations will think of
classic lines on the Cobbler, the Red Clydesiders, draughty howffs and perhaps the
first ascent of Raven's Gully. Until I. D. S. Thomson produced this book, the
standard sources revealed little about the man. Nirnlin was clearly an important
figure in the eyes of his contemporaries, but the works of Humble, Murray,
Borthwick et al only mention him in dispatches. This biography therefore performs
a service in gathering together what material there is, much of it obscure, and gi ving
a fuller picture of Nimlin' s exploits.
That he was a committed weekender, howffer, climber and walker was never in
doubt. It will, however, surprise the reader to learn that Nirnlin is on record as
having contributed just 30 new lines, albeit some of these of the highest quality.
This illustrates the low profile that Nirnlin sought to maintain, and the diverse
amounts of publicity given to the activities of the pre-World War Two working
class climbers as against their more well-to-do brethren. Thomson' s book is,
however, that cliched thing, a curate's egg. It is at its best where Nirnlin' s own
writing is used, in which his love of the hills and his character really comes alive,
albeit in somewhat purple terms at times. Thomson as a narrator is somewhat
wooden, and you long for Nimlin' s enthusiasm, for him to have written the whole
thing, something his sense of modesty would not have allowed.
Thomson has not provided much detail of Nimlin' s climbs other than in relation
to what has already been credited to him. But there is quite a lot of material about
the pre-war years which makes for engaging reading. It is disappointing to find that
the last 40 years of his life is summarily dealt with in the last quarter of the book.
We learn about his work for the NTS, his interest in gemstones, and his days as an
instructor at Glenmore Lodge. But we hear little more about his climbing - why did
he (we assume he did) give up? The In Memoriam section of the Journal (SMCJ
180, 1989, p334) provides answers, but Thomson does not. Surely, this should have
been touched on? The result is therefore a bit patchy, but the good bits certainly
justify the read. And it was always going to be difficult to pin down a man whose
view on guidebooks was 'it seems to be the custom to open a guidebook, select
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carefully a detailed route and follow the instructions as one might follow a recipe
... isn't there something missing? . .. Shouldn't the ideal climber's guide
empha~ine the possibilities and lot tho ootabliohod routoa root upon thoir cuirno and
well trodden waYD?' Idoaliotic porhapo, but that ~eoms to have been Nimlin'o
nature. And the Journal would have been a lot slimmer too ...
Alec Keith.
The Hewitts and Marilyns ofWales:- (TACit Press, compiled by Alan Dawson,
£2, ISBN 0-9522680-6-X).
Another booklet out of the TACit hothouse. I confess my ignorance right away
and am a&~uming that Marilyno are 00 callod due to come fanciod reoomblance to,
er, (\ phy&ical feature once posseaaed by a legendary film Gtar. Hewitta are more
readily analy~ed, being one of the &litom of the ,1ngl)' Corrie. (OK he providen u
clever acronym, but it fools nobody.) This is, like its companion series, a listing of
hills, or two listingG in thin caGe. The He\Vitt~ are the hillo in England, Waleo or
Ireland over 2000ft. The Marilyns are hills of any height with an all-round drop of
l50m.
TACit Pre~~ have just flitted, and are now nestling in five minute's away by bike
from the origin of the SMC Journal. As one e-mail correspondent wrote recently:
'Do all mountain editors live in Menstrie?' Well not quite, but let's do them a
politeness by publishing their new address: TACit Press, 138 West Stirling Street,
Alva, Clackmannanshire, FK12 5EN.
Thi& GerieG of booyJet& have a major pluG going for them; they can lead the
disgruntled walker onto the quieter hills. This may help explain the occasional
smug smile which flits across some Corbett-bashers' faces. (The peace and quiet
of the Oahils have certainly done in many an editor's productivity, he ouid from
personal experience.) The companion volume to the Irish hills is particularly
useful, as it draws on a recently-done updating of the Irish OS 1:50 000 sheets
Finally, in the booklet is a list of the Welsh Council Tops. I thought it was Tips
at first, which would have been odd even for TACit Press, but it is, in fact, the
highest points of the 22 unitary authorities in Wales. Like the earlier booklets, 10%
of sales goes to the John Muir Trust.
World Tops and Bottoms:- compiled by Grant Hutchison (TACit Press, 1996,
29pp., line illus., £2.00, ISBN 0 9522680 4 3).
A companion volume to The Marilyns & The Hewitts, The Grahams and the New
Donalds, and The Murdos. The last two were reviewed here last year. It takes a
special kind of enthusiasm to compile a list such as found here. Filthy politics
conl:tantly interrupt one' I: orographical meandering a for example, Guch as the little
thought of point that a river may woll change ita name when it innocently cronnen
some human defined dotted line on a map. Or that some countries share a summit,
such as happy U ganda/Zaire, or chucklefu11 AlbanialMacedonia. The Vatican City
State has a highest point which does not lie at a summit, because the ground
continues to rise beyond the border. Another way of saying it lies on the side of a
hill I suppose, like Edinburgh. I won't even begin to discuss Antarctica.
If you want to collect countries via their highest points then this could be a good
buy. If you are bone idle and want to co11O(;t countries by their loweot pointG then
this could be a good buy. And if you are totally attached to your couch then buy it
anyway, as 10% of the cover price goes to the JMT.
Ken Crocket.
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Over The Hills and Far Away:- Rob Collister. (The Ernest Press, 1996,
190pp., illus., £1l.95, ISBN 0 948153 407).
That Rob Collister is a proficient and much travelled mountaineer is much in
evidence in thia collection of mountaineering eaaays which have ae their varying
baelcdrop the hiliG of Wale a, the Antarctic, through the l\lpa to the greater rangee
of the Himalaya. Unfortunately, hiGability aa a writer ia not GO etrongly to the
fore .
What we have here is a collection of essays, sometimes written years apart,
preaented as a whole, a book, with little or no attempt having been made to 'edit'
them into their new role with the result that most readers, I feel , would find the
repetition of detail boring if not irritating. Description of a trouser-filling
atruggle to reach the haven of a amall ledge tends to involve the eame detail
whether it occurs in WaleGor the Himalaya. And allowing for the fact that moet
of us are quite interested in the flowers we see on our mountain travels Collister' s
deacriptions aa per hia Gollins Guide To Alpino Flowors are juet that, deecrip
tion::; repented and repented and Colliater ia no Jim Perrin and it i&juet that
qunlity which is required for Q collection of thia type to aucceed. The ability to
Gce and feel more than merely what ia happening around you, the ability to enter
into the realm of the metaphysical and more importantly to transfer these
' travcl::;' onto the page. Collinter relics far too much on thin, two dirnenaional
description of what he sees as 'reality.'
On the top of the knoll, Netti took her pack and carried on
while I went back for mine. (The Hidden Valley).
Ian took off his pink and lilac rucksack with the rolled
yellow karrimat strapped to its side and dumped it beside
the path with a grunt. (Alpine Guide).
This is 'What I did in the Holidays' stuff and the fact that in one essay we are
told the make of the author' a running ahoea reinforces my point about two
dimensional description.
The book is interspersed with poetry and in the last stanza of the poem
Wancanui River, written about a canoe trip in New Zealand, I detect perhape a
hint of the quality of writing that would have been required to carry this book.
- until movement without
becomes stillness within, and we are,
just for a moment, one,
and we are not on the river
but we are the river.
It may be that Collister does experience 'reality' in this way and that he simply
haGdifficult)' transferring it to the page, but I rather tend towards the theory that
it waa a flaah of insight in a mind which GeeD things in a rather more etraight

forward and flat way.
The book will undoubtedly have some value to anyone planning expeditions
to the areas concerned but, in the main, Colliater faila to convey the delight,
intenaity of feeling and 'apar1c' commensurate with his vast experience ae a
mountaineer.
Charlie OIT.
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Mountain Holidays:- Janet Adam Smith (1996. The Ernest Press. £12.50,
paperback ISBN 0 948153 45 8.).
Republication of Janet Adam Smith's Mountain Holidays by Ernest Press 50
years after its first publication by Dent in 1946 affords welcome access to this gem
of mountaineering literature. It is one of three classics by lady alpinists recalling the
climbing scene between the World Wars, the other two being Dorothy Pilley's
Climbing Days and Miriam Underhill's Give Me The Hills. Together the books
recall a bygone era of Alpine Mountaineering when climbers not infrequently
stayed in hotels and climbed their harder routes with guides, with whom they
formed enduring friendships. Climbing Days contains accounts of first ascents in
Wales and of the formidable North Ridge of the Dent Blanche; Give Me The Hills
describes the first ascents of the Diable Arete of Mont Blanc du Tacul and the lifethreatening East Face of the Finsteraarhorn as well as several notable manless
(ladies only) Alpine ascents.
Seemingly by contrast, the Foreword to Mountain Holidays states: 'It records no
great feats of mountaineering, no striking new ascents ... also attempts to recall the
pleasures of inns and villages, glens and pastures, gossip and idleness - all the
varied texture of holidays.'
But do not let this fool you, Janet Adam Smith was tough as well as being a
perceptive and gifted writer. Perhaps in the first one-and-a-half chapters, when the
writer was exposed to family climbing influences but had not yet fully caught the
bug, I was not fully committed as a reader. But by the end of Chapter Two she is
hooked on the Alps and I on the book. Chapter Three describes Cairngorm
crossings by the four great passes. Nothing notable about that? Well, each one was
in autumn, solo, straight after an overnight train journey from London, at a fair clip
and whatever the weather. And remember how much longer the Cairngorm
approaches were in those days - a chapter to savour. Thereafter the scene is the
Alps. Beautiful descriptions of peaks and passes in the West and East Graians,
places where even today you can escape the crowds, for example descending from
the Gran Paradiso via the Tribulazione glacier.
Most of her Alpine climbs were with Michael Roberts, her fiance and then
husband, often starting also with a party of schoolboys, and proceeding later in the
holiday to peaks in the High Alps with the guide, Ottone Bron, many of these big
mountains being climbed at highly-respectable speeds. I will leave it to you to
discover the details. But to convey the writer's perceptions, let me close with this
passage on a place where I and perhaps many readers have found no time in their
busy Alpine schedules for anything except planning the next peak or seeking out
the fleshpots .
'Standing in the square at Aosta we could see the snows of the Combin shining
far above, but had eyes too for the works of man - the fan-shaped pattern of the
paving stones in the big square, the dignity of the colonnade, and, down the road,
the great Triumphal Arch. Here, in Augusta Praetoria, were all the reasons that
make the Western Alps the greatest mountains in the world. Beside Augustus's
arch, or at the foot of the great pass, one felt the Alps, not as on the fringes of
European civilization, but at the heart. Over the St. Bernard went one of the greatest
roads in the world, the pilgrims road to Rome,linking the maize fields of Piedmont
with the fells of Norway, Renaissance with Gothic, Giotto with Diirer, Dante with
Ockham. '
Ted Maden.
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Scotland's Mountains:- An Agenda for Sustainable Development. Andy
Wightman. (Scottish Wildlife and Countryside Link, 1996, 24pp. £4, ISBN 0
951858254.)
This booklet was produced for an International Conference on Mountains held
in Aviemore in 1996. The chairman was Bob Aitken and the booklet was published
on their behalf by the Scottish Mountaineering Trust (Publications) Ltd. There are
other areas of input by SMC members too, including the Foreword by Bill Murray,
who died two weeks after his contribution. It is fitting that W.H.M. should have
written the Foreword, as in a way much of the booklet is a miniaturised version of
his Scotland's Mountains, published by the SMT a decade ago. It is well laid out,
with many good colour photographs but is a bit pricey for the casual purchaser (for
whom, of course, it is not intended).
Ken Crocket.
The High Andes - A guide for c1imbers:- John Biggar (Andes, 1996, £ 16. ISBN
1-871890-38-1).
I first met John Biggar at an SMC Eastern Section slide show where he gave a
very informative talk about mountaineering in the Andes. A few months later I
bumped into him again, this time at about 5000m on Aconcagua. He certainly has
a deep passion for, and detailed knowledge of, these mountains and is well qualified
to write this guide.
To quote from the rear cover 'this book is the first comprehensive climbing guide
to the highest peaks of the Andes. Included are route descriptions for the normal
routes on all 99 of the major 6000m summits and also 75 of the most popular and
accessible 5000m peaks.' The guide therefore excludes Patagonia but still covers
a lot of ground - seven countries, from Venezuela to Chile. Not only does it include
the normal routes but other routes are also mentioned, albeit very briefly. In fact,
compared to what we are used to in the Alps for instance, even the normal routes
get rather brief descriptions. However, they seem to be adequate and appropriate
for these mountains, especially as it is the first time most routes, and even some
mountains, have been described in any detail. There are still a lot of unknowns
about the more remote and rarely climbed peaks and the abbreviation, N/K, appears
regularly throughout the text. There may even be a few 6000m peaks awaiting first
ascents in the Puna de Atacama. Where information is lacking the author has
honestly admitted this and often given his best guess.
The introduction and appendices to the book are packed full of helpful advice and
information, ranging from acclimatisation to minefields. On the latter point the
author comments that 'attempts to find out whether these are anti-vehicle mines or
anti-personnel mines have not been successful'! There are lots of useful maps and
diagrams but these lack sharpness. (They were perhaps drawn on computer?).
There are also a few colour photos which visually spice up the book. The cover is
rather flimsy and I suspect that anyone going to the Andes would photocopy the
relevant pages, despite the dire copyright warning.
In short, an excellent guidebook, painstakingly assembled and packed full of the
best available information and good advice. Highly recommended, especially to
anyone making their first trip to the Andes. By the way, an appendix lists all the
6000ers in order of height - perhaps these will become known as the Biggars.
Biggar Bagging? Just a thought.
Grahame Nicoll.
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The Mountain Weeps, Thirteen Exercises:- lan Mitchell (Stobcross Press, 1997
£7.99 ISEN 0 952974 07).
These short stories are almost all set in Scotland. Indeed some of the locations
are recognisable to hill-goers. Fantasy is a common thread. But the big issues: guilt,
temptation, sex, death, as trailed in the blurb? Well ...
The author evokes our mountain landscape with easy familiarity. The people of
these tales are a different matter. They are mostly without names and are introduced
as the hillwalker, the traveller, the climber, the wife, the chemist, the Director etc.
On occasion such stereotypes are described as 'the Skoda couple' or 'the man with
the Aschenbrenner' .
Their actions and words are less than riveting. More effective are the word
pictures of the backdrops of hill and corrie.
Don Green.
Midges in Scotland:- George Hendry. (The Mercat Press; 75pp.; illus.; 2nd edn.;
paperback; ISBN 1873644 612. £4.99.)
This slim volume puts a little more flesh on the bones of the 1989 edition. Field
tests conducted in Glen Brittle one muggy July evening were not a success as the
book's instructions do not indicate whether it is to be worn, burned or rubbed on.
George Hendry deals with his topic informatively, mixing scientific observation
with anecdote, and generally scotching myths. He bemoans the lack of recent
research into midge control, and it is disappointing to learn that there are no miracle
cures in the offing. There is some useful practical advice, but the main message is
to keep slapping on the ointment. Hendry reveals that it is not possible to catch
AIDS from midges, although he does not clarify if this applies in unprotected as
well as protected situations.
Hendry's final word on the midge, that it is 'a diminutive guardian of the
Highlands ... a significant factor in limiting our grossest activities', will leave
many readers scratching their heads. It also seems unkind to compare midges with
SMC Hut Custodians.
Alec Keith.

Journals of Kindred Clubs
The Rucksack Club Journals, 1993 and 1994. Editor 1nken Blunk.
The big article in the 1993 issue is The Scottish Cardinals, by Mike CUdahy. This
guy is the sort of bionic wal!<er/android my knees collapse at the sight of. The
cardinals are the cardinal Munros of the mainland, i.e. the most west, east, north and
southerly. He allowed 10 days, and if I indicate that Day 1 reads: Ben Lomond Inveroran; 38mls, 5065ft, 9.25 hours then you will know what sort of iron walker
we are talking of. The journey summary is some 521 miles, 384 of that on foot the
remainder on bike. The daily average was 38.4 miles. Some 3-4 hours of sleep per
night was allowed. I won't tell you whether they enjoyed themselves. The 1994
issue repeats what seems to be a peculiarity of southern journals; the cult of the
photograph showing a recognisable face, sometimes several times. Just try that one
up here! Photographic covers make a distinct difference from our more austere
binding, but I still can't live with shiny paper.
Ken Crocket.
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On The Veg:- Etchachan Climbing Club Journal 1996, No. 20. Editor John Wilson.
The first thing I did was check that the blue paper used for the cover of this 'small,
but powerfully built' publication was not the same paper as that used by our very
own thingy - but ours is a darker blue, so either the canny Aberdonians are
bleaching left-over SMC paper stock in the perpetual sunshine of the North East
Coast, or they are actually buying their own. I can say that getting a copy sent to
the SMCJ for review was like getting blood out of granite.
Sadly missing are the cartoon covers of early editions, of which I treasure several
early examples. At least the title remains punny. Its 26 pages of text are made up
of nine articles. Our own Simon Richardson is one author, writing about The
Cardinal on Beinn a' Bhuird. Mac Smith does the treatment on the naming of
routes, which I found revealing. Jazz, it seems, has had a greater influence on route
names than previously known.
Personally, I have had as much fun naming a route as climbing it, a pleasure
doubled when some innocent name has annoyed the establishment. Squareface, for
example, is from a well-loved 78 classic (vinyl youth, not year), in which 'a selfdisgusted Wingy Manone intones this drunken soliliqy to a gin bottle: "Old
squareface, old double-chin, what you hangin' round for me to sorrow and sigh?",
and ends, "better bring in those pink elephants, squareface you got me again".' It's
a classic article on classic names by a classic climber!
There is still energy in the far North East, energy visible in the writing which
belies the distinct lack of energy in the limp tat carried by most Aberdonians.
Waiting for gear to fall on your head at the foot of a big cliff does limit the choice
somewhat. A nice wee read, but bring back the cartoon covers lads.
The Pinnacle Club Journal. No. 23, 1994-1996. Editor Chris Stretch.
The attractive cover sketch is from a design for the Club bookplate, by Miss J.
Tebbutt, 1947. A nice collection, some 96pp worth, of stories, reports, poems etc.
by the women of the Pinnacle Club, whose headed notepaper is subtitled 'for
women rock climbers'. Nice to know your raison d' etre I think! Quite a few of the
names wiu be known to the mountaineering world; several are partners of SMC
members. The text is pleasantly broken up by photographs and cartoons. We wish
the PC well in their 76th year.
TheHimalayanJournal. Vol. 52,1996, 339pp.1SBNO 195640152. EditorHarish
Kapadia.
Articles by John Hunt, Mick Fowler, Martin Moran, Kurt Diemberger etc.,
Expeditions and Notes, Panoramas (of the pull-out kind), more than 50 photographs, 15 colour plates and much more leave one exhausted before reading it. The
Editor is now on e-mail incidentally(nawang.nkapadia@gems.vsnl.net.in). The
adverts are interesting as well, especially the one titled 'Hair Fall?', of interest to
the follicularly-challenged .
Cambridge Mountaineering 1996 Journal. Editor Martin Jackson .
Fifty-nine pages of student enthusiasm: 'I could not stop laughing as spindrift
avalanches choked me in powder.' This in Scotland, as are several other articles.
The usual stuff; late coming off the hoary old Ben etc, but fun nonetheless.
Competently put together.
Ken Crocket.
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Distributed by:
Cordee, 3a De Montfort Street, Leicester LE1 7HD
Telephone: Leicester 0116 254 3579 Fax: 0116 247 1176
These books and maps are available from many bookshops and
mountain equipment suppliers

BRAEMAR

MOUNTAIN SPORTS & NORDIC SKI CENTRE

Wide range of the very best brand
names in mountain sports.
Extensive range of clothing and equipment
for the mountaineer and walker.
Specialists in Nordic and Alpine
ski mountaineering equipment.
Winter Courses in Telemark,
Ski Touring and Winter Skills.
Mountain Bike Hire
Call in for specialist advice and information, or
phone for our free colour Mail Order Catalogue
(All items delivered free within UK).

Invercauld Road, Braemar. AB35 5YP
TEL: 01339741242 FAX: 01339741496
ii

JARVIS BOOKS
Specialists in Mountaineering

57 Smedley Street East
Matlock, Derbyshire
DE4 3FQ England
Tel.lFax. (01629) 55322

SECOND-HAND & NEW MOUNTAINEERING BOOKS
CLIMBING & WALKING GUIDES WORLDWIDE
VERY LARGE STOCKS. s.a.e. CATALOGUE

BOOKS - JOURNALS - LIBRARIES
PURCHASED
SHOP OPEN MONDAY - SATURDAY 9.30-0.30

iii

Specialists in Mountain Sports Equipment
and Adventure Discovery Holidays
134 LOTHIAN ROAD, EDINBURGH. EH3 9BG

TEL: 0131 229 2233 - SALES
TEL: 0131 221 14t 3 - TRAVEL

We also offer a mail order service and
accept AccessNisa/Switch

~

rnacpac

SCOTLAND'S LEADING STOCKIST
OF MACPAC EQUIPMENT

DID YOU KNOW? All SMC and JMCS
members receive the following discounts:

10

0/0 CLOTIDNG + EQUIPMENT
OFF MOUNTAIN BIKES + ACCESSORIES
TRAVEL + MOUNTAINEERING INSURANCE

150/0 OF'}' TENTS
25% OFF BIKE SERVICING
Discount does not apply to goods already discounted or on special otTer.
Members must produce membership cards at time of purchase to receive
discount.
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ENJOY THE SCOTTISH MOUNTAINS AND LEARN NEW SKILLS
Courses available all year round include:
Winter Skills (for hillwalkers), Winter Mountaincraft (revision of skills
and grade 1111 gullylbuttress climbing), Navigation, Summer/winter ML
Preparation, Beginners Rockclimbing and Abseiling,
Skye MunroslRidge.
Based in Invergarry in the Great Glen, we have access to a variety of
hillwalking and climbing areas, from Glenshiel, Glen Affric, Knoydart and
Creag Meagaidh to the Grey Corries, Mamores, Ben Nevis, Glencoe and in
winter, the Cairngorms. Courses are fully inclusive of accommodation and
full board and are based in our cosy cottage. All you have to do is get here!

For brochure/reservations please call 01809 501225
or E-Mail: drynachan@aol.com.

DRYNACHAN COTTAGE, INVERGARRY

Cosy B&B in the heart of the Great Glen
With around 40 Munros within 30/40 minutes drive, the Great Glen Cycle track
directly accessible from our garden and the River Garry close by, Drynachan is
perfect for walkers, cyclists or fishennen, or simply for touring and relaxing. We
are the base for Highland Hillcraft courses. Log fires, central heating, en-suite
facilities, drying room and cycle store and hearty home cooked meals. STB 2
crown Commended. B&B from only £15, DBB from £25 .

For brochures/reservations please call 01809 501225
or E-Mail: drynachan@aol.com.
v

DRIFTERS

THE YOUTH HOSTEL
A private hostel situated in Edinburgh Town Centre, run by
experienced staff with plenty of local knowledge.
Free pick up/drop off local area. Free bicycle. 50 beds. Prices
include use of all linen. Showers. Laundry/drying facilities.
Hillwalking/mountaineering area local. Advance booking
accepted all year. TV Lounge at hostel/Sky TV.
Group discount. Self catering facilities.
Rates of accommodation from only £5 (Long Term).

7 Lower Gilmore Place, Edinburgh EH3 9NY
Telephone: 0131 229 2436

GREY CORRIE LODGE
Ideal centre for mountaineering, skiing, hill walking, canoeing, mountain
biking and motor
biking. On the A86,
only 12 miles from Fort
William, adjacent to
the Roybridge Inn.
Private bunkhouse for
2, 4 or 8 persons.
Complete self-catering
with heating, showers, toilets,
drying rooms, all bedding provided
and log fire.
Contact: Nick Harding, Tel: Spean Bridge 01397 712236 Fax 712241
Roybridge, Inverness-shire, PH31 4AN
Located next to Roybridge Inn, 12 miles N.E. of Fort William on A86 to
Newtonmore. Grid Ref: 277814. Sleeps 28 in bunkbeds.
£8-£9.50 p.p.p.n!. all inclusive.

vi

The Original

Mountain Craft
Established in 1986, Mountain Craft provides mountain skills courses plus private
tuition and guiding throughout the year. In summer there are courses on scrambling
and rock climbing around Ben Nevis and Glen Coe, weeks in the Skye Cuillins and of
Classic Scottish Rock. In winter choose from three levels of course from winter
mountaincraft to snow & ice climbing. Qualified expert instruction. Scottish Sports
Council approved course tuition. BMC Approved Courses. For a brochure please
contact:

Mountain Craft ©
Glenfinnan Fort William
PH374LT
Scotland
Tel: 0\397722213
Fax: 01397722300
email: mail@mountaincraft.co.uk
http://www.users.zetnet.co.uklmountaincraftl

ULLAPOOL
TOURIST
HOSTEL

WEST HOUSE
Great facilities, friendly staff, no curfew
Open all year
Accommodation from £8.50 per person per night
All linen supplied No hidden costs

West House
West Argyle Street, Ullapool,
Ross-shire lV26 2TY
Fax/I'el: 01854 613126
vii
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LEACANTUIM FARM BUNKHOUSE

Leacantuim Farm Bunkhouses. Open all year. Individual or groups.
Bunkhouse sleeps up to 22. Cost £6.50 nightly or £35.00 pp per week.
Ben End Bunkroom for 8. Cost £40.00 pp per week. Groups of 10 or 12.
Alpine Barn sleeps 24. Cost £5 .50 nightly.
The farm ground by the river is available for large groups for camping £2.50 pp nightly.
Red Squirrel camp site, open all year. Nightly cost per person £3.50, SOp under l2s.
Casual easy going site. Village I '/2 miles. Museum. Hotel bar, restaurants. This is cheap
basic accommodation, clean but shared bunk bed rooms. Pools in river suitable for
swimming. Permit fishi ng. Mountains walks and Pony Trekking within 12 miles radius.
Local boat hirers-history-nature. Ski tow winter-summer llm.

Grid reC.N.N. 116577. H. MacColI, Leacantuim Farm, Glencoe,
Argyll PA39 4HX. Tel: (01855) 811256

Isle of Skye
Croft Bunkhouses & Bothies
Four adjacentIndependent hostels on a 12 acre croft on the west
coast of Skye, 20 minutes from Glenbrittle & Sligachan. Fully
equipped with kitchens, drying room & free hot showers etc.
Camping allowed, pub 500 yards. Open all year.

* Bunkhouse - sleeps 14
* Bothy - sleeps 6
* Bothy Beag - sleeps 4
* Cabin - sleeps 2
£6.00 per night (group discounts)

Pete Thomas, 7 Portnalong, Skye IV47 8SL
Tel/Fax 01478 640254
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BADRALLACH

BOTHY, COTTAGE AND CAMP SITE
DUNDONNELL

,.,
ffiGHLY
COMMENDED

Open all year for holidays only - weekend breaks, seasonal festivities, etc. Badrallach Township is located
7 miles along a si ngle track road off the A832, I mile east of Dundonnell - on the shore of Little Loch
Broom.
The Bothy is a basic but cosy and clean "Stone tent", with a peat stove, gas lights, gallery and raised sleeping
plntform,. lI. sink, , howcro and WC'n, .....ith plcnt)' of hot wator, are available in an adjacent purpo" built
building. Sleeps 9-12 persons, groups & individuals welcome. £3.00 /person/night.
The Cottage is a beautifully restored croft cottage luxuriously appointed overlooking An Teallach, with
peat stove, crisp linen sheets and gas lighting. Sleeps 4-5 persons. S.T.B. grading I crown Highly
Commended. £120-£225/week.
The Campsite is a small peaceful family run loch shore site with only 12 tent pitches (and 3 caravans by
prior booking only). Plenty of hot water and magnificent views.
SCOTTISH
. "':• . "
A clinker built Shetland model is available for hire.
. ~:JI~~~~

~

f{, ""'..~ Contact Mr & Mrs Stott, Croft 9, Badrallach, Dundonnell, by Garve,
_j -

Ross-shire, IV23 2QP SCOTLAND, Tel: 01854 633281
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CHALLENGE
SPORTS

Specialist suppliers of climbing,
walking, camping equipment
and clothing.
25 BANK STREET, FALKIRK.
Tel. 01324 612328
ix

CAN'T FIND YOUR IDEAL
GARMENT?
MADE TO MEASURE SERVICE

Mountain jackets,
waterproofs, windshirts,
fleece and ski wear

Top quality fabric
sourced from UK,
Italy, Germany
and Switzerland

...."",-"7-C
-LO
-T-H-IN-G-----'

Phoenix, Paramo,
Helly Hansen,

provide a quality service,
Calange, North Cape,
Thorlo, Thermals,
unbiased advice and value
Boots and Accessories
for money
Open Monday-Saturday, 9 a.m.-S.30 p.m.

BALLATER ROAD, ABOYNE, ABERDEENSHIRE, AB34 5HT
Tel. 013398 86062 Fax. 01339887301

NE THY HOUSE
Nethy Bridge
Inverness-shire
PH253EB

We are unique, check us out!
Excellent value group accommodation in the Spey Valley, near Aviemore.
This large, centrally heated house, with bunk bedrooms sleeping 6 or less allows
complete flexibility ; whether you are a club, friends or group of families who
enjoy being together as a group. We have a resident' s bar, games room,
drying room; TV; video player and lecture facilities.
All local activities including; hill-walking, climbing, skiing, riding, watersports,
and environmental studies. Catered or self-catered 15-64.

PhonelFax: 01479 821 370
x

The Colonel's Corner and Heir Apparent, The Maiden's Bed and the Nick of
Curlywee, English Gold and a Parcel of Rogues, The Murder Hole and the Flesh
Market, The Spout of the Clints of the Clints of the Spout ...
Where on earth ... ?!
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SPORTS

56 MAIN S T .
TEL:
KESWICK
KESWICK
CUMBRIA
(017687) 72227
CA125JS
On the border!! THE MOUNTAINEERING EQUIPMENT SPECIALISTS

SLEAT INDEPENDENT HOSTEL, ISLE OF SKYE.
21/2 miles North of Armadale. 30 miles South of Cuillin
Hills. Full CIH. Mod. Kitchen. Drying Room with washing
machine/tumble dryer. Showers. T.V.'s. Payphone. Free
transport to and from Armadale Ferry. £6 pppn. Reductions
for Groups in excess of 10 persons.

SEND FOR BROCHURE OR PHONE
PETER MACDONALD 01471 844 440/272

DUNMHOR HOUSE
Proprietors:
Graham Christie & Valerie lohnston

BED & BREAKFAST
67 High Street, Kingussie
PH211HX
Tel/Fax: 01540 661809

5 letting rooms. CH. TV. Tea & Coffee in
all rooms. £15 pp per night. 5-10 rrtins
walk from bus/train station. We take
walkers/climbers and drop them off in a
15 mile radius - no need to back-track to
collect your vehicle.

NA TIGHEAN BEAGA
Ben Nevis 12 miles -

Creag Meagaidh 15 miles

Self-catering chalets and bungalows sleeping 2-8 persons.
Site drying room available (FREE).
Hotel restaurant & bar 250 yards. Colour brochure available.
Contact: Stuart Matheson, Na Tighean Beaga, East Park, Roy
Bridge, Inverness-shire. Tel: 01397 712370 Fax: 01397 712831
xi

Self Catering Accommodation
Fort William
Excellent drying rooms - Close to town - One night or longer
On the spot advice from local mountain guide
Bag a bed!! Conta ct: A lan or Sue Kimber

01397 700451
Email: mountain@guide.u-net.com
Web site: http://www.u-net.com!-guide/

' Calluna', Heathercroft, Fort William, PH33 6RE.

Four Seasons Bistro & Bar
Inchree Chalet Site, Onich, Fort Wiliam.
Tel. 01855821 393 Fax. 01855821 287
Now open weekends from Feb. to Easter & full-time to Oct. for evening meals. Bar
open every night. Open also Xmas & New Year period. We are available throughout
the year for group bookings & club dinners. Self catering & bunkhouse
accommodation from £6 per night. Brochures & sample menus available on request.

Good Food

Real Ales

Selected Malts

AlItonside Guest House
Situated on the A82 approach to Fort William on the shores of Loch Linnhe overlooking the hills beyond. It
is I" , miles from the town centre of Fort William which nestles at the foot of Ben Nevis.
Great countryside for outdoor enthusiasts with skiing at nearby Nevis Range and Glencoe, as well as walking
and climbing opportunities. The accommodation consists of En-suite facilities. tea and coffee making
facilities, colour television and central heating in all rooms. A drying room is available for guests use.Full
breakfast is included in the price which ranges from £15-£25 per person with 'special rates' on ' Winter breaks.'

For reservations or more information Please telephone or fax Mrs Allton on
01397 703542

Alltonside, Achintore Road, Fort William, Highland, PH33 6RW

TAILRACE INN
KINLOCHLEVEN, INVERNESS-SHIRE
PA4040H

Phone 01858 831777
All rooms En-suite budget accommodation.
Open all year, Food all day
Close to Mamores
Mid way between Glencoe Fort William
xii

THE SMIDDY BUNKHOUSE

BEN NEVIS - GLENCOE- ARDGOUR - CREAG MEAGAIDH
Excellent standard of self-catering accommodation to sleep 12 or 16.
Situated in convenient village location 3 miles from Fort William on A830 to Mallaig.
Local Shops, bus, train, 2 minutes walk. Warm, comfortably furnished , fully equipped
for self-catering, HOT showers. Laundry/drying room.

An excellent situation for independent outdoor Activity holidays Walking, Climbing, Canoeing, Sailing - or just relaxir~"

The Old Smiddy, Station Road, Corpach, Fort William.
TellFax 01397 772467 Day or Evening.
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AMI !

SNOWGOOSE~
MOUNTAIN
CENTRE
. ~
lntroduction to Rock Climbing· Rock,
Ridge & Scramble' Classic Mountain
Rock · Summer/Autumn HiUwa1king .
Mountain Navigation' Winter Skills &
Walking· Winter Mountaineering ·
Early Winter
"Warmer" Courses
• OPEN ALL YEAR·

Come stay awhile with us in the Highlands of
Scotland. Choose from a unique variety of
hospitable, independently run Bunkhouses,
Hostels and Bothies, mostly set amongst
remote, stunning scenery.
Mai nly run by walkers and climbers for
walkers and climbers.

LEARN NEW SKILLS -UPGRADE OLD ONES

CUll.LINS - GLENCOE - BEN NEVIS

Instruction - Advtco - Guiding Arranged

-TO~ON-CAmNGORMS

BMC Aproved Courses

ARDGOUR - ASSYNTANTEALLACH
On our doorstep is Europe's premier outdoor
activity arena for the mountain man and
woman - ALL YEAR ROUND

COURSESlHOLIDAYS FOR INDIVIDUALS,
GROUPS & COMPANIES
2 day week-end pi us 3-5 day Midweek Courses.

Contact:
~
John or Tlna Cuthbertson,
Snowgoose Mountain Centre, ~ " I J
The Old Smiddy, Station Road,
Corpach, Fort William,
PH337JH_ TellFax: 01397 772467

!

\

Reg Office: 1 Achlauchl1lch, by Roybridgo,
Inverness-shire PH31 4A W
TolIFax 01397 712315 or 01397772467

~

http://www.lochaber.co.uklbbbb

~

~E.mail: bbbb @ac:hlluchrach.prestel.co.uk ~
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Cui/fin Guides

Stronlossit Hotel

Courses in all aspects of mountaineering: Ridge
Walking & Scrambling (Skye Munros); Basic
Rock Climbing; Classic Routes; Cuillin Ridge
Traverse; Alpine Courses; Wild Country Back
Packing; Winter Mountain Craft; Snow & Ice
Climbing; Private Guiding by arrangement
(throughout the U.K.).

Roybridge, by Fort William
Inverness-shire, PH3I 4AG.
Tel: (01397) 712253
Fax: 712641

send stamp for brochure to:

En-suite accommodation.
Everyone welcome.
Real Ales. Bar Meals.
Open All Day.

Gerry Akroyd, Stac Lee, Glenbrittle,
Isle or Skye, Invernesshire.
Telephone: (01478) 640289
http.Jlwww.w-o-w.comlclientslculIIin

AN TEALLACH. NfW Scotland.
Stay at Sail Mhor Croft
Independent Hostel. Ideally
situated below An Teallach, easy
access for Fannichs & Ben Dearg
groups. Meals available or
self catering.
Tel: (01854) 633224
D.K. Neville, DundonneU,
Ross-shire IV23 2QT

ORCHYVILLA
GUESTHOUSE
Alma Road, Fort William,

PH33 6HA Tel: (01397) 702445
MrsMurphy
Comfortable guest house,
en suite facilities, private parking.
Close : Town, RaillBus Stations.
Washing and Drying facilities.
Competitive rates .

Badenoch Christian Centre Hostel

TORRIDON - Self Catering

Kincraig, by Kingussie

Kinlochewe Holiday Chalets

2 pub rooms, 12 bedrooms (grd fir
avail), sleeps 36, min let 1 night
Jan-Dec.

6 comfortable, warm, fully
equipped chalets - each sleeps 4.
Open all year.
Clubs/Groups welcome.
Pub and shop close-by.
Prices - Winter from £130 to
Summer £195 per chalet/week.

Contact: The Warden , Badenoch
Christian Centre, Kincraig,
Inverness-shire, PH21 INA
Tel/Fax 01540 651373

TELIFAX. (01334) 477220

No Smoking

Portree Backpackers Hostel

No Alcohol

MEMBERS

Famil y run, purpose built independent hostel.
Sleeps up to thirty.
Centrally heated, c lose to all amenities.
Local and travel infonnation readily availab le.
Ideal for the independent traveller.
School, College and University trips.
20 minutes drive from Cuillins.
Countless walks and scrambles locally
$ upennarkel next door.

are asked to support the
Advertisers in the Journal
and to mention the
Journal in any
communications with

Wood park, Dunvegan Road,

ADVERTISERS

Portree, Isle of Skye.

Tel: 01478613641 Fax: 01478613643
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back £16.95.
The Undiscovered Country: the reason we climb. By Phil Bartlett. H1back
£15.95. ISBN 0-948153-24-5.
Arka Tagh; the mysterious mountains. By Wm. Holgate. H1back£15.95. ISBN
0-948153-33-4.
Over the Hills & Far Away; essays by Rob Collister. Plback £11.95. ISBN 0948153-40-7.
Tight Rope: the fun of climbing. By Dennis Gray. Plback £9.95; H1back
£16.00. ISBN 0-948153-25-3.
Breaking Loose: a cycle/climbing journey from the UK to Australia. Plback
£9.50; H1back £16.00. ISBN 0-948153-26-1.
MOUNTAINEERING ESSAYS
The Ordinary Route. By Harold Drasdo. ISBN 0 948153466. Plback £12.50.
A View from the Ridge: essays by Dave Brown & Ian Mitchell - Winner
BoardmenITasker Award 1991. Plback £6.50. ISBN 0-948153-11-3.
A Necklace of Slings: essays by Dave Gregory. H1back £15 .00. ISBN 0948153-37-7.

THE ERNEST PRESS, 8 Rehoboth Est., Lianfaelog,
Anglesey, LL63 5TS. Tel/Fax 01407 811098.
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Compasses
Maps
Trousers
Boots
Rucksacks
Socks
Jackets
Fleece
Tents
Stoves
Skis
Snowboards
Gloves
ggles
Etc ..

OPEN
7
DAYS

5 St Andrews Street High Street
Aberdeen
Inverurie
Tel 01224 624333
Tel 01467 625855
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Presented by Cameron McNeish

"The Edge goes out
with a bang so loud
your teeth rattle. The
tour de force is Graeme
Ettle ,Inn Rah Annerson
on White Magic in
Coire an t-Sneachda guaranteed to make
you sweat."

Climber
The award winning
BBC Television series
celebrating 100 years of
Scottish mountaineering
is now available on a
DOUBLE VIDEO PACK
for just £16.99
Features many great
Scottish climbers
including
Jimmy Marshal!,
Dave Cuthbertson,
Graeme Ettle,
Rab Anderson,
Ken Crocket and
many more.

Available from climbers shops and all
good video stockists or direct from
Striding Edge.
Please send cheques or POs for
£18.99 (£16.99 plus £2.00 p&p) to
Striding Edge.
Dept SMC.
Striding Edge Ltd.,
Crag House Farm,
Wasdale,
Cumbria,
CA19 !UT
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200 GREAT WESTERN ROAD, GLASGOW. G4 9AG
TELEPHONE 0141 3325533 FAX 0141 3320559

The longest established independent
retailer in Glasgow
SPECIALISTS IN

Skiing - Mountaineering - Canoeing

Torren Cottages, Glencoe
Within walking distance of Clachaig Inn.
3 warm comfortable self-contained cottages catering for
climbers and walkers all year round. Each cottage sleeps 6-8.
Prices from £138 for the hire of a cottage for a weekend.
Contact: Mrs. Sutherland, cJo The Moss, Pier Road, Rhu,
G84 8LH Tel. 01436 820274 Fax. 01436 821212
LOCH DUICH

HOTEL
Talisker Award /996

The Cuillin' s of Skye, the mountains and glens of
Torridon and Kintail- We enjoy a unique location
in their midst and overlook Eilean Donan Castle,
setting of 'Highlander' movie.
En suite rooms, superb food with distinctive Scottish
flavour and a lively pub featuring weekend Celtic
music, we welcome parties and individuals wishing
to walk or climb in our spectacular surroundingsInterested?

IJi"A

~ Call lain or Karin Fraser 01599 555213

Ardelve, by Kyle of Lochalsh

**

Fax 01599 555214
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THE GREAT OUTDOOR
EQUIPMENT SPECIALIST
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13 Wellington PI.le. lel 013i 5540804

ISBN 0-907521-63-0
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9 780907 521631

